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Abstract

The research presented in this thesis examines in detail the role of triad Fourier phase

dynamics across a range of turbulent fluid systems. In 1D Burgers, we see a clear

link between the Fourier space triad phases and real-space shocks, the key dissipative

structures of the dynamics. This link is evident also in the intermittency statistics,

where time periods of high phase synchronisation contribute the majority of the extreme

events that characterise intermittent behaviour. The reduction of degrees of freedom is

also explored, with Fractal Fourier decimation used to remove modes across all scales of

the system. We find that the phase synchronisation mechanism is extremely sensitive

to such changes, and coherence is quickly lost as degrees of freedom are suppressed.

We further extend these phase dynamics concepts by examining the forward enstrophy

cascade in 2D Navier Stokes. Again the importance of the triad Fourier phases is clear,

with strong preference for values that contribute to the forward cascade. We will see

that at a snapshot in time, only a subset of the Fourier modes are responsible for the

formation of small-scale vorticity filament structures that govern the total enstrophy

dissipation of the flow. The final stage is to expand the definition of the triad Fourier

phase to a non-scalar field in 3D Navier-Stokes. Utilising helical mode decomposition,

we show the differing behaviour of the helical triad interaction classes and once again

how helical triad phases play a vital role in the efficiency and directionality of energy flux

in 3D turbulence. In a similar fashion to the 2D Navier-Stokes enstrophy cascade, we

again find only a small energetic subset of the Fourier modes are important contributors

to the flux toward small scales, and thus to the intermittent bursts of dissipation that

characterise these chaotic flows. Finally we discuss how these exciting new results could

be applied to other turbulent systems and how such coherent phase dynamics may lead

to a better understanding of the mechanism behind Intermittency in Turbulence.
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Summary

This summary chapter gives a short description of the work discussed in the thesis. The

aim is to give context and a general idea of the research completed during my time as

a PhD Student in University College Dublin. At the same time some of the theoretical

and numerical tools used and developed in this study will also be introduced. Finally

the last section of this chapter outlines the results in each chapter, highlighting the

principal results to be presented.

Fluid turbulence remains one of most important unsolved problem of classical physics,

even after centuries of considerable interest and investigation from the scientific com-

munity. The complexity of turbulence is described by the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations,

known since Navier (1823);

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p+

1

Re
∆u + F

∇ · u = 0,
(1)

where u is the fluid velocity field, p is the pressure field, F is an external forcing and Re

is an non-dimensional parameter called Reynolds number. The conservation of mass or

continuity equation; ∇ ·u = 0, is valid for the case of incompressible flows to which we

will restrict ourselves for the remainder of this work. The key parameter governing the

fluid flow regime is the Reynolds number defined by, (Reynolds 1984);

Re =
UL

ν
(2)

where U is the fluid velocity, L is the typical length scale of the system and ν is the

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds number is the only free parameter in the

equations of motion. Re can be seen as a ratio between non-linear and linear effects

in eq. (1). If Re is small the viscous damping term 1
Re

∆u dominates at all scales, the

flow is driven by linear dynamics and therefore the solution is laminar and smooth.

1
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When Re is large we observe the development of an inertial range of scales where the

non-linear term dominates and we enter into the fully developed turbulence regime. We

examine some shared characteristics of such high Re flows:

(a) Strongly coupled (non-linear) system with non-local interactions.

(b) Chaotic, unpredictable, intermittent dynamics. Initially close solution fields will

diverge quickly so as to render a precise deterministic prediction of its evolution ex-

tremely difficult.

(c) Flow characterized by vortical structures. Regions of space with high local rotation

of the fluid.

(d) Multi-scales process. Vortices in the flows cover a wide range of spatial scales.

One of the fundamental open questions in turbulence dynamics is that of intermit-

tency. It manifests in the presence of strong fluctuations over a range of scales in both

space and time. One of the key fluctuating quantities is the energy dissipation rate,

ε = 2νSijSij, (3)

where Sij is the rate of strain given by Sij ≡ 1/2 (∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi). We see strong

bursts of energy dissipation ε intermittently in time and location in real space. Strong

sharp peaks of dissipation ε are localized in space, while at the same time other regions

in the space domain are close to non dissipative. The position of such dissipative

structures changes unpredictably in time. Such bursts in dissipation are related to

changes in the localized flux of energy due to dynamics of the non-linear term in eq. (1).

This intermittent behaviour can be quantified via the probability density functions

(PDFs) of velocity gradients, where highly non-Gaussian distributions with large tails

are measured. The probability of such extreme non-Gaussian events increases as Re is

increased. Much of the work described in this thesis will examine the flux of energy

and enstrophy via the non-linear interactions and in particular the role of Fourier phase

dynamics in governing the efficiency of such transfers.

Intermittency can be described through the introduction of the so-called structure func-

tions for two-point velocity difference statistics.

S(p)(r) ≡ 〈(δru)p〉x ∝ rζ(p), (4)

where δru = |(u(x + r)− u(x))| is the velocity increment at a distance r = |r|. Inter-

mittency manifests as non self-similar behaviour of the standardized PDFs depending

on the distance r of the points over which the velocity increment is measured. The lack
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of self-similarity is reflected in the scaling exponents ζ(p). Numerical and experimental

measurements of ζ(p) have shown the existence of a set of exponents which deviate from

the linear behaviour predicted in the case of self-similar statistics.

While the results on intermittency described above are primarily for the Navier-Stokes

system, at this point we will introduce the 1D Burgers equation which is commonly

used as a model for a large range of nonlinear dissipative systems.

∂u

∂t
+

1

2

∂u2

∂x
= ν

∂2u

∂x2
+ F, x ∈ [0, 2π) , (5)

where u(x, t)(= u(x+2π, t)) is the scalar velocity field, ν is a positive definite parameter

which can be seen as a kinematic viscosity and F (x, t)(= F (x + 2π, t)) is the external

forcing.

It represents one of the simplest non-linear partial differential equations known to dis-

play a non-trivial scaling of the velocity field correlation functions as in the full NS

equations [1]. A full review of the current understanding of Burgers dynamics and its

applications is given in [2]. Even though eq. (5) is a one-dimensional model, term by

term it is closely related to the Navier-Stokes system. As in NS dynamics, under large

scale stochastic forcing 1D Burgers exhibits the same non-Gaussian probability density

function (PDF) of δru, with large tails observed to the negative side [3]. Burgers dy-

namics are characterized by a very efficient and non-trivial energy transport from large

to small scales where energy is dissipated in strongly localized velocity jumps (shocks)

in the real space solution. We remark that shocks are the only structures in the flow able

to dissipate energy in the limit of small viscosity. In other words, the energy flux across

scales is absorbed only by a few strongly localized structures in real space with the same

characteristic bursts of dissipation found in the higher dimensional NS dynamics.

The Navier-stokes equations restricted to two-dimensions will also be examined in this

thesis, not only to gain insight into the full three dimensional case but also for its use

as a simple model for large scale motion of the atmosphere and oceans where the ap-

proximation of thin layers of fluid in which stratification and rotation suppress vertical

motions making is valid. In contrast to the three dimensional case the non-linear inter-

actions conserved two quantities, energy and enstrophy Ω ≡
∫
S
(∇ × u)2dS. It is well

know that in two dimensions NS exhibits a dual cascade phenomena, an inverse energy

cascade and a direct enstrophy cascade [4–7].
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These additional conservation laws make 2D flow dynamics fundamentally different to

the three dimensional case, with many of the difficulties of studying the full three di-

mensional case not present. Intermittency is not present in the inverse energy cascade

in 2D flows, see review [8], and the lower dimensionality allows for higher resolution

numerical simulations where recent advances mean that both cascades can be seen si-

multaneously [9]. However for the purposes of the work presented in Chapter 4 we will

focus only on the direct enstrophy cascade which is known to have a k−3 scaling in the

energy spectra up to logarithmic corrections [10–13] as we include an α friction term

to enable a statistical stationary inverse energy cascade to be achieved. This forward

enstrophy cascade is observed to have intermittent fluctuations in the scalar vorticity

field rather than the velocity field as in the three dimensional case [14].

Thus we introduce the Ekman-Navier-Stokes formulation which includes an additional

dissipative term to the Navier-Stokes equations:

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p

ρ
+ ν∆u− αu + F (6)

∇ · u = 0.

Physically the α term in eq. 6 comes from the introduction of friction [14] and removes

energy at large scales, thereby making the inverse energy cascade stationary. This term

has previously been introduced in 2D flows for a number of different physical systems.

Ekman friction in a rotating flow, Rayleigh friction in stratified flow, Hartmann friction

in MHD [7] and friction induced by enclosing air in soap films [6]. Rather than using

the velocity variables, in two dimensions it is natural to move to the scalar vorticity

ω formulation of eq. 6 where ω = ∇ × u is a scalar field and the incompressibility

condition is directly enforced. The time evolution equation for the vorticity field ω is

given by:
∂ω

∂t
+ (u · ∇)ω = Fω − ν(−4)nω − αω . (7)

where we now also allow for hyper-viscosity through the value of the dissipation index

n. In chapter 4 we will explore the non-linear mechanism responsible for the forward

enstrophy cascade using the formulation in eq. 7. Similarly to the rest of the work in

the thesis we will focus on the analysis of Fourier space dynamics and in particular the

role of the triad Fourier phases of the vorticity field in Fourier space.

In this thesis we will focus on understanding intermittency in high Reynolds, homoge-

neous and isotropic turbulent flows. For this purpose, in both 1D Burgers and 2D/3D
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Navier-Stokes we will always consider only a large scale external forcing F, applied in

Fourier space to a band at low wavenumbers. This type of isotropic stochastic forcing

has been previously used to generate such homogeneous and isotropic statistically sta-

tionary turbulence states [15, 16, 16–19].

This research will use of a series of state of the art direct numerical simulations (DNS)

to investigate the mechanisms producing intermittent dynamics and to evaluate the

important degrees of freedom (DOF) of the system. This system reduction will be done

in two ways, the first by using Fractal Fourier decimation to keep only a subset of

DOFs available in the original flow. In this way we modify the non-linear interactions

responsible for the energy transfers. The second method will be a study of a subset of

the DOF during simulations of the full PDE system, in particular the role of the Fourier

triad phases (linear combinations of the individual Fourier mode phases) will be exten-

sively examined for these dynamic subsets where we see the key role such phases have

in governing the flux of conserved quantities in the systems. The specific DOF subset

will depend on the system examined and will be selected dynamically in the 2D and 3D

Navier-Stokes work.

Much of the analysis is described in the terms of Fourier space variables which are

more natural for both the DNS calculations and also for the isolation of the individual

DOF we are interested in studying. Thus we let be examining the Fourier velocity field

ûk(t) ∈ C for each Fourier mode k. The key idea of is that dynamics of the Fourier

phases φk(t) = arg[ûk(t)] play a governing role in determining the efficiency of energy

and enstrophy flux via triadic wavevector interactions, and therefore in the intermittent

dissipation bursts that are key to characterizing turbulent dynamics. We now give the

layout of each results chapter where we start with the 1D Burgers system, then moving

to 2D Eckman NS case and finally onto the full 3D NS dynamics.

Thesis’ Structure

Introduction:

In this chapter we give an overview of the main theoretical questions and a review of

the current understanding of the topic. Also included will be a brief summary of how

the research to follow fits in the current understanding of fluid turbulence. We will also

introduce some of the mathematical framework that will be used throughout the course

of the thesis.
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Chapter 2:

In the second chapter we present a phenomenological study of the triad phase dynamics

of the one-dimensional stochastically forced Burgers equation, and of the same equation

under a fractal Fourier decimation.

The Fourier space Burgers equation can be decomposed into a set of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) which describe the individual evolution of each complex variables.

Moreover, to further separate the variables of interest an amplitude/phase representa-

tion can be applied: ûk(t) = ak(t)e
iφk(t), where ak(t) = |ûk(t)| is the amplitude and

φk(t) = arg[ûk(t)] is the phase of the Fourier complex velocity field. Due to Burgers’

quadratic non-linearity, the non-local interactions appear in triads (groups of 3 modes),

hence the key dynamical degrees of freedom consist of the modes’ real amplitudes ak(t)

along with the triad phases, i.e. the combinations:

ϕk3k1, k2(t) = φk1(t) + φk2(t)− φk3(t),

where the wavenumbers k1,k2,k3 satisfy a ‘closed-triad’ condition: k1 + k2 = k3. The

aim of this study is twofold. First, we study the relevance of triad phases relating to the

energy transfers between modes. Second, in order to better understand the connections

between triad phase dynamics and the presence of shock-like structure in the real space,

we will study the effect of the introduction of quenched projection on the fractal Fourier

set where the preliminary results discussed in Chapter 2, show a strong depletion of

shocks when the system fractal dimension is reduced.

Concerning the one-dimensional case, we find that triad phases show alignment and

synchronization that favour energy fluxes towards small scales –a direct cascade. In

addition, strongly dissipative real-space structures are associated with entangled corre-

lations amongst the phase precession frequencies and the amplitude evolution of Fourier

triads. As a result, triad precession frequencies show a non-Gaussian distribution with

multiple peaks and fat tails, and there is a significant correlation between triad pre-

cession frequencies and amplitude growth. Links with dynamical systems approach are

briefly discussed, such as the role of unstable critical points in state space. On the other

hand, by reducing the fractal dimension D of the underlying Fourier set, we observe:

i) a tendency toward a more Gaussian statistics, ii) a loss of alignment of triad phases,

leading to a depletion of the energy flux and to a breaking of the coherency of the real

space structures (see Fig. 1), iii) the simultaneous reduction of the correlation between

the growth of Fourier mode amplitudes and the precession frequencies of triad phases.
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Figure 1: Left column: Real space velocity profiles in a decaying evolution as a
function of space and time for two fractal Fourier dimension: D = 1 (top), D = 0.95
(bottom). Right column: Parametric plots of the phase evolution for two different
triads in the inertial range: T1 : [k1; k2; k3] = [100; 150; 250] and T2 : [k1; k2; k3] =
[200; 250; 450], showing synchronization events near π

2 + 2nπ , n ∈ Z. Grid lines
denote triad phase values at π

2 +2nπ. Results are reported for dimension D = 1 (top)
and fractal Fourier dimension D = 0.95 (bottom).

Ref. [20]: Buzzicotti, M., Murray, B. P., Biferale, L., & Bustamante, M. D. (2016).

Phase and precession evolution in the Burgers equation. The European Physical

Journal E, 39(3), 1-9.

Chapter 3:

We will expand on the 1D Burgers work described in Chapter 2 by studying the time

dependant alignment and synchronization of triad phase variables and showing the key

role such dynamics play in intermittent synchronization events in the global energy flux

and dissipation of the system. This temporal synchronization of phases is characterized

by the introduction of the (complex-valued) Kuramoto order parameter [21, 22] for the

triad phases:

R exp(iΦ) =
〈
exp(i ϕk3k1,k2)

〉
k1,k2

, (8)
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where the average is over a set of triads. Here R(t) ∈ [0, 1] measures the coherence of

the triad phase population, and Φ(t) ∈ [0, 2π) is a proxy for the average triad phase.

A synchronized state of the triad phases is signalled when R(t) = 1: the corresponding

Φ(t) denotes the value of the triad phases. Alignment occurs when this value is equal

to π/2, which leads to maximized flux contributions in equation (2.11). Correspond-

ingly, R(t) . 1 indicates that not all triad phase values are the same but there is still

a preference for clustering of the values. In contrast, complete disorder - a uniform

probability for the triad phases to take a value in [0, 2π) - would give R(t) ≈ 0. By

studying the time evolution of R(t) and Φ(t) for triads in the inertial range of scales

we can study how triad synchronization and alignment directly affect the global char-

acteristics of the system. Fig. 2 shows an analysis of a snapshot in time preceding a

phase synchronization event of two shocks merging. Clear coherent structure can be

see in both the individual Fourier and triad phases as the system approaches a period

of synchronization.

The outcome of the work presented in this chapter is the observation of a clear link

between the degree of synchronization of the triad phases and efficient energy flux and

dissipation at small scales. Intermittient time periods of global triad phase synchro-

nization manifest in real space as large single shock solutions which result in periods of

maximally efficient flux. Such time periods are found to be the main contributors to

the non-Gaussian intermittiancy statistics and show the key role played by triad phase

dynamics in the turbulent dynamics.

Ref. [23]: Murray, B. P. & Bustamante, M. D. (2017). Energy flux enhancement, in-

termittency and turbulence via Fourier triad phase dynamics in 1D Burgers equation.

arXiv, arXiv:1705.08960.

Chapter 4:

Here we will show results for the Fourier triad phase dynamics in the 2D forward en-

strophy cascade in the Ekman-Navier-Stokes system. As the flux of enstrophy and not

energy will be the considered, the Fourier phases of the scalar vorticity variables will

be the focus of analysis (Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the real-space scalar vorticity

field). Recent work has begun to examine the role of Fourier phase in real space dis-

sipative structure formation [24], but we will focus on time averaged statistics rather

than individual events while also moving away from individual phase variables to the

dynamically relevant quantities of triad phases. It is the dynamics of these individual

phase triad combinations that govern the efficiency and direction of the cascade and
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Figure 2: 1D Burgers equation time snapshot. The top left panel shows the real
solution with two shocks about to merge, the top right shows the energy spectra,
middle left shows the time evolution of the Koromoto order parameters R(t) and
Φ(t). The middle right shows the PDF of the triad phases in the inertial range of
scales of the system. The full width middle panel is colored to show the values of the
individual Fourier phases φk for 0 < k < 1000. The bottom panel shows the value of

the triad phases ϕk3k1,k3−k1 as a function of 50 < k1 < 500 and 50 < k3 < 1000.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of real-space scalar vorticity field (resolution 20482) for 2D
stochastically forced hyperviscous Ekman-Navier-Stokes. Red indicates positive vor-
ticity and blue negative. The Eckman drag term (eq. 7) prevents the condensate

phenomena of a build-up of energy at the largest scales
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the time averaged statistics align with the known behaviour of the forward enstrophy

cascade.

A key difference between the study of the triad phase in this 2D case compared to 1D

Burgers analysis in Chapters 2 and 3 is that we will only examine a dynamic subset

of the triad interactions. This is motivated by the realization that at a snapshot in

time, only a small subset of the modes are responsible for majority of the flux and

dissipation. Thus a dynamically selected mode and corresponding triad subset will be

examined in time which not only removes superfluous noise from the time averaged

statistics but also allows for larger system analysis as it is far more computationally

efficient. The exact criteria for this dynamic selection will be described later but the

results suggest that it accurately includes the important modes and triad interactions

and gives a representative subset of the variables which retain the global statistics and

features of the full system.

Ref.: (In Preparation) Murray, B. P. & Bustamante, M. D. . ’Phase coherence in

Direct Enstrophy Cascade of 2D Navier-Stokes Turbulence’.

Chapter 5:

In the work presented in this chapter we will again build on the idea of triad phase

coherence in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The definition of the triad phase will be adapted as

we no longer have a scalar field as in the 1D and 2D cases. We will move to a helical mode

decomposition [25–27] resulting in two complex degrees of freedom for each wavevector.

From this we can define two helical Fourier phases and when triad interactions are

considered, eight helical triad phase types, four of which are independent. In these

3D Navier Stokes flows (Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the magnitude of the real-space

vorticity field) we will focus on the classical forward energy cascade from large to small

scales. We will again try to be as general as possible and focus on time averaged

statistics over a stationary state to ensure it is not specific events that contribute. We

again derive a formula for the flux into a dynamic subset of modes at small scales and

find the efficiency depends again on the values of the helical triad phases. The statistics

for each helical triad interaction type will be considered and distinct different behaviour

is found in the case of both helical triad types and also for the degree of locality of the

underlying wavevectors that compose a triad.
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Figure 4: Snapshot of isosurface of vorticity magnitude for 3D stochastically forced
Navier-Stokes (resolution 5123). The complex vortical structures can be clearly seen.

The isosurface is for 28% of the maximum vorticity magnitude at this time.

Ref.: (In Preparation) Murray, B. P. & Bustamante, M. D. . ’Phase Synchronisation

in Direct Energy Cascade of 3D Navier-Stokes Turbulence’.

Chapter 6:

Here we will show some results for the Charney-Hasegawa-Mima Equation (CHM) equa-

tion. This work investigates the phase precession resonance mechanism of energy trans-

fer in non-linear turbulent wave systems as first described in [28]. We examine some

features of this mechanism for small clusters of Fourier modes and try to pick out ex-

actly what dynamics lead to such maximal enstrophy transfers. We also give a brief
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discussion of how the mechanism of precession resonance is directly related to the triad

phase dynamics analysed in the previous results Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. The zero pre-

cession resonance case is exactly the critical point of the phases system, and similarities

are seen to the results discussed in detail for 1D Burgers in Chapter 3.

Chapter 7:

This chapter will be somewhat independent from the other results presented in this

thesis. Here we will show some results for industry collaborations resulting from Eu-

ropean Study Group with Industry (ESGI) meetings I participated in during my time

as a PhD Student. The results are my contributions to the final reports completed for

the companies and detail the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques used

to solve a number of the industrial problems that I worked on.

Conclusions:

This final chapter give an overview of all work presented in the thesis and how it estab-

lishes Fourier triad phases as key variables in turbulent fluid flows. A brief discussion

of future directions of research will also be given here.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Turbulent fluid flows are common in nature, science, technology, and daily life. They

include the flow of water in rivers and pipes, the flow of air over moving cars or air-

planes, jets that are formed when a fluid is forced through an orifice, the turbulent

advection of pollutants and pollen grains, storms systems on earth and indeed other

planets, turbulent convection in the sun, and turbulent shear flows in the arms of spiral

galaxies. Everyone who has observed the vortical swirls in water has some idea about

the nature of turbulent flow. However, despite its familiarity, importance in science and

technology, and long history of extensive research, turbulence remains a great challenge

and physicists often describe turbulence as the last great unsolved problem of classical

physics [29–31]. Due to the large variety of natural phenomena in which turbulence

is found it is difficult to give a single all-encompassing definition. It should be noted

that turbulence is not a feature of the fluid itself, but instead the way in which fluids

flow. In the case of Newtonian fluids the dynamics of turbulence are the same whether

whether we consider liquids or gases and for the most part are independent of boundary

conditions. Upon further investigation it is discovered that turbulence is a multi-scale

process, leading to the formation of coherent structures in the fluid’s velocity field. Such

structures are called vortices and occur at all possible scales in the system, limited at

the largest scales by the boundary conditions and at the smallest by viscous dissipation.

The concept and onset of turbulence in a fluid flow can be described by the character-

istic velocity of a flow. A classical example is a fluid flowing in a channel around an

object. At sufficiently slow speeds, fluid flow displays a laminar pattern as it passes

around the object without the formation of any vortex structures. At higher speeds, a

region of slow-moving fluid starts to develop behind the object and a pair of vortices are

formed as the liquid recirculates in this region. Finally as the speed is further increased,

14
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these structures behind the object become more elongated and when a critical speed

is reached, the vortices start breaking off into the flow which carries them downstream

where they further disintegrate forming smaller and smaller structures.

From a more technical viewpoint we see that in three-dimensional turbulence energy

constrained in these coherent structures is transferred from large to small scales via

an intermittent flux mechanism. This chaotic bursting behaviour produces large non-

Gaussian fluctuations in the velocity field, which can be made further non-Gaussian by

increasing the Reynolds number and therefore the relative intensity of non-linear versus

linear dynamics. These non-Gaussian statistics are accompanied by the development

of power law scaling in the moments of the velocity increments in an inertial range of

scales. This inertial scale is the region between the forcing and viscous terms where the

non-linear term is dominant. A number of open questions exist in the understanding

of intermittency in three-dimensional turbulence. It is difficult to connect this obser-

vation of bursts of energy flux to the Navier-Stokes equations of motion. Neither can

we predict its degree of universality, nor the key dynamical and topological ingredi-

ents of its origins. Further complicating matters, the inverse energy cascade regime

in two-dimensional turbulent flows do not display intermittent behaviour and in con-

trast to the three dimensional case they show quasi-Gaussian velocity field statistics [9].

The research presented in this thesis is an attempt to gain a better understanding of

the specific mechanism responsible for this intermittent bursting behaviour, universal

in all turbulent flows. For this reason we will focus on the regime of homogeneous and

isotropic fully develop turbulence in a periodic domain, which represents the ideal case

for our fundamental approaches.

What follows will be a short description of the basic concepts in the classical theory of

turbulence. The aim is not to provide a full review of the topic but to introduce the

main ideas and models that will be used in the remainder of the results chapters.
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1.1 Navier-Stokes equations

The equation of motion for a fluid are the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations;

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p

ρ
+ ν∆u + F

∇ · u = 0,

(1.1)

where u is the three dimensional velocity field, p is the pressure, ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic

viscosity and F is an external forcing which drives the system to a non-equilibrium

statistically steady state. The Navier-Stokes momentum equations (1.1) together with

the continuity condition ∇ · u = 0, govern the flow of all incompressible Newtonian

fluids. Hence eq. (1.1) supplemented with appropriate initial and boundary conditions

can, at least in principle, solve deterministically the evolution of fluid motion. However

as we will see, things are unfortunately not so simple.

1.1.1 Turbulent flows and the role of Reynolds number

In the case of the Navier-Stokes equations, the fluid dynamics depend only on a single

dimensionless parameter, the Reynolds number Re. Thus the only flow characteris-

tics needed to determine a unique solution are the Re and boundary conditions. The

Reynolds number, (Reynolds 1984), is defined by;

Re =
U0L0

ν
(1.2)

where U0 is a typical velocity, L0 a typical length scale and ν is the kinematic viscosity.

As the Reynolds number in a flow increases, the system makes a transition from a

stable regime (laminar flow) to a chaotic regime (turbulent flow). For very low Re and

with simple boundary condition geometries, it is sometimes possible to find analytical

solutions of eq. (1.1). However with complex geometry or as we move closer to the regime

of flow where non-linear dynamics become important it quickly becomes impossible to

find a closed solution. The important role of Re becomes more apparent if we non-

dimensional eq. (1.1);

∂û

∂t̂
+ (û · ∇̂)û = −∇̂p̂+

1

Re
∆̂û. (1.3)
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where,

x̂ =
x

L0

û =
u

U0

t̂ =
t

L0/U0

p̂ =
p

ρU2
0

, (1.4)

are non-dimensional fields. From eq. (1.3) we observe that the Reynolds number can be

thought of as ratio between the inertial (non-linear) and the viscous (linear dissipation)

terms.

Re ∝ |(û · ∇)û|
|ν∇2û| , (1.5)

When the Reynolds number is small the viscous damping dominates at all scales, the

flow is linear and the velocity field is laminar and smooth. As Re increases the non-

linear terms begin to dominate in the so called inertial range, where vortical structures

are generated and broken into smaller and smaller structures resulting in a complex

and chaotic turbulent flow. From this simple description it is clear that increasing of

Reynolds number corresponds a changing of the dominant dynamics at different scales.

Using a dimensional analysis argument described in [17], it can be derived that the ra-

tio between the largest (governed by boundary conditions or domain size) and smallest

(dissipative) scales grows as Re3/4. Together with the property of being a multi-scale

system, turbulent flows have an inherently chaotic behaviour. It means that a small

uncertainty in initial conditions will cause nearby states to quickly diverge and make it

extremely difficult to find a deterministic prediction of flow evolution in practical exam-

ples. Thus much of the current understanding utilizes statistical theory for describing

such turbulent flows.

1.1.2 Non-linear interactions and the Energy budget

The non-linear term of the Navier-Stokes equations does no create or destroy energy,

instead it is responsible for redistributing energy among the various scales of motions

within the system. To quantify this effect, we first need to define the concept of ”scale”.

To achieve this we move to the Fourier space representation of the velocity field and

consider a projection procedure, (PK), to decompose the Fourier space into two sets of

wavevectors. Given a smooth velocity field u(x) in a periodic domain, we can represent

it using Fourier series;

u(x) =
∑

k

ûke
ik·x

where ûk are the Fourier coefficients at each wavevector k. We can then split our real-

space solution into two functions depending on x and on a parameter K > 0 associated
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to the scale l ∼ K−1;

u<K(x) =
∑

|k|≤K

ûke
ik·x , u>K(x) =

∑

|k|>K

ûke
ik·x,

such that, their sum gives the original velocity u(x);

u(x) = u<K(x) + u>K(x).

When this concept of filtering is applied to a three-dimensional turbulent velocity field,

we obtain two functions, the first that conveniently identifies eddies of scale larger than

l or (|k| < K) and the second for scales less than l or (|k| > K). Applying the projector

P<
K to the Navier-Stokes equations we obtain the evolution for the field u<K ;

∂u<K
∂t

+ P<
K [(u<K + u>K) · ∇ (u<K + u>K)] = −∇p

<
K

ρ
+ ν∆u<K + F<

K

∇ · u<K = 0,

(1.6)

Now taking the scalar product of each term in eq. (1.6) with u<K and averaging (denoted

by 〈 〉) over the volume, we end up with;

∂t

〈 |u<K |2
2

〉
+ 〈u<K [(u<K + u>K) · ∇ (u<K + u>K)]〉 =

− 〈u<K · ∇p<K〉+ ν
〈
u<K · ∇2u<K

〉
+ 〈u<K · F<

K〉
(1.7)

Expanding the non-linear term contributions, we can notice that two of the terms

average to zero;

〈u<K (u<K · ∇u<K)〉 = 〈u<K (u>K · ∇u<K)〉 = 0,

where we use the incompressibility condition, ∂iui = 0 and the property of all periodic

functions; 〈(∂if)g〉 = −〈f(∂ig)〉.
Collecting the remaining terms from eq. (1.7), we obtain the scale-by-scale energy bud-

get equation:

∂tEK = −ΠK + εK + FK . (1.8)
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Here FK is the energy injected by the force up to the scale l due to the forcing, EK is

the cumulative energy between [0, K];

EK =
1

2

∑

0<|k|<K

|ûk|2,

εK is dissipation at large scale down to the scale l;

εK = ν
∑

0<k≤K

k2|ûk|2,

and finally the energy flux across the wavevector magnitude K;

ΠK = 〈u<K (u<K · ∇u>K)〉+ 〈u<K (u>K · ∇u>K)〉 . (1.9)

Eq. (1.8) describes the role of each type of dynamics in the creation, destruction and

redistribution of energy in turbulent flows between the largest scales down to l. The

interesting term in this expression for the analysis conducted in this thesis will be the

ΠK term. It is responsible for the non-linear interactions which exemplify the chaotic,

intermittiant and irregular bursts seen in high Re flows. Eq. (1.9) already hints at

the variables we will study; in Fourier space both non-linear terms involve interactions

between three wavevectors. These triadic wavevector interactions are common to not

only NS systems but also many of the models used to model turbulence that include

the same quadratic non-linearity. Thus we will be able to examine the non-linear flux

across a range of systems.

1.2 Statistical Turbulence - Kolmogorov 1941

One of the main difficulties with the current understanding of turbulence is that there is

no deductive theory starting from Navier-Stokes that leads to statistical results in accor-

dance with experimental observations. The only possibility is to formulate hypothesis

from which a consistent and predictive phenomenological scaling theory can be derived.

Kolmogorov’s 1941 (K41) is certainly the most important theory of isotropic turbulence.

It corresponds to dimensional predictions concerning either the second-order velocity

structure-function by Kolmogorov [32], or the kinetic-energy spectrum (Oboukhov [33]).
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We note that Kolmogorov [34] was led to revise his original 1941 theory in order to ac-

count for intermittency. For all the historical aspects related to these laws, the reader

is referred to the excellent classical book of [35].

At high Re in the fully developed turbulent regime, over a long time the flows dynamics

suggest some form of homogeneity, isotropy and possibly scale invariance. However at a

given snapshot in time some of the symmetries expected from the NS equations are not

satisfied. This leads to the idea of a statistical time-averaged theory as suggested by

Kolmogorov in his famous hypotheses. We present the three ideas of the theory here,

as expressed in ref. [35];

� H1, First hypothesis: In the limit of infinite Reynolds numbers all the possible

symmetries of Navier-Stokes equations, usually broken by the mechanism produc-

ing turbulence, are restored in a statistical sense at small scales and far away from

boundaries.

� H2, Second hypothesis: Under the same assumptions as in H1, the turbulent flows

are self-similar at small scales.

� H3, Third hypothesis: Under the same assumptions of H1 and H2, all the small-

scale statistical properties are uniquely and universally determined by the scale l

and the mean energy dissipation rate ε.

Note that by ‘small scales’ we mean the scales l � L0 where L0 is the integral scale

characteristic of the turbulence production. Statistical properties at small scales are

defined in term of velocity increments;

δru ≡ (u(x + r)− u(x)) · r̂

where homogeneity and isotropy are assumed. By assuming self-similar behaviour we

imply the existence of a scaling exponent h ∈ R such that;

δλru ≡ λh δru . (1.10)

Moreover from the universality assumption (H3), using dimensional analysis we can

conclude that the second order velocity increments 〈(δu)2〉 have the following scaling

behaviour;

〈(δru)2〉 ∼ C ε2/3 r2/3
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where C is a non-dimensional constant.

In his third 1941 paper on turbulence Kolmogorov found an exact relation for the

third moment of the longitudinal velocity increments, (also called third order structure

functions). Assuming only homogeneity and isotropy and hypothesis H3 (finite energy

dissipation ε), he derived the following result;

The third order structure function of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, evaluated

for increments r small compared to the integral scale L0, is given in terms of the mean

energy dissipation ε (assumed to remain finite for Re→∞), by;

〈(δru)3〉 = −4

5
ε r. (1.11)

This is one of the most important results in turbulence as it is both exact and has non-

trivial implications for other theories which must either satisfy this law or else break

one of the underlying assumptions used to derive it. It is important to notice that the

so-called 4/5 law implies that h = 1
3

in eq. (1.10) and thus for the generic p-th order

structure function we have the scaling;

〈(δru)p〉εp/3 rp/3.

1.2.1 Phenomenology of Kolmogorov turbulence

Now if we consider the effects of finite viscosity, following Kolmogorov we arrive at the

idea first presented in the Summary chapter:

For very high finite Reynolds numbers flows, all the small-scale statistical properties

are uniquely and universally determined by the physical scale l, the energy dissipation

rate, ε, and by the kinematic viscosity, ν.

This means that any fluid quantity Γ can be expressed exclusively in terms of ε and ν:

Γ ∝ εανβ,

where the exponents α and β can be found by using dimensional analysis. Following

this approach it is possible to find the scaling of a number of important small scales
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quantities, such as the Kolmogorov’s length scale;

η ∝
(
ν3

ε

)1/4

, (1.12)

the velocity fluctuations at the Kolmogorov’s length scale η;

δηu ∝ (νε)1/4 (1.13)

and the mean eddy turnover time at the Kolmogorov’s length scale η

τη ∝
(ν
ε

)1/2

. (1.14)

The Kolmogorov’s length scale is where for a set of flow parameters, the viscous and

inertial effects are balanced. In the case of finite viscosity the K41 hypotheses remain

valid in the range of scales larger than η.

From the above relations and the definition of Re in eq. (1.2) we also get the following

useful relation:

L0

η
∝ Re3/4. (1.15)

From eq. (1.15) we observe that the separation between the largest and smallest scales

increases with the 3/4 power of the Reynolds number. This result is important for

direct numerical simulations of turbulence, because the cube of the ratio L0/η provides

an estimate of the number of collocation points, N , required to resolve fully the relevant

scales of the system. Therefore we see that the number of points required scales as

N ∼ Re9/4 which makes high Reynolds number simulations challenging.

1.2.2 Energy spectrum scaling

From Kolmogorv’s predictions of the second order structure function scaling we can

analytically derive a prediction for the energy spectrum, E(k), defined as:

E(k) =
1

2

∑

|k|=k

|ûk|2dk, (1.16)
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This prediction is known as Kolmogorov 5/3 law and gives:

E(k) = Ckε
2/3k−5/3, (1.17)

where Ck is a dimensionless universal constant dubbed Kolmogorov’s constant. This

scaling prediction is valid in the range of scales where the inertial (non-linear) terms

dominate eq. (1.1), hence in that range of wavevectors far enough from the forcing scales,

k � k0 and from the Kolmogorov’s dissipation scale, k � kη. In Figure 1.1 (top panel)

we show the energy spectrum obtained from a high resolution DNS, N = 20483. The

slope −5/3 has been drawn above the inertial range and shows good agreement between

numerical simulation and the prediction of Kolmogorov’s 5/3 law. Many studies have

confirmed this numerically and a compensated spectra is shown in the bottom panel of

Figure 1.1 showing the expected scaling in the inertial range for a number of different

simulation sizes.

1.3 Intermittency and deviations from K41

In this section experimental and numerical results will be presented to illustrate two

important properties of fully developed turbulence that come into conflict with the

Kolomogorov theory K41. These are the phenomenon of intermittency and the dis-

sipative anomaly or law of finite energy dissipation as ν → 0. These two empirical

facts are fundamental in turbulent flows because are both non-trivial and mechanisms

underpinning them are not well understood.

1.3.1 Dissipative anomaly

In accordance with the third hypothesis of K41 (H3), from the experimental data we

can state the law of finite energy dissipation;

‘If in a turbulent flow, all parameters except for the viscosity ν are kept the same, as

nu→ 0 the energy dissipation per unit mass ε behaves in a way consistent with a finite

positive limit ’ [35]
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Figure 1.1: Top: Plot of the energy spectrum E(k) versus k, obtained from Direct
Numerical Simulation [36] with 20483 grid points and Reλ '

√
Re = 550. Bottom:

k
5
3 compensated energy spectra for a range of numerical resolutions showing the 5/3

scaling in the inertial range. [37]
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Figure 1.2: Normalized energy dissipation rate Cε versus Re1/2, data is shown
for many different numerical studies of both freely decaying and forced turbulence.

Figure from [37].

The empirical law of finite energy dissipation, also called dissipative anomaly, tells

that the energy dissipation has a constant value in the limit Re→∞. Because this limit

is equivalent to ν → 0, one would expect that the mean kinetic energy dissipation (eq.

(3)) to go to zero when ν → 0. Instead, numerical and experimental evidence suggest

that it remains finite. However there is not a rigorous proof for this prediction. To see

this behaviour, in Figure 1.2 we show the compensated energy dissipation, Cε = ε L
U3 , as

a function of Reynolds for data obtained from a range of numerical studies of both freely

decaying and forced turbulence [38, 39]. The evidence strongly suggests it remains finite.

A possible explanation for the dissipative anomaly lies in the statistics of velocity gra-

dients in high Re flows. The gradients become larger and larger in the Re → ∞ limit

which compensates for the reduction in dissipation due to reduction in the viscosity

parameter. We therefore expect large velocity increments over very small spatial scales

in highly turbulent flows.

If we look at the fluctuations of the local energy dissipation rate; 2νSijSij, where Sij

is the rate of strain given by 1/2 (∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi), strong peaks of dissipation are
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Figure 1.3: (a) Snapshot of the intensity distributions of the normalised energy
dissipation rate ε/2ν. (b) Probability density functions of the longitudinal velocity

gradient ∂ui/∂xi, the PDF is normalized by its standard deviation [37, 40].

localized intermittently in small spatial regions while at the same time other regions in

the domain are almost non-dissipative, see Fig. 1.3(a). This behaviour can be quan-

tified via the probability density functions (PDFs) of velocity gradients, (Fig. 1.3(b)),

where strongly non-Gaussian tails in the distribution are measured. As expected as ν

is reduced (increasing Re) we can see that these extreme events in the velocity field

becomes more and more probable and thus of greater importance to the dissipation of

the flow.

1.3.2 Intermittency

A second open question in turbulence theory is intermittency at small scales. It mani-

fests as strong fluctuations in the velocity field over a range of scales in both space and

time. Intermittency is observed in multi-point statistics, and can be best explained in

terms of the two-point velocity differences introduced earlier;

δru ≡ [u(x + r)− u(x)] · r̂

The statistics of these velocity increments have an advantage over two points correlation

functions (not projected onto vectors between the two points) as the sensitivity from

large-scale effects is reduced. The intermittency phenomenon is seen in the probability

density function (PDF) of these increments which change as a function of the distance

r between the measurement points. This non self-similar behaviour of the PDFs, as in
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Fig. 1.4, breaks the second Kolomogorv’s hypothesis (H2). As a consequence the lack

of self-similarity produces a non trivial scaling of the p-order structure functions as a

function of the scale r;

S(p)(r) ≡ 〈(δru)p〉 = 〈[(u(x + r)− u(x)) · r̂]p〉 ∼ (ε r)ζ(p), (1.18)

where ζ(p) is found to be different from the linear behaviour, p/3, predicted by Kol-

mogorov. Let us notice that the angular brackets 〈·〉 in eq. (1.18) denote the average

over both space and time and we assume a statistically homogeneous and isotropic

system. Therefore the structure functions depend only on the distance |r| = r.

A quantitative way to measure intermittency is to compute the kurtosis;

K(r) ≡ 〈((δru)4〉
〈((δru)2〉2

=
S(4)(r)

(S(2)(r))
2 . (1.19)

Kolmogorov, assuming self-similarity, predicts K(r) constant in the inertial range, but

this is not observed in numerical simulations or laboratory experiments where K(r)

increase for r → η. For large r the Kurtosis is 3 as expected for a Gaussian distribution,

but as the scale moves closer to the dissipative range it increases. The Kurtosis as a

function of r is a key quantity because it gives an estimation of both the non-Gaussianity

and of the degree of intermittency present in the system. For a review on the topic see

[41].

The question of the origins of intermittency in turbulence and its relation to the forma-

tion of small scale dissipative structures are of crucial importance to the overall theory

of turbulence. Also, due to the ubiquity of turbulent flows in naturally occurring sys-

tems, it is of great importance to many fields of study. [43–51]. Finally we note that

models of intermittency have been developed based on the idea of an energy cascade in

physical space [35]. Despite their success for certain problems, none of these attempts

have been able to quantitatively connect the anomalous scaling behaviour found nu-

merically and experimentally with the structure of the original equation, and hence

with its intermittent behaviour. As a result, our understanding of anomalous scaling

is still based on phenomenological real-space descriptions and methodologies. However

it is clear that the issue of intermittency is directly connected with to the non-linear

mechanism of energy transfer from large to small scales. This leads us to examine this

problem in Fourier space where this transfer mechanism between scales is clearer and

hopefully allows us to understand the intricate details of the cascade dynamics.
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Figure 1.4: Probability density functions of 〈δru〉 for various separation distances
rn = 2n∆x, n = 0, 1, ..9 where ∆x = 2π/1024. The PDFs are normalized by their
standard deviation. The orange curve is Gaussian, the green ones comprise the
energy-containing range, the blue curve is the inertial range, and the red curve is

the dissipation range at Re = 460, [37, 42].

1.4 2D Navier Stokes

At this stage it is useful to examine the restriction of the Navier-Stokes equations to

two-dimensions. Here the 2D NS equations are often used as a simple model for the large

scale motion of atmosphere and oceans where the approximation of thin layers of fluid

in which stratification and rotation suppress vertical motions is a valid assumption. In

contrast to the three dimensional case the non-linear interactions conserve both energy

and enstrophy. It is well know that the 2D case exhibits a dual cascade phenomena, an

inverse energy cascade and a direct enstrophy cascade [4–7].

These additional conservation laws make 2D flow dynamics fundamentally different to

the three dimensional case, with many of the difficulties of studying the full three dimen-

sional case removed. Intermittency is not present in the inverse energy cascade in 2D

flows, see review [8], and the lower dimensionality allows for higher resolution numerical

simulations where recent advances mean that both cascades can be seen simultaneously

[9]. However for the purposes of the work presented in Chapter 4 we will focus on the

direct enstrophy cascade which is known to have a k−3 scaling in the energy spectra

up to logarathmic corrections [5, 10, 11]. With the addition of an α friction term we
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expect a further correction as observed in [12, 13]. This forward enstrophy cascade is

observed to have intermittent fluctuations in the scalar vorticity field rather than the

velocity field as in the three dimensional case [14].

We will utilize the Ekman-Navier-Stokes formulation which includes an additional fric-

tion term to the Navier-Stokes equations. Here we introduce the scalar vorticity form

of the NS equations where in two dimensions the scalar vorticity ω = ∇× u implicitly

enforces the incompressibility condition:

∂ω

∂t
+ (u · ∇)ω = Fω − ν(−4)nω − αω . (1.20)

Physically the α term in eq. (1.20) comes from the introduction of friction [14] and

dissipates energy at large scales, thereby making the inverse energy cascade stationary

allowing us to study the statistics of the flux mechanism of the forward enstrophy

cascade over long times as explored in Chapter 4. We will focus on the analysis of

Fourier space dynamics and in particular the role of the Fourier phases of the scalar

vorticity variables. Recent work has examined the role of Fourier phase in real-space

dissipative structure formation [24] but we will try to be more general and focus on time

averaged statistics of phase variables. Averaged over time the individual Fourier phases

display a uniform PDF and have no preference to take a particular value. However the

new idea will be the role of the triad phases which are linear combinations of three

individual Fourier phases. It is the dynamics of these combinations that govern the

efficiency and direction of the cascade and the time averaged statistics align with the

known behaviour of the forward enstrophy cascade.

1.5 Fourier Decimation

An important tool in the investigation into non-linear dynamics in the Navier-Stokes

equations is the restriction to a sub-set of the total Fourier modes. The effect of such

mode reduction has been numerically investigated to gain insight into anomalous scal-

ing, the dependency on the Reynolds number [52], and the effect of local versus non-

local interactions on the degree of intermittency [53]. Recently, a new technique for

decimation has been introduced in order to preserve the same conserved quantities and

symmetries of the original un-decimated NSE. This Fractal Fourier decimation was first

used by [54] and more recently expanded to a range of systems [36, 55, 56]. The idea

is to stochastically remove degrees of freedom in Fourier space, which in turn modifies

the non-linear term. The impact of such mode reduction on the flow statistics is then
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examined to gain a better understanding of the degree of universality and sensitivity of

intermittency in turbulence.

Following [54], let us define u(x, t) and û(k, t) as the real and Fourier space represen-

tations of the velocity field in dimension D = 3. Recalling the Navier-Stokes equations

eq. (1.1):

∂tu = −∇p− (u · ∇)u + ν∇2u + F (1.21)

the decimation on a sub-set of Fourier modes is accomplished by using a generalized

Galerkin projector P , which acts on the velocity field as follows:

v(x, t) = P
(
u(x, t)

)
=
∑

k

eik·x θkû(k, t) , (1.22)

where v(x, t) is the representation of the decimated velocity field in the real space. The

factors θk are chosen to be either 1 or 0 with the following rule:

θk =





1, with probability hk

0, with probability 1− hk.
(1.23)

Where hk ≡ h(k) and k = |k|. Once defined, the set of factors θk are fixed in time for a

single system. Moreover, the factors θk preserve Hermitian symmetry θk = θ−k so that

P is a self-adjoint operator.

Applying this projector to NS, for the Fourier decimated velocity field we get the time

evolution equation:

∂tv = P [−∇p− (v · ∇v)] + ν∇2v + F . (1.24)

It is important to note that Fourier mode reduction also decimates the triadic interac-

tions in the non-linear term which must also be projected on the quenched decimated

set, to constrain the dynamical evolution to evolve on the restricted set of Fourier modes

at all times. Similarly, the initial condition and the external forcing must have a sup-

port only the decimated set of Fourier modes. In the (L2) norm, ‖v‖ ∝
∫
|v(x)|2d3x,

the self-adjoint projector P commutes with the gradient and viscous operators. Since

P
(
v
)

= v, it then follows that the inviscid invariants of energy and helicity are con-

served in the decimated system also.
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The specific choice for hk we use in this work was first introduced in [54] and is referred

to as Fractal Fourier decimation, where:

hk ∝ (k/k0)D−3 , with 0 < D ≤ 3 ,

where k0 = 1 is a small wavernumber. This decimation protocol restricts dynamics

to a D-dimensional Fourier sub-space. Note that the real space velocity field is still

embedded in a three-dimensional space, but now possesses a reduced set of degrees of

freedom inside a sphere of radius k growing as #DOF (k) ∼ kD. The smaller the fractal

dimension D, the more decimated the system and the lower the number of degrees

of freedom. We note that this choice of hk removes a large number of modes in the

dissipation range, since modes in the high k range have a greater probability to be

removed.

We will use this technique of mode reduction later in Chapter 2 to study the dynamics

in 1D Burgers equation on a set of restricted degrees of freedom.

1.6 Models for the energy transfer in NS

One of the issues of current investigation in turbulent dynamics is that in the three

dimensional case, direct numerical simulation of high Reynolds number flows is very

difficult and time consuming. The wide range of scales required to adequately resolve

turbulent dynamics are impossible for even the newest supercomputers to handle. To

add further difficulty, the typical method of simulation involves spectral methods which

while highly accurate, require a global operation to compute the non-linear term. This

makes the parallel scaling of such numerical simulations poor and thus not a good candi-

date for very large parallel numerical simulation. For this reason there is a considerable

interest in the development of models that can be used to calculate quantities of prac-

tical and theoretical relevance. In this section we introduce two different approaches of

modelling turbulent flows that will be used throughout this thesis.

The model we will consider in Chapters 2 and 3 is the 1D Burgers equation. Here

we study a different PDE which shares with the Navier-Stokes equations a quadratic

non-linearity and a non-trivial energy flux (see next section). Furthermore the Burgers

equation describes a one-dimensional system much easier to handle both numerically

and analytically. It nevertheless allows us to study some of the statistical properties

of turbulence such as intermittency. The model for achieving a statistically stationary
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Figure 1.5: A representative plot of the dynamics for E(k) versus k, forcing injects
energy at large scales (low k), the non-linear dynamics transfer the energy to the

small scales (high k) where it is dissipated by the viscous term.

state will be similar to that of the NS equations. A pictorial representation is shown

in Figure 1.5. Energy is injected into the large scales (low k), the non-linear triadic

interaction of Fourier modes transfer the energy from large to small scales (high k)

where energy is removed for the system via dissipation in the form of viscosity.

1.6.1 Burgers equation

In this section, we give a brief introduction of the one-dimensional forced Burgers equa-

tion:
∂u

∂t
+

1

2

∂u2

∂x
= ν

∂2u

∂x2
+ F. (1.25)

This equation was introduced for the first time in the 1930s by Dutch scientist J.M. Burg-

ers to study turbulence with a simple 1D analogous model of the Navier-Stokes equation.

In particular NS and Burgers equations share:

� same degree of non-linearity (quadratic) which results in triadic Fourier mode

interactions.

� presence of a diffusion or viscous term from which a Reynolds number may be

defined.
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� Share many symmetries and conservation laws: invariance under translations in

space and time, parity invariance, conservation of momentum and energy (only

for ν = 0).

The usefulness of this model appeared to be shattered in the 1950s when Hopf [57]

and Cole [58] discovered that the Burgers equation can actually be integrated explicitly

through a ColeHopf transformation. This leads to an important property not shared

with the Navier-Stokes equations, the chaotic and rapid divergence of nearby initial

conditions. However after a period of little interest there has been a strong revival

of the model for a variety of reasons and across many different fields. For example

Burgers equation which describes a compressible flow, has found applications in non-

linear acoustics and other non-linear wave problems. A review on this topic may be

found in ref. [59, 60]. Another field where the Burgers equation found interesting

applications is cosmology, where it is known as the “Zel’dovich approximation” [61]

and, as the “adhesion model” [62], widely used to describe the formation of the large

scales structures in the early stages of the universe. More details may be found in

[63–66].

The use of this model arises also in a number of condensed matter and statistical

physics problems, and even in more applications such as vehicular traffic [67] and

polymer formation [68, 69]. As a stochastic PDE it has found extensive use as the

Kardar–Parisi–Zhang or KPZ equation [70].

∂tψ =
1

2
|∇ψ|2 + ν∇2ψ + f, (1.26)

which describes the motion of an interface under deposition. By taking the horizontal

gradient of eq. (1.26), we recover Burgers equation.

In turbulence it is often used as a training ground for the development of new numeri-

cal and theoretical techniques aimed to the analysis of the statistical properties of the

Navier-Stokes equations. In this context, to recover the chaotic behaviour it is either ini-

tialized with random initial conditions or a stochastic forcing is applied. Since Burgers

has the same type of non-linearity as the Navier-Stokes equations, many numerical and

analytical methods are typically applicable to both of them in the same way. Following

from this idea, the analysis of the role of the Fourier phases in 1D Burgers dynamics

in Chapters 2 and 3 will be applied to the two and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes

system in Chapters 4 and 5.
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1.6.2 Burgers phenomenology

In the limit of vanishing viscosity ν the solution of Burgers equation with smooth initial

data and/or smooth forcing develops a very coherent structure composed of smooth

ramps connecting isolated shock singularities, figure 1.6. At these shocks the velocity

gradients become infinite in this inviscid case. The presence of shocks in the solution is

a key characteristic of Burgers’s dynamics as shocks are the only structures capable of

dissipating energy in the limit of small viscosity. Thus the energy flux across scales is

absorbed only by a few strongly localized events in real space. The time t = t∗ and the

physical position x = x∗ where the shock appears can be analytically computed for a

given initial condition u(x, t = 0) = u0 in the case of freely decaying evolution, (F = 0).

The shock develops infinite gradients only if ν = 0, while for finite ν 6= 0 the solution is

smooth everywhere with regions where the squared velocity gradients are of the order

of the inverse of the viscosity, ν(∂xu)2 ∼ 1, see [2]. This means that Burgers equation

dynamics are able to keep the energy dissipation constant for ν → 0. The shock-like

solution is reflected not only in the anomalous dissipation but in intermittency of the

velocity increments. If we measure the PDF of the velocity differences δru at different

scales r, we find strongly non self-similar behaviour, (Fig. 1.7), matching the results

of some recent work in [56]. In Burgers the intermittency is seen in the large non-

Gaussian negative tails formed by the negative increments produced by the real space

shock structures.

In figure 1.8 we show a snapshot of the Burgers velocity field in a stationary simulation

obtained by adding a large-scale stochastic forcing. We can notice the presence of

multiple isolated shocks connected by smooth ramps.

Considering the coherent structures developed in the solutions of Burgers equation we

can give a prediction for the behaviour of the structure functions’ scaling exponents,

ζ(p), as a function of the order p. We follow the same approach used in the derivation of

the multi-fractal model where it is assumed that the velocity increments are dominated

by two different regions of the space, the shocks, where the velocity increments have

almost a constant value (δru ∼ c, where c is height of the shock) and the smooth ramps

where the field is almost linear δru ∼ r. For this reason Burgers is also called a bi-

fractal system. Writing the structure functions as the superposition of these two effects

weighted by their probability we get:

S(p)(r) ∝ (c)p
(
r

L0

)D−ds
+

(
r

L0

)p(
r

L0

)D−dr
, (1.27)
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Figure 1.6: Snapshots of the decaying Burgers equation u(x, t) vs x at different
times during the evolution. Initial condition u0(x) = sin(x) at time t = 0 (red line),
and at later times t ∈ {1, 2, 5}. The time of the shock formation for this initial

condition is t = 1 (green curve).

where D = 1 is the Burgers’ spatial dimension, ds = 0 and dr = 1 are respectively the

shock and the ramp dimensions. Then substituting these values in eq. (1.27) we end up

with:

Sp(r) ∝
(
r

L0

)
+

(
r

L0

)p
(r→0)∝

(
r

L0

)min(1,p)

. (1.28)

Hence the scaling exponents grow linearly with p for p < 1 and then remain constant

equal to 1. This simple prediction is in agreement with numerical data, as we will see

in the results reported in Chapter 2.

Via a Fourier transform of the second order structure functions we can analytically

compute the scaling exponent of the energy spectrum:

S2(r) ∝ rζ(2) → E(k) ∝ k−ζ(2)−1 = k−2. (1.29)

where we used ζ(2) = 1. In Figure 1.9 we show the averaged in time energy spectrum

obtained for a system stochastically forced in k ∈ [1, 3]. A clear power law k−2 over the

inertial range is measured in agreement with the prediction given in eq. (1.29) and in

previous work [2].
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Figure 1.7: The probability density function (PDF) of the velocity increments δru
at different scales r. The PDF is normalized by its standard deviation. The different
lines correspond to different scales r as shown in the legend. Clear non-Gaussian tails

are seen for the negative increments due to real space shock structures.
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Figure 1.8: Snapshots of the velocity field u(x, t) versus x for Burgers equation with
a stochastic forcing.
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Figure 1.9: Energy spectrum plot of E(k) versus k showing the k−2 scaling in the
inertial range, averaged over time for forced Burgers equation with stochastic forcing

only at large scales k ∈ [1, 3].

In Chapter 3 we will delve further into the details of the non-linear energy flux mech-

anism and build upon the time averaged results found in [20]. We will examine how

the triad phases in the inertial range intermittently synchronise in time resulting in

maximally efficient bursts of flux and dissipation. This will be quantified through the

introduction of a Kuromoto phase-order parameter [21, 22] used in other research dis-

ciplines to study the synchronisation of coupled oscillators.

1.7 Charney-Hasegawa-Mima Equation (CHM)

Systems with non-linearly interacting dispersive waves can be found in many physical

systems. They appear across a variety of different scientific disciplines, covering ev-

erything from applications in engineering [71], interfaces between stratified fluids [72],

Rossby waves in the oceans and atmosphere [73], Alfvén waves in astrophysical mag-

netohydrodynamic turbulence [74] and drift waves in magnetically confined plasmas

[75].
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As in the case of the NS, the study of these dispersive wave systems is difficult as such

high dimensional dynamical systems are often chaotic, non-integrable and no explicit

solutions exist even in basic cases. Again a large range of scales are required within

numerical simulations resulting in the need for reduced dimensional models to effectively

simulate such systems.

Embedded in the phenomenon of dispersive wave propagation is non-linear resonance.

In each of the physical systems mentioned above, waves are characterized by a wavevec-

tor, k, and a linear frequency ω(k). For dispersive waves, the dispersion ω is dependent

on the wavevector in such a way that |∂2ω/∂kx∂ky| 6= 0. This dispersion means that

waves with different wavevectors travel with different phase velocities (ω/|k|), which

causes energy to be dispersed spatially throughout the system.

The waves in the system also interact and exchange energy due to the non-linearities

present in the underlying evolution equations. In a similar way to classical fluid tur-

bulence, the importance of wave turbulence cannot be underestimated as a deeper un-

derstanding of these energy exchanges would directly lead to revolutionary progress in

climate and weather modelling, resulting in better forecasting which has many commer-

cial benefits. It would also be highly useful in a research context, for example in gravity

water waves it would lead to the ability to better understand and predict extreme events

such as rogue waves.

The well established theory of classical wave turbulence [76–78] allows us to make

statistical predictions about the time averages of quantities of interest without the need

for the exact time evolution. However there are a number of restrictions placed on

such predictions, the theory is only valid in the limit of weak non-linearity and where

the spatial domain of the problem is infinite. This causes problems when applying

classical wave turbulence theory to real world systems where either the system is not

weakly nonlinear (waves have finite amplitude) or has a bounded physical domain. In

particular in the case of finite domains we have that the set of wavevectors k that were

previously continuous are now discrete. For example in a d-periodic box of side length

L, the discrete set of normal modes have wavevectors k = 2πn
L

where n ∈ Zd.

In such instances we turn to either Discrete or Mesoscopic wave turbulence theory

[79, 80], both of which are currently still in development. For systems with large wave

amplitudes, which are therefore highly non-linear, we use Discrete Wave turbulence

and in the intermediate ranges between Discrete and Classical turbulence we utilize

the Mesoscopic theory. We will now introduce some of the details of wave interactions
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within such systems that will aid us in our understanding of the mechanism behind

these energy exchanges.

It can be shown that the energy exchanges within non-linear systems occur most

strongly between clusters of waves with wavevectors that satisfy certain resonance con-

ditions, dependent on the wavevector and dispersion frequency.

For the work in Chapter 6 we will focus on one particular dispersive non-linear wave

system, the 2D Charney-Hasegawa-Mima (CHM) Equation which describes drift waves

in magnetically confined plasmas [81], and Rossby waves in both the ocean and the

atmosphere [82]. This system is ideal as it is complex enough to show many of the effects

of wave turbulence yet still general enough that the results and techniques developed

in this work can be readily applied to other problems. For those looking for a complete

derivation, see [73] for an outline or for a more concise version [83]. The CHM equation

states that the scalar real-valued stream-function ψ(x, y, t) = ψ(x, t), evolves according

to

(∇2 − F )
∂ψ

∂t
+ β

∂ψ

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
= 0.

The parameters F (≥ 0) and β are constant parameters of the system. Similar to the

Navier-Stokes system previously discussed, when considering periodic solutions it is

natural to move into Fourier space by decomposing the real valued stream function

ψ into its Fourier modes: ψ(x, t) =
∑

kAk(t)eik·x where k = (kx, ky) ∈ Z2 is the

wavevector and Ak(t) ∈ C is the coefficient for each Fourier mode.

This allows us to see that as the underlying system exhibits quadratic non-linearity,

again three-wave triadic interactions will dominate. These interactions involve three

waves, with each wave characterised by a wavevector; k, k1 and k2. These wave or

mode triplets are referred to as triads with the triad condition expressed as:

k1 + k2 − k = 0

We note that each mode can be a member of many different triads and so energy can be

transferred across this network of connected triads throughout Fourier space. In weakly

non-linear regimes we can greatly reduce the number of necessary triads in the system

as any triad where the dispersion frequencies do not satisfy the frequency resonance
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condition:

ω(k1) + ω(k2)− ω(k) = 0

may be discarded as waves in a weakly non-linear regime have infinitesimally small

amplitudes. However as we move to the Discrete and Mesoscopic wave turbulence

regimes we have finite wave amplitudes which now allows for a much larger number of

triad interactions where the linear frequency resonance condition is not satisfied. Here,

we define a triads linear frequency mismatch ωk
k1k2

to be

ωk
k1k2

= ω(k1) + ω(k2)− ω(k)

Due to the increased non-linearity in finite amplitude systems these quasi -resonant

triads can have a significant contribution to the dynamics of the system. The inclusion

of these quasi-resonant interactions in a theoretical description of non-linear dispersive

wave systems is vital to the dynamics of the energy transfer mechanisms within such

systems, particularly an intermediate amplitudes [84].

Thus our research focuses on Mesoscopic wave turbulence where we examine systems in

a finite domain with intermediate amplitude dispersive waves interacting in a non-linear

fashion. We focus on the Galerkin-truncated ODE representation of the CHM equation

with finite N wavevectors where low dimensional clusters of triads [85] allows us to work

on a system that is small enough to be tractable and yet allows us to gain insight into

larger more complex systems which contain many modes. We will start at the most basic

cluster of a single isolated resonant triad and work up to clusters that contain a number

of both resonant and quasi-resonant triads. We will see that even in simple clusters, in

the case of the CHM equation we can expose a new mechanism of wave turbulence in the

intermediate amplitude regime called Precession Resonance [86]. This maximal energy

transfer occurs when a triads precession frequency resonates with the overall system’s

non-linear frequency. We provide a number of examples of this phenomenon on a range

of different clusters of triads. This work aims to further the understanding of this

precession resonance mechanism and to show the complexity of even low dimensional

clusters of wavevectors in the wave turbulence setting. An interesting observation is

how the number of quadratic invariants in the system depends on the structure of the

underlying cluster of modes and associated triads. We briefly discuss how the number

of quadratic invariants can be found for a given cluster of modes and examine how the

further decimation of modes can increase the number of quadratic invariants.
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Phase and precession evolution in

the Burgers equation

The physics of extended non-linear dynamical systems is often characterised by fluctua-

tions at different frequencies and/or wavelengths. In many cases, it is key to disentangle

the evolution of amplitudes and phases of such fluctuations [87–89]. In this work, we

consider the context of non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the

interaction of oscillating Fourier modes (waves) with quadratic non-linearities. In par-

ticular, we present numerical results about the evolution of the phases of the triadic

structures responsible for the energy transport in the Fourier representation of 1D Burg-

ers equation (1.25) under stochastic forcing. We study the connection between coherent

structures in real space and the evolution of triads in Fourier space. We found that the

PDFs of these phases are characterised by marked peaks at π/2 + 2nπ, consistent with

the presence of a well-defined energy flux directed towards the small scales. In addi-

tion, strong correlations between the phase evolution of different triads are presented,

see Figure 2.5. These correlations hint to the entangled interactions and synchronisa-

tion developed by the Burgers non-linearity amongst all the Fourier modes in order to

provide the well known energy cascade. As a result, triad precession frequencies show

a non-Gaussian distribution with multiple peaks and fat tails, and there is a significant

correlation between triad precession frequencies and amplitude growth. Links with dy-

namical systems approachs are briefly discussed, such as the role of unstable critical

points in state space.

Another important aspect of this work consists of the study of the effects produced by

the introduction of fractal-Fourier decimation for the 1D Burgers equation. The idea

41
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of fractal decimation was introduced in a recent work [54], with the aim of studying the

evolution of the Navier-Stokes equations on an effective dimension D out of an integer d-

dimensional embedding manifold, see Section 1.5. This approach allows us to decimate

the number of triad interactions in Fourier space as a function of the wavenumbers

involved as well as to consider the problem in non-integer, fractal dimensions D.

The main advantage of the 1D Burgers equation with respect to the previous attempt

on the 3D Navier-Stokes is that here, due to the low dimensional nature of the problem,

numerical simulations can reach much higher resolutions and therefore examine in a fully

quantitative way the effect of Fractal Fourier decimation on the underlying system.

We find clear evidence that decimation drives the system to a loss of temporal and

spatial correlations among the surviving triad amplitudes and phases, as Figures 2.5,

2.6 and 2.7 show. Mode reducing decimation leads very quickly to a suppression of

the shock-dominated statistics, indicating that the dynamics of the original equation

are very sensitive to the details of the dynamical evolution and in particular to the

suppression of terms in the non-linear interaction. As the dimension D is lowered,

the velocity field develops fluctuations in the ramps between shocks. These increasing

fluctuations could be linked to the loss of correlation/synchronisation amongst the triad

amplitudes and phases. Indeed by reducing the fractal dimension D of the underlying

Fourier set, we observe:

i) a tendency toward more Gaussian statistics,

ii) a loss of alignment of triad phases leading to a depletion of the energy flux,

iii) the simultaneous reduction of the correlation between the growth of Fourier mode

amplitudes and the precession frequencies of triad phases.

This work is in line with other recent investigations into the effect of Fourier Fractal

decimation in 1D Burgers equation [3] along with results obtained for the more com-

plicated case of the dynamics of fully developed incompressible turbulent flows in three

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations [55]. Our results indicate that the existence of

strong localized fluctuations in 1D Burgers is the result of highly entangled correla-

tions among all Fourier modes. This might be important in developing models for the

non-linear evolution based on suitable reduction (and replacement) of a sub-set of the

original degrees of freedom.
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2.1 Motivation of Fourier space analysis

We will work almost exclusively with Fourier mode variables ûk(t) rather than the

real periodic field u(x, t). The dynamical content of mode k is given by its complex

valued Fourier amplitude, ûk(t). Using this representation, the governing PDE can be

decomposed into a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which describe the

individual evolution of each of the complex variables. To further separate the variables

of interest an amplitude/phase representation will be used: ûk(t) = ak(t)e
iφk(t), where

ak(t) = |ûk(t)| (amplitude) and φk(t) = arg[ûk(t)] (phase).

In Burgers equation, the non-linearity is quadratic so interactions appear in triads

(groups of 3 modes). The key dynamical degrees of freedom consist of the modes’ real

amplitudes ak(t) along with the triad phases, i.e. the combinations:

ϕk3k1, k2(t) = φk1(t) + φk2(t)− φk3(t),

where the wavenumbers k1,k2,k3 satisfy a ‘closed-triad’ condition: k1 + k2 = k3. By

simple counting, one obtains that many triad phases are not linearly independent; a

maximal set of linearly independent triad phases is easily found once the set of wavenum-

bers C is known. From here on, we will call “state space” the collection of modes’ real

amplitudes along with a maximal set of linearly independent triad phases.

The motivation for studying the evolution of these key dynamical degrees of freedom is

that they provide quantitative information about the energy exchanges taking place in

the system. For example, it was shown in [28] for the 2D barotropic vorticity equation

with periodic boundary conditions that the triad phases ϕk3k1, k2(t) not only oscillate in

time but also precess (or drift). This precession gives rise to a new frequency, the so-

called precession frequency, which is approximately equal to the value of the zero-mode

in time of ϕ̇k3k1, k2(t). When the precession frequency of a given triad is equal to zero or

coincides with a typical frequency of the system’s oscillation, then there is a precession

resonance, characterised by strong energy transfers. To see how this works, the contri-

bution from a given triad to the energy flux towards small scales (to be defined below in

Section 2.2) is proportional to the time/ensemble average 〈ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1, k2)〉 . Two

resonant scenarios are possible regarding the phase behaviour.

i) The triad phase simply oscillates near the value π/2 mod 2π. We get a non-zero con-

tribution to the energy transfer from this average because ak1ak2ak3 > 0 by definition.

This corresponds to precession resonance with zero precession frequency: 〈ϕ̇k3k1, k2〉 ≈ 0.

ii) The phase drifts with non-zero precession frequency, for example ϕk3k1, k2(t) ≈ Ω t.
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Thus, the contribution to the flux has the form

〈ak1ak2ak3 sin(Ω t)〉, which will not vanish if Ω coincides with a typical frequency of the

time signal of ak1ak2ak3 . This corresponds to precession resonance with non-zero preces-

sion frequency: 〈ϕ̇k3k1, k2〉 ≈ Ω 6= 0. Both resonant scenarios can involve multiple triads

in synchrony, resulting in strong energy transfers across multiple scales of the system.

This phenomenon leads naturally to the study of invariant manifolds within the state

space. In [28], precession resonances were shown to correspond dynamically to trajec-

tories embedded in the unstable manifolds of periodic orbits. These unstable manifolds

have components that extend towards large values of amplitudes, ak(t), contributing

directly to intense energy-transfer events.

The aim of this study is twofold. First, we want to study the relevance of triad phases

and their precession frequencies relating to the energy transfers amongst modes, focusing

on: i) Probability distribution of triad phases, joint probability distributions between

different triad phases, and probability distribution of triad phase precession frequencies.

ii) Joint probability distributions between precession frequencies and energy content,

and also between precession frequencies and growth rate of energy transfers. Second,

in order to better understand the connections between these statistical properties and

the presence of shock-like structure in the real space, we will study the effect of the

introduction of a quenched disorder given by the projection of the dynamics on a fractal

Fourier set, where preliminary results show a strong depletion of shocks [3] with reduced

system fractal dimension. We will complement these studies with dynamical-system

interpretations in terms of correlations and synchronisation within the state space.

2.2 The Fourier space Burgers equation in one di-

mension and less

Let us start from equation (1.25) written in Fourier space:

∂ûk
∂t

= −ik
2

∑

k1

ûk1ûk−k1 − νk2ûk + f̂k, (2.1)

where energy is dissipated from the viscous term and injected by the external forcing.

The core of the dynamics is in the quadratic non-linear convolution, a term that glob-

ally conserves energy by redistributing it amongst Fourier modes. Let us define the
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Figure 2.1: Top: Snapshots of real space velocity profiles as a function of space
and fractal Fourier dimension: D = 1 (red), D = 0.99 (blue), D = 0.97 (grey) and
D = 0.95 (black). Bottom: Mean energy spectra in log-log scale, obtained for the
same four fractal dimensions D and using the same colour code as in the left panel.
The black solid line is the scaling slope k−2 produced by the undecimated (D = 1.0)

Burgers equation.
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stationary Energy spectrum as:

〈ûkûk′〉 = Ekδ(k + k′). (2.2)

We recall that with 〈•〉 we denote an average over the statistically-steady ensemble.

The energy flux in the positive direction across a wavenumber k is defined as Π(k) ≡
− d
dt

(∑k
k1=0Ek1

)
. From (2.1) and (2.2) it is easy to realise that the contribution from

the non-linear interactions to this energy flux is given by the “triadic terms”:

Π(k) =
k∑

k1= 1

∞∑

k2=−∞

k1=
{〈
ûk1ûk2û

∗
k1+k2

〉}
, (2.3)

where ={z} denotes the imaginary part of z. It is important to point out that the

energy exchange produced by the non-linear term inside a single triad is conservative.

Indeed, the sum of the energy variation at three wave-numbers with k1 + k2 = k3 is

always zero. This implies that the energy flux across a scale k is only given by the

energy exchanges inside triads which have at least one wave number higher than k and

one smaller than k. Hence, Π(∞) is always equal to zero [90–93]. In particular, at those

scales where neither the forcing mechanism nor the viscous term play any relevant role,

the dynamics are fully dominated by the non-linear evolution, the so-called “inertial-

range” of scales. For smaller and smaller viscosity, the solution of Burgers equations

develops a velocity configuration with sharper and sharper shock-like structures (see

Figure 2.1), characterised by a power-law spectrum E(k) ∝ k−2 (see [2]).

In order to study the effects of the mode reduction on the triadic interactions in Fourier

space we use the projection method to fractal sets introduced in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.

Following [54], we define the fractal Fourier decimation operator P acting on a generic

field u(x, t) =
∑

k e
ikxûk(t) as:

v(x, t) = Pu(x, t) =
∑

k

eikxϑkûk(t) , (2.4)

where ϑk are independently chosen random numbers, with ϑk = ϑ−k, such that ϑk = 1,

with probability hk and ϑk = 0, with probability 1 − hk. By choosing hk = kD−1,

with 0 < D ≤ 1, we introduce a quenched disorder which randomly suppresses modes

in Fourier space. On average, we have N(k) ∝ kD surviving modes at a scale k.

Considering u as the velocity field given by the solution of the forced, one-dimensional

Burgers equation (1.25), we can then write the decimated Burgers equation, which gives
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D N %(D) ν kf δt

1 216 − 219 0 8 · 10−5 [1 : 8] 5.5 · 10−5

0.99 216 − 219 8− 10 2.5 · 10−5 [1 : 8] 2.3 · 10−5

0.97 216 − 219 23− 27 9 · 10−6 [1 : 8] 2.0 · 10−5

0.95 216 − 219 36− 40 5 · 10−6 [1 : 8] 1.7 · 10−5

Table 2.1: D: dimension of the Fourier Fractal set where modes live. N : number
of collocation points. %(D): percentage of decimated wave numbers, where the first
value is related to the lower resolution used while the second value is related to the
higher resolution. ν: value of the kinematic viscosity. kf : forced wavenumbers. δt:

Numerical Time step used in the temporal evolution.

the evolution for the decimated field v as:

∂v

∂t
+

1

2
P ∂v

2

∂x
= ν

∂2v

∂x2
+ f, (2.5)

with initial conditions v0 = Pu0. When D = 1 we recover the usual one-dimensional

equation. It is important to notice that the fractal projector in front of the non-linear

term in eq. (2.5) is fundamental to ensure that the non-linear convolution does not

activate the decimated degrees of freedom during the system dynamics. It is interesting

to note that the fractal decimation, as well as any other Galerkin truncation, preserves

the inviscid conservation of the first three moments of the velocity field only.

It is well known that the ordinary forced Burgers equation develops several discontinu-

ities (shocks) connected by smooth, continuous ramps as it evolves in time (see Figure

2.2a). As soon as we introduce the fractal decimation projector, several sharp oscilla-

tory structures appear in the solution for v(x, t), even for mild decimation (D . 1),

as seen in Figure 2.2b. Such structures, although reminiscent of features (tygers) of

the Galerkin-truncated Burgers equation [94], are crucially different because they are

spatially much more delocalized.

In our work we performed a set of numerical simulations of eq. (2.5) by changing the

dimension between D = 1 and D = 0.95. We chose the forcing to be Gaussian and

white-in-time, such that

〈f̂(k1, t1)f̂(k2, t2)〉 = f0|kf |−1δ(t1 − t2)δ(k1 + k2), (2.6)

acting only on non-decimated wavenumbers at large scales kf ∈ [1 : 8]. For the numer-

ical simulation we used Adams-Bashforth schemes of fourth order, with a number of

collocation points ranged between N = 216 and N = 219, and a time step δt ∼ 10−5.
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Figure 2.2: Representative plots of the solutions of the stochastically forced (a)
Burgers equation and (b) the decimated Burgers equation for fractal dimension D =
0.99 at times t = 10, t = 30, t = 50 and t = 70 (respectively from lower black (black)
line to upper red (grey) line). The velocities at different times are shifted upward on

the y-axes for visualisation purposes. This image was taken from [3].
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See Table (2.1) for more details about the numerical data. Figure 2.1 shows a snapshot

of the velocity field for four different values of fractal dimension D, together with the

mean energy spectra. It is important to mention that in Figure 2.1 the spectra have

no gaps because we have further performed an average over different quenched frac-

tal masks [3]. As one can see, shocks are present for all fractal dimensions, while the

smooth (for D = 1) ramps connecting two shocks develop small-scale fluctuations that

become more and more pronounced as the fractal dimension D decreases. It is impor-

tant to remark that even if the disorder produces a non-trivial change in the spectrum,

a power-law behaviour is always present [3]. Similar results have also been observed in

the three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations [55]. A scaling of k−2 is recovered in the

undecimated D = 1 case.

2.2.1 Phases and fluxes

Focusing on the non-linear term of the decimated Burgers equation (2.5) and making

the following substitution

ûk(t) = ak(t)e
iφk(t), ak(t) ≡ |ûk(t)| , (2.7)

and recalling the definition of triad phase

ϕk3k1,k2(t) = φk1(t) + φk2(t)− φk3(t), (2.8)

we get the evolution for the amplitude ak and phase φk of the surviving modes:

ȧk =
k

2
ϑk
∑

k1,k2

ak1ak2 ϑk1ϑk2 sin(ϕkk1,k2) δk1+k2,k , (2.9)

φ̇k = −k
2
ϑk
∑

k1,k2

ak1ak2
ak

ϑk1ϑk2 cos(ϕkk1,k2) δk1+k2,k. (2.10)

Note that the factor ϑk in the latter equations is the projector in front of the non-linear

term in eq. (2.5), while ϑk1 and ϑk2 represent the fact that also the other two modes

satisfying the triadic condition are decimated.
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It is evident from eqns. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) that ϕk3k1,k2 , along with the ak, satisfy

a closed system of equations which determines the non-linear dynamics. In particular,

the individual phases φk can be obtained by quadratures from eq. (2.10).

Applying substitutions (2.7)–(2.8) to the velocity field in the energy flux equation, eq.

(A.1), we get an expression for the flux (see Appendix A for full details):

Π(k) =
k∑

k1=1

∞∑

k2=−∞

〈
ak1ak2ak1+k2 sin(ϕk1+k2

k1,k2
)
〉
k1ϑk1ϑk2ϑk1+k2 . (2.11)

As expected, the energy flux depends on the phases via ϕk1+k2
k1,k2

only. The crucial ob-

servation is that the sign of the contributions to this energy flux depends only on the

values of the triad phases, because all other factors appearing in (2.11) are positive, in-

cluding the real amplitudes ak. Since the sign of the energy flux determines the cascade

direction, it is very important to analyse these contributions in detail.

Define k3 by the triad relation k1 + k2 = k3. Following an analogous method to the

detailed energy balance of triads [90–93], we deduce that non-zero contributions to the

energy flux (2.11) come from triads that have at least 1 mode within the interval [−k, k],

and at least 1 mode outside it. Combining these contributions we obtain

Π(k) =
k∑

k1=1

∞∑

k3=k+1

2k1

〈
ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)

〉
,

where we have used the reality of the original field, which implies φ−kj = −φkj and

a−kj = akj . We remark the wavenumber ordering: 0 < k1 < k3, 0 < k2 < k3 and

k3 = k1 + k2.

In summary, the sign of each individual triad’s contribution depends solely on the sign

of sin(ϕk3k1,k2), where k1, k2, k3 is the “ordered” version of that triad, with k3 = k1+k2 and

kj > 0. As a result, when ϕk3k1,k2 is close to π
2

+2nπ, n ∈ Z, the direct-cascade energy flux

is maximised (at fixed amplitudes). In Section 2.3.1, we present statistical analysis that

shows that triad phases tend to cluster near these values, involving a synchronisation

amongst different triads, so that several terms contribute with a positive sign, leading

to direct-cascade flux whose intensity depends on the dimension of the Fourier fractal

set where modes live.
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Figure 2.3: Time evolution of the accumulated(not mod 2π) triad phase for two
triads. Left: Undecimated case (D = 1). Left: Decimated case (D = 0.95).

2.3 Numerical results

2.3.1 Phase analysis

In this Section, we present a phenomenological study of Burgers triad phase dynamics.

As a motivation for the examination of the statistics of triad phase dynamics we refer

to Figure 2.3 which shows the time evolution of two triad phases (not restricted to

mod 2π) in the undecimated D = 1 (left panel) and decimated D = 0.95 (right panel)

systems. We see a clear preference to cluster around values of π/2 + 2nπ, n ∈ Z in the

case of the undecimated system. Thus the triad phases are preferentially taking a value

of π/2 mod 2π. This behaviour is lost once the system is decimated, where we can see

no clear preferential value in the decimated D = 0.95 case. The rest of this section

will expand on this idea and studying the statistics of large numbers of triad phases to

quantify this preference for alignment.

Rather than focus on individual triads or phase drift, let us consider first the case when

we define all phases in the same periodic range, ϕk3k1,k2(t) ∈ [−π, π], i.e., we omit the

phase precessions for the moment. In Figure 2.4 (left panel), we show the PDF of

ϕk3k1,k2(t) for three different triads composed of wave numbers belonging to the inertial

range ,and ordered in the usual way 0 < k1 < k2 < k3 with k3 = k1 + k2:

T1 → [k1; k2; k3] = [100; 150; 250],

T2 → [k1; k2; k3] = [200; 250; 450],

T3 → [k1; k2; k3] = [300; 350; 650],
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at D = 1 and D = 0.95. The undecimated case D = 1 shows a more marked preference

for triad phase alignments about π/2, which maximises the energy flux because flux

contributions are proportional to sin(ϕk3k1,k2), see eq. (2.11). The PDFs are peaked at

π/2 and have a minimum at 3π/2, which suggests that the energy flux is, on average,

directed from large to small scales. This would be true provided one assumes that

real amplitudes ak take higher or similar values when phases are near π/2 than when

phases are near 3π/2. This assumption is confirmed by simulations, so we have a direct

cascade of energy as in 3D Navier-Stokes turbulence. On the other hand, for the case

D = 0.95 we no longer have a marked peak at π/2, especially when we consider the

triad T3 which is the one containing higher wavenumbers. This is the first evidence

that the introduction of the quenched disorder strongly perturbs the coherence of the

energy transfer mechanism, leading to a much slower direct cascade. In Figure 2.4

(right panel), we show a similar study but this time involving over 160 thousand triads

with wavenumbers in the range [100, 1000]. The features just discussed for the selected

triads are again there, which shows that most triads are behaving in basically the same

way.

A qualitative view of the correlation amongst different triad phases throughout the

system’s evolution is proposed in Figure 2.5. Here a scatter plot between the phase of

triads T1 and T2 is shown, where the phase angle is not constrained to be on a periodic

domain. From the left panel, undecimated Burgers equation D = 1, it is clear that

a correlation is present between the two phases. A lattice-like distribution with the

presence of many clusters indicates that for long periods, the two phases are oscillating

around a fixed value before jumping simultaneously toward other values. As expected,

these clusters exist around values of π/2 + 2nπ, n ∈ Z. This synchronization is directly

linked to the results shown in Figure 2.4, where we saw a peak in the PDF for phase

values at π/2. Since many triad phases have high probability to be near π/2, it is natural

that several triads will be simultaneously clustered around this value for a sustained

period of time. In contrast, results for D = 0.99 and 0.95 in Figure 2.5, centre and

bottom panels, show that the synchronization amongst different triad phases is washed

out when the quenched disorder is introduced.

Remarkably, synchronisation of triad phases has a direct effect on the energy flux. The

more triads are synchronised near π/2 + 2nπ, the more positive terms add together to

contribute to the flux in eq. (2.11), leading to a large flux. Thus, loss of synchronisation

diminishes the flux via cancellations of positive and negative terms.
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Figure 2.4: Left: PDF of triad phase (mod 2π with offset −π) computed during
the temporal evolution of different triads in the inertial range. T1 : [k1; k2; k3] =
[100; 150; 250] (black solid line), T2 : [k1; k2; k3] = [200; 250; 450] (red dashed line),
and T3 : [k1; k2; k3] = [300; 350; 650] (blue dotted line). To aid comparison, the
undecimated case (D = 1) and decimated case (D = 0.95) are plotted together.
Right: Same type of histograms but over all 160801 triads composed by wave numbers
inside the range 100 ≤ k ≤ 1000, and for the same set of values of fractal Fourier

dimension D and colour code as in Figure 2.1.

2.3.2 Precession analysis

The “drift” or “precession” of triad phases made evident from Figure 2.5 suggests that

we study the distribution of precession frequencies of the various triad phases in the

system, as this distribution can have an impact on the energy fluxes via precession reso-

nance [28]. In order to analyse the phase-precession statistical and dynamical properties

it is important to filter out the high-frequency fluctuations introduced by the evolution

of each of the phase variables contributing to the triad phase. Therefore, let us define

the triad phase precession averaged on a time window ∆t as

Ωk3
k1k2

(t,∆t) ≡ 1

N

t+∆t∑

ti=t

ϕ̇k3k1k2(ti) , (2.12)

where ti denotes data points from the numerical integration and the time window,

∆t = Nδt, where δt is the numerical time step and N is a large enough integer to

remove the noise at the dissipative scales. But ∆t should be chosen small enough

not to kill all temporal correlations in the system. In practice, we choose ∆t of the

order of the Kolmogorov time microscale tη ≡
√

ν
ε
≈ 10−2. The instantaneous phase

precession, ϕ̇k3k1k2(t), is defined in terms of the finite-difference increments of individual
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Figure 2.5: Parametric plots of the phase evolution for two different triads in the
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phase derivatives φ̇k(t):

φ̇k(ti) =
φk(ti + δt)− φk(ti)

δt
=

1

δt
arg

[
ûk(ti + δt)

ûk(ti)

]
. (2.13)

The probability density functions (PDFs) of Ωk3
k1k2

(t,∆t) are produced by considering

all 160801 triads constructed from modes inside an interval in the inertial range: k ∈
Ik = [100, 1000]. In Figure 2.6, we show the corresponding PDFs for three different

time windows: ∆t = 1000 δt = 0.5 tη (top row); ∆t = 2000 δt = 1.0 tη (middle row);

∆t = 6000 δt = 3.0 tη (bottom row). Furthermore, we also compare the results obtained

from the original undecimated (D = 1) Burgers equation (left), with two different

decimated systems; D = 0.99 (centre) and D = 0.95 (right).

We first note the appearance of secondary peaks in the PDFs, corresponding to non-

zero precession frequency values. The number of peaks increases as the time window ∆t

increases because the triad phase has had enough time to make several jumps between

adjacent trapping regions, namely from π/2 + 2nπ to π/2 + 2n′π, with |n − n′| = 1,

in apparently random sequences (figure not shown, but the disassociated behaviour

is evident from the scatter plots of Figure 2.5). Similarly, the peaks become more

pronounced as ∆t increases because the longer averaging window leads to a suppression

of oscillations in ϕk3k1k2 around the trapping regions π/2 + 2nπ. This explanation also

applies to the secondary peaks where the time window ∆t includes both the oscillations

of ϕk3k1k2 referred to above but also a number of jumps in ϕk3k1k2 towards other trapping

regions. As ∆t is increased, the contributions of the oscillations are suppressed, but

the contributions from the jumps will accumulate. The second interesting feature is

the sudden disappearance of the secondary precession-frequency peaks as we decimate

the system. At D = 0.99 they are barely detectable and at D = 0.95 they have been

wiped out. This is in line with the results presented in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, showing

a transition from a structured phase evolution for D = 1, to a disordered distribution

when decimation is applied.

In order to explore the energy flux it is also important to examine the correlation

between evolution of triad precession and triad amplitude. For the same subset of triads,

k1 + k2 = k3 in the range Ik, we computed two different joint PDFs, corresponding to

the correlation amongst the triad precession Ωk3
k1k2

(t,∆t) and the temporal average, over

∆t, of: i) the modulus of the product of the mode amplitudes,

〈|ak1ak2ak3|〉∆t , (2.14)
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and ii) the modulus of the product of the logarithmic time derivatives of the mode

amplitudes, 〈∣∣∣∣
ȧk1 ȧk2 ȧk3
ak1ak2ak3

∣∣∣∣
〉

∆t

. (2.15)

The motivation for choosing these quantities is that they provide a fair comparison

weight, amongst different triads, with respect to i) energy content and ii) flux of energy.

In Figure 2.7, we show the resulting joint PDFs for a time window ∆t = 3.0 tη, together

with its dependency on the fractal dimension D. From these PDFs one can again

detect the presence of secondary correlation peaks in the undecimated case only (D =

1). The introduction of the quenched disorder destroys the cross-correlations amongst

amplitudes and phase precession.

A closer inspection of Figure 2.7 reveals a connection with a dynamical systems ap-

proach, which deserves some mention here. By definition, a critical point of system eq.

(2.10) is a point in the state space where all time derivatives ȧk and ϕ̇k3k1k2 are equal to

zero simultaneously, for all modes and triads. The most common type of critical point

is the so-called “unstable” critical point: the state of the system may approach such a

point along some direction, getting close to it but eventually separating from it along

other direction. Thus, active energy exchanges are expected if the state of the system

gets close to an unstable critical point. The evidence from Figure 2.7 is that the state of

the Burgers system visits unstable critical points regularly during the evolution: notice

the tail near ȧk = 0, ϕ̇k3k1k2 = 0 at the lower part of the bottom left panel. Moreover,

this tail is correlated, by definition, with the tail at the upper part of the top left panel,

corresponding to events of maximum amplitude, i.e., high energy transfers. Finally,

Figure 2.5 suggests that these critical points are distributed preferentially near values

of the triad phases given by ϕk3k1k2 = π/2 + 2nπ. In contrast, in the fractal decimated

case (D = 0.95; see Figure 2.7, right panels) the above-mentioned tails lose coherence,

which could mean that the state visits critical points less often or that less critical points

exist.

Looking forward, the dynamical systems point of view is worthy of further detailed

investigation. We need to understand how phases organise and synchronise during the

dynamical evolution, what is the distribution of critical points in the state space, and

how these features change when we reduce the fractal dimension D. In particular, the

alternation of trapping events and jumping events experienced by the triad phases in

Figure 2.5 suggests the possibility to develop a model for phase evolution based on a

biased random-walk with waiting times [95], which in turn could explain the fat tails
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Figure 2.6: Probability density functions (PDFs) of the time-averaged triad pre-
cessions Ωk3

k1k2
(t,∆t) (over time window ∆t, see eq. (2.12)). The PDFs are computed

over all 160, 801 triads composed by wave numbers inside the range 100 ≤ k ≤ 1000
and for the temporal evolution 0 ≤ t ≤ 103 tη. Top row: ∆t = 1000 δt = 0.5 tη. Mid-
dle row: ∆t = 2000 δt = 1.0tη. Bottom row: ∆t = 6000 δt = 3.0 tη. The three panels
in each row represent different fractal dimensions. Left: D = 1. Centre: D = 0.99.

Right: D = 0.95.
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Figure 2.7: Joint PDFs for time window ∆t = 3.0 tη, for the same set of triads as in
Figure 2.6. Top row: PDFs as functions of triad precession frequency and product of
triad mode amplitudes. Bottom row: PDFs as functions of triad precession frequency
and product of logarithmic time derivative of triad mode amplitudes. Left: D = 1.

Right: D = 0.95.

seen in Figure 2.6. The evolution in time of the phase dynamics will be investigated

further in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Energy flux enhancement,

intermittency and turbulence via

Fourier triad phase dynamics in 1D

Burgers equation

In this chapter, we build on the work presented in Chapter 2. We present a theo-

retical and numerical study of Fourier space triad phase dynamics in one-dimensional

stochastically forced Burgers equation at Reynolds number Re ≈ 2.7×104. We demon-

strate that Fourier triad phases over the inertial range display a collective behaviour,

characterised by intermittent periods of synchronisation and alignment, reminiscent of

Kuramoto model [21], and directly related to collisions of shocks in physical space.

These periods of synchronisation favour efficient energy fluxes across the inertial range

towards small scales, resulting in strong bursts of dissipation and enhanced coherence of

Fourier energy spectrum. The fast time scale of the onset of synchronisation relegates

energy dynamics to a passive role; this is further examined using a reduced system with

the Fourier amplitudes fixed in time – a phase-only model. We show that intermit-

tent triad phase dynamics persist without amplitude evolution, and we broadly recover

many of the characteristics of the full Burgers system. In addition, for both full Burgers

and phase-only systems, the physical space velocity statistics reveals that triad phase

alignment is directly related to the non-Gaussian statistics, typically associated with

structure-function intermittency in turbulent systems.

59
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Turbulence phenomenology provides equations for the energy budget over spatial scales,

based on a statistical balance between the injected energy at large scales, its flux across

spatial scales, and its subsequent dissipation at small scales. Theoretical and numerical

approaches to turbulence share a popular setup in terms of Fourier-space variables

that assumes periodic boundary conditions in the spatial coordinates. Seminal results

started by Kolmogorov in 1941 (see [96]) provide statistical predictions for the energy

spectrum: the modulus squared of the complex Fourier amplitudes Ek = |ûk|2, while

nothing is stated about its conjugate variable, the Fourier phase φk = arg(ûk). A

similar situation occurs in wave turbulence theory, which provides coupled evolution

equations for the energy spectrum variables only, admitting solutions representing flux

of energy-like quantities across spatial scales (see [97]).

Fourier phases are useful variables in Galerkin-truncated discrete models in fluids and

non-linear optics based on triad and/or quartet interactions. There, due to the non-

linear coupling between Fourier energies and the so-called triad or quartet phases (de-

fined as appropriate linear combinations of the Fourier phases), energy transfers can be

enhanced by changing the initial phases, in both chaotic and integrable regimes [98–

103]. Despite their apparent background role in turbulence, Fourier phases play a direct

role in energy fluxes [20] and high-order correlation functions, so their study could shed

light on the problem of intermittency. In continuous fluid models described by partial

differential equations, the collection of Fourier phases over a range of spatial scales has

been shown to be relevant to the dynamics, via amplitude-phase synchronisation mech-

anism, leading to spatiotemporal chaos in channel flows and magnetised Keplerian shear

flows [104, 105], and via evolution of phase entropy in cosmological density perturbation

solutions [106]. Motivated by our recent results on triad phase synchronisation in the

2D barotropic vorticity equation, and the 1D Burgers equation [20, 107], our aim is to

develop a theory for triad phase dynamics in the context of classical fluid turbulence.

This Chapter provides the first steps in that direction by looking at the behaviour of

triad phases in the stochastically-forced 1D Burgers equation

∂u

∂t
+

1

2

∂u2

∂x
= ν

∂2u

∂x2
+ F, x ∈ [0, 2π], t ∈ [0, T ) , (3.1)

where u(x, t)(= u(x + 2π, t)) is the scalar velocity field, ν is a positive parameter (vis-

cosity) and F (x, t)(= F (x+ 2π, t)) is the external forcing.

Burgers equation, see [59] for a review, is used as a model for a large range of non-linear

dissipative systems and represents one of the simplest non-linear partial differential
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equations known to display a non-trivial scaling of the velocity field correlation func-

tions. Multiscaling is connected to the tendency to create shocks, and consequently to

increase negative velocity differences δrv < 0 and decrease positive ones δrv > 0, where

δrv = u(x + r, t)− u(x, t). Thus, a strongly non-Gaussian probability density function

(PDF) of δrv is observed with large tails to the negative side. The presence of strongly

localised velocity jumps (shocks) in real space is the fingerprint of Burgers dynamics.

We remark that shocks are the only structures in the flow able to dissipate energy in

the limit of small viscosity. In other words, the energy flux across scales is absorbed

only by a few strongly localised events in real space.

In Section 3.1, we provide the necessary tools to perform this Fourier phase analysis.

In Section 3.2 we establish that triad phases over the inertial range synchronise in-

termittently, and we show the contribution of these synchronised events to the energy

flux and dissipation. This exploration introduces a Kuramoto-like triad phase order

parameter [21] that measures instantaneous synchronisation of triad phases over the

inertial range. We will examine its time evolution and split the time averaged statis-

tics of classical quantities into conditional time windows, defined in terms of the level

of triad phase synchronisation. This will allow an evaluation of the role of the triad

phase dynamics on the intermittent behaviour of the system, and on the excursions to

the vicinity of fixed points in dynamical systems viewpoint. Next, in order to better

understand the importance of the role of phase dynamics, in Section 3.3 we define a

phase-only Burgers model which removes the time evolution of the Fourier amplitudes,

while allowing the phases to continue to evolve. Here, we establish that the intermit-

tent phase synchronisation and alignment events seen in the full Burgers PDE persist:

notably, the structure-function anomalous exponents and real space non-Gaussian ve-

locity differences are broadly recovered. We show that this phase-only model is quite

sensitive to changes in the prescribed energy spectrum scaling, which could explain

previous results in fractal Fourier decimated Burgers simulations [20, 56]. In Section

3.4, we provide concluding remarks and perspectives.

3.1 Formulation

Evolution equations. We introduce the Fourier mode variables ûk(t), the Fourier

space form of the real space solution field u(x, t), where u(x, t) =
∑

k∈Z e
ikxûk(t) with

x the position in real space and k the wavenumbers. The restriction k ∈ Z derives

from the periodic boundary condition u(x, t) = u(x + 2π, t). The reality condition
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u(x, t) ∈ R leads to û−k(t) = û∗k(t), where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Each mode

is indexed by an integer wavenumber k. The dynamical content of mode k is given by

its complex valued Fourier mode, ûk(t). Using this representation, the governing PDE

can be decomposed into a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which describe

the individual time evolution of each of the complex Fourier modes. To delve further

into the dynamics we use an amplitude/phase representation: ûk(t) = ak(t)e
iφk(t), where

ak(t) = |ûk(t)| (mode amplitude) and φk(t) = arg[ûk(t)] (mode phase). We examine eq.

(3.1) in Fourier space:

∂ûk
∂t

= −ik
2

∑

k1

ûk1ûk−k1 − νk2ûk + f̂k,

where energy is dissipated via the viscous term and injected by external forcing f̂k. The

core of the dynamics is the quadratic non-linear convolution, a term that globally con-

serves energy by redistributing it amongst Fourier modes via triad interactions (groups

of 3 modes, as demonstrated in [5] for 2D Navier Stokes). In order to study the role of

triad phase dynamics in energy flux mechanism, we derive evolution equations for ak

and φk:

dak
dt

=
k

2

∑

k1,k2

ak1ak2 sin(ϕkk1,k2) δk1+k2,k − νk2ak + Re(f̂ke
−iφk) , (3.2)

dφk
dt

= −k
2

∑

k1,k2

ak1ak2
ak

cos(ϕkk1,k2) δk1+k2,k +
1

ak
=(f̂ke

−iφk). (3.3)

Key degrees of freedom and energy budget. Upon examination of Eqs. (3.2)–

(3.3), the key dynamical degrees of freedom away from the forcing scale consist of the

modes’ real amplitudes ak(t), along with the triad phases :

ϕk3k1, k2(t) = φk1(t) + φk2(t)− φk3(t), (3.4)

where the wavenumbers k1,k2,k3 satisfy a ‘closed-triad’ condition: k1 + k2 = k3. The

explicit form of the equations of motion for the triad phases is obtained simply as

appropriate linear combinations of eq. (3.3) for the relevant wavenumbers.

Let us define the energy spectrum and its rate-of-change budget up to wavenumber k:

Ek(t) ≡ ûkû−k = a2
k ,

d

dt

(
k∑

k′=1

Ek′(t)

)
= I(k, t)− Π(k, t)−D(k, t) , (3.5)
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where I(k, t) ≡∑k
k′=1 û

∗
k′ f̂k′+c.c. is the energy input rate (forcing for small wavenum-

bers only), D(k, t) ≡ 2ν
∑k

k′=1(k′)2Ek′ is the dissipation rate and Π(k, t) is the flux

across wavenumber k towards large wavenumbers. We derived in Chapter 2 an explicit

expression for Π(k) in terms of the variables ak and ϕk3k1, k2 :

Π(k, t) =
k∑

k1=1

∞∑

k3=k+1

2k1 ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2). (3.6)

We remark here that each term in this equation is due to a single triad interaction

between k1, k2 and k3, such that k1 +k2 = k3. This form of Π(k, t) implements explicitly

the wavenumber ordering 0 < k1 < k3, 0 < k2 < k3. While this choice of ordering is a

simple convention, it is a useful one because the triad phases ϕk3k1,k2 , with that ordering,

are found to take values preferentially near π/2 (mod 2π).

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, eq. (3.6) shows a clear link between the strong

probability of triad phases to take a value close to π/2 (mod 2π), and the efficiency of

the energy flux towards small scales. Such a PDF of ϕk3k1, k2 (see Figure 3.2, bottom left)

is explained by examining the contribution from a given triad (each term in eq. (3.6)) to

the energy flux towards small scales. As 2 k1 ak1ak2ak3 > 0, at any given time a positive

contribution to the energy flux is maximised if the triad phase takes the value π/2

(mod 2π). In Section 3.2, we show that this triad phase alignment to π/2 (mod 2π)

occurs for all triads in the so-called “inertial-range” of scales, which is characterised by

a power-law spectrum ak ∝ k−1 (see [59]).

Finally, we define the total dissipation ε and total energy as

ε(t) ≡ D(∞, t) = 2ν
∞∑

k=1

k2Ek , E(t) =
∞∑

k=1

Ek. (3.7)

Synchronisation and alignment. To gain a quantitative measure of the triad phase

synchronisation and alignment in time, we define the (complex-valued) Kuramoto order

parameter for the triad phases [21, 22]:

R exp(iΦ) =
〈
exp(i ϕk1+k2

k1,k2
)
〉
k1,k2

, (3.8)

where the average is over triads. Here, R(t) ∈ [0, 1] measures the coherence of the triad

phase population, and Φ(t) ∈ [0, 2π) is a proxy for the average triad phase. A syn-

chronised state of the triad phases is signalled when R(t) = 1: the corresponding Φ(t)
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denotes the value of the triad phases. Alignment occurs when this value is equal to π/2,

which leads to maximised flux contributions in eq. (3.6). Correspondingly, R(t) . 1

indicates that not all triad phase values are the same but there is still a preference

for clustering of the values. In contrast, complete disorder - a uniform probability for

the triad phases to take a value in [0, 2π) - would give R(t) ≈ 0. By studying the

time evolution of R(t) and Φ(t) for triads in the inertial range, we can study how triad

synchronisation and alignment directly affect the global characteristics of the system.

Intermittency Statistics. To establish a link between Fourier-space dynamics and

classical intermittency, we need to analyse the physical space velocity field statistics,

particularly the multi-point correlation functions (structure functions):

Sp(r) = 〈 (δrv)p 〉x,t , Sabs
p (r) = 〈 |δrv|p 〉x,t , (3.9)

where δrv = u(x + r) − u(x) and 〈•〉x,t denotes the average over both space and time.

In the inertial range, the structure functions follow a power-law in r, and we define

the scaling exponents ζp and ζabs
p via Sp(r) ∼ r ζp and Sabs

p (r) ∼ r ζ
abs
p respectively.

Anomalous exponents (ζp < p) are a signature of intermittency. The role of triad phase

synchronisation can be studied by computing the structure functions restricted to strong

synchronisation events and comparing the obtained exponents with the usual ones; more

generally, obtaining the probability density function of velocity increments restricted to

synchronisation events of various degrees (measured by the Kuramoto parameter R(t)).

3.2 Numerical Results

We present a numerical study of Burgers triad phase dynamics with Gaussian white-

in-time forcing acting only at large scales, with forced wavenumbers kf ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The

numerical simulation uses a pseudospectral, 4th-order Adams-Bashforth time-stepping

scheme, with the number of collocation points either N = 218 or 219, kmax = N/3 and

a time step δt ∼ 10−6. We take a viscosity value ν = 2 × 10−4, leading to average

total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 5.25 and average energy dissipation rate ε ≡ 〈ε(t)〉t ≈
8.08. The Kolmogorov length and time microscales are η ≡ (ν3/ε)1/4 ≈ 0.001 and

τη ≡ (ν/ε)1/2 ≈ 0.005, and the Reynolds number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)4/3 ≈ 2.7 × 104.

Statistically stationary variables were averaged over simulation runtime of 6× 105 τη.
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Figure 3.1: Subset of time evolution of global system quantities. Highlighted is
the time range [13.3 , 14.0], where the time approach to a synchronisation event will
be studied in Figure 3.2. Top: Energy flux Π[k = 750](t)(magenta) at the high-
wavenumber end of the inertial range. Total energy of the system E(t)(red) and total
energy dissipation rate ε(t)(black). Bottom: Triad phase order parameter R(t) (blue)

and Φ(t)(green) for triad phases in the inertial range.

Figure 3.1 shows the evolution over a time interval of 5×103 τη. We observe intermittent

in time events of synchronisation of triad phases, signalled by jumps of the Kuramoto

order parameter R(t) to values close to 1 (we consider R > 0.95 as synchronised); the

synchronisation persists for some time after each event, but this duration is irregular

(another signature of intermittency). For each of these events, a clear pattern is found

in the energy flux at inertial-range scales Π(750, t),Π(100, t) (see also Figure 3.2, top

left panel): an early oscillation and then a jump to large values. A similar alignment is

observed in the Kuramoto phase Φ(t), with value close to π/2 at these events. While re-

markable jumps are seen in the total dissipation ε(t) (eq. (3.7)) at these events, no early

oscillation is detected in this variable. Notice also that the classical stationary energy-

budget identity 〈Π(100, t)〉t = 〈ε(t)〉t [[96]] is in fact nearly satisfied at all times, except

during the pre-synchronisation oscillations. The total system’s energy E(t) (eq. (3.7))

does not show any special behaviour preceding the synchronisation events.

Figure 3.2 shows statistics during a close-up of one such synchronisation event in the

time region, highlighted in Figure 3.1. Here we show 6 snapshots in time as the triad

phase order parameter R → 1, with the legend showing the times and phase order pa-

rameters (R,Φ) at each snapshot. The top left panel shows again the time evolution of
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Figure 3.2: Analysis of system dynamics on approach to a synchronisation event
(R→ 1). Top Left: Zoomed time-series of highlighted region in Figure 3.1 showing
the sharp jump in dissipation and energy flux when triad phases become synchronised.
Top Right: k2-scaled energy spectra Ek at six snapshots (shifted for visualisation
purposes). Bottom Left: Snapshots of PDF over all inertial-range triad phases

ϕk3k1, k2 . Bottom Right: Real-space solution snapshots u(x, t).

global system quantities and shows the distinct time at which the system changes from

a non-synchronised to synchronised state. The top right panel shows the k2 rescaled

spectrum at each of these snapshots (each snapshot has been shifted for visualisation

purposes). Upon approach to R ≈ 1 (top to bottom in plot), we see a clear reduction in

the energy fluctuations across wavenumbers, with the final snapshot in the synchronised

region showing a uniform k−2 scaling in the inertial range. This reduction in amplitudes

ak is further quantified in Figure 3.4 and will be discussed in more detail later. The

bottom left panel shows snapshots of the PDF of the triad phase variable ϕk3k1, k2 , over all

triads in the inertial range 100 < k < 750. At all snapshots, the triad phase preferen-

tially takes values near π/2 (mod 2π), but as the synchronisation event is approached,
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Figure 3.3: Conditional time PDF of normalised total energy dissipation ε(t) based
on value of phase order parameter R.

the distribution narrows until, at the synchronisation time, all triad phase values are ex-

tremely close to π/2 (mod 2π), maximising the direct energy flux towards small scales:

all terms contribute in a positive and maximal way to the flux in eq. (3.6). The bottom

right panel shows the real space solution u(x, t) at each snapshot. From front to back,

we see the real space signature of the event: two shocks merging. This explains the

sharp jump in dissipation seen at each synchronisation event as a large single shock

is created. To quantify the jump in dissipation, we provide the conditional-time dissi-

pation PDF during synchronisation events over the full simulations of the statistically

stationary state in Figure 3.3. It is evident that these synchronised events correspond

to significantly higher dissipation than non-synchronised ones (by a factor 3), with the

highest dissipation events exclusively restricted to these R ≈ 1 time intervals.

We provide evidence that synchronisation events are correlated with excursions near

fixed points in the dynamical systems point of view. A fixed point is signalled by

the simultaneous zeroes of ȧk and ϕ̇k3k1k2 , notably across the energetically active inertial

range. While eq. (??) implies that triad-phase time derivatives are drastically reduced

as the order parameters (R,Φ) tend to (1, π/2), eq. (??) does not trivially imply

a reduction of the amplitude time derivatives during synchronisation events. Figure
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Figure 3.4: PDF of time derivative of Fourier spectrum variables ȧk for a range of
conditional time periods.

3.4 shows the conditional-time PDF of mode-amplitude time derivatives ȧk over the

inertial range, restricted to events with several levels of synchronisation. The higher

the synchronisation(R), the closer the ȧk distribution clusters about zero values. Such

near absolute synchronisation is unlikely, however we note that the amount of time the

system spends in the R > 0.9999 region is approximately 15% of the full simulation

time.

Finally, we establish the role of synchronisation events R > 0.95 on the real-space

intermittency statistics by examining PDF of velocity increments δrv = u(x + r, t) −
u(x, t) in the full statistically stationary simulations. The structure functions Sp(r) ∝
rζp and associated local slopes are shown in Figure 3.5. Using the highlighted region

of flat local slopes to fit (0.008 ≤ r ≤ 0.063 which corresponds to our inertial range

of 100 ≤ k ≤ 750), we recover the usual [56] scaling exponents (table of fit values and

additional related figures can be found in Appendix B). The bottom right panel shows

that the restriction of the PDF to the time periods where R > 0.95 results in events of

larger velocity increments with a significantly higher probability, which correspond to

large dissipative shocks, and in turn provide important contributions to the structure
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Figure 3.5: Structure functions Sp(r) as a function of r and (inset) associated local
slopes ζp(r). Highlighted region corresponds to the range chosen as the inertial range

of 100 < k < 1000 where the triad and mode phases were studied.

functions. Fit values for scaling exponents ζp and ζabs
p show that the exponents are

significantly closer to the desired value of 1 for the R > 0.95 conditional time regions.

A final useful tool to improve understanding of these events is to study the full state

of the Fourier space variables in the time period just preceding an event. An example

of a snapshot of the system state was shown earlier in Figure 2. An interesting point

to note here it that the dynamics of the individual modes, while only contributing to

the time evolution equations in the form of the triad phases, are themselves of course

vital to the structure of the real-space solution. It is therefore of interest to further

analyse the relationship in k-space between the individual and triad phases. A series

of three snapshots are presented in Figure 3.7, with both the individual phase φk and

triad phases ϕk3k1,k3−k1 shown for 0 < k < 1000. The banding of the individual phases

is clear and is somewhat expected, as to get a global peak in the PDF for the triad

phases we must have significant ordering in the individual phases. Less clear are the

structures in the triad phase plots. The top of the three snapshots if for a time period

of during normal time evolution when the real space solutoo consists of multiple ramps

and shocks, evident by the range of values but still with a preference near π
2
. The other
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in the inertial range at a scale k = 450 or r = 0.013.

two cases are taken preceding a synchronization event, structures of non-aligned are

seen to develop among a sea of synchronized values. Such structures grow is size as

synchronization is approached, at which point they give way and all triad phases take

the aligned value of π
2
. The role of such triad phase space requires further explanation

and the origin of such structures may hint as to the why such synchronizations occur,

in turn indicating why dissipative bursts are triggered.

3.3 Phase-Only Model

The previous results demonstrate that the events of triad phase synchronisation and

alignment are common (albeit intermittent) in stochastically-forced simulations. More-

over, these events produce dramatic energy flux and dissipation enhancements. In this

Section we quantify how much of the alignment behaviour observed is driven by the

forced phase dynamics only. We approach the question by “freezing” the amplitudes ak
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Figure 3.7: The thin horizontal striped bars are coloured to show the values of the
individual Fourier phases φk for 0 < k < 1000 for three snapshots during Burgers
Equation dynamics. The corresponding triangular panels shows the value of the triad
phases ϕk3k1,k3−k1 as a function of 50 < k1 < 500 and 50 < k3 < 1000 at these times

also.
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Figure 3.8: Phase-Only Model Time evolution of triad phase order parameter R(t)
(blue) and Φ(t) (green) for inertial-range triads.

to take prescribed values. This means we drop eq. (??) and keep eq. (??):

φ̇k = −k
2

∑

k1,k2

ak1ak2
ak

cos(ϕkk1,k2) δk1+k2,k +
1

ak
=(f̂ke

−iφk). (3.10)

We prescribe the amplitudes as the time-averaged spectrum obtained from the full

PDE simulation, thereby removing the dependence on spectrum fluctuations evidenced

in Figure 3.1. Initial phases are taken from the end snapshot of full PDE simulations,

thereby obtaining a realistic initial triad phase distribution for the phase-only dynamical

system eq. (3.10). Stochastic forcing is again used, but the forced mode amplitudes are

restored to their prescribed values before moving at each time step. In this way, the

individual phases will evolve effectively as in eq. (3.10).

Figure 3.8 shows a representative time series of Kuramoto phase-order parameters R

and Φ for inertial-range triad phases evolving in the phase-only system (3.10). We see

finite-duration intermittent synchronisation events, comparable to the full-PDE results

(Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). However the phase-only system shows some differences: the pa-

rameter R can now take values close to 0 and so Φ can vary more freely. Remarkably,

the system locks into the synchronised states on its own, without the influence of the
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Figure 3.9: Phase-Only Model structure functions Sp(r) as a function of r and
(inset) associated local slopes ζp(r).

energy dynamics (note that this system is still forced by stochastically modifying the

phases of modes at large scales). Figure 3.11 (top panel, black pentagons, Ek ∼ k−2.0)

is the PDF of triad phases averaged over time and over all inertial-range triads. This is

similar to the triad-phase PDF obtained from the full PDE case (see Figure 2.4), but

the phase-only case has a more pronounced peak at π/2.

Figure 3.9 and 3.10 show structure-function local slopes and velocity increments PDFs

obtained from the phase-only model, to be compared directly with the full PDE results

in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The non-Gaussian negative tails of the distribution look qualita-

tively similar in both cases, leading to similar exponents ζp (see supplementary material

for detailed fit values). In particular, the scaling ζp ≈ 1 is recovered in the case of the

synchronised time periods (R > 0.95) as seen in Figure 3.9. As for differences, the

velocity-increment PDF shows more preference for positive values than in the full PDE

case, which is seen in physical space as small-amplitude oscillations with symmetric dis-

tribution about δrv = 0 on the ramps between shocks. This difference is reduced when

restricting to the synchronised periods (R > 0.95) but the local symmetry with respect

to δrv = 0 is evident. This has a consequence of reducing the value of the exponent ζabs
1

in the phase-only case (again full detailed fit data and plots in Appendix B).
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Based on previous work where inertial-range energy-spectrum exponent was found to

vary with fractal decimation [20, 56, 108], we study in Figure 3.11 the effect of the

underlying prescribed energy-spectrum inertial-range exponent on the phase-only model

dynamics. We simply replace the fixed energy spectrum Ek by k2−αEk, where α ranges

from 2 to 1.5, to mimic the variations observed in previous Fractal Fourier decimation

work which found a shallower energy spectrum scaling when decimation was applied.

The triad phase PDF changes dramatically (Top Panel in Figure 3.11), to nearly total

disorder for α = 1.5, in agreement with the results found in the full PDE simulation

of fractal decimated Burgers in Chapter 2. In addition to the loss of coherence in

the phase dynamics, we see a corresponding reduction in the tails of the PDF of the

velocity increments (Bottom Panel in Figure 3.11). This again gives further strength

to the argument that the triad phase dynamics play a key role in the generation of

extreme events in these turbulent systems.

Similarly to Figure 3.7 in the full Burgers Dynamics, a series of three snapshots of

the phase in the Phase-Only model are presented in Figure 3.12. In contrast to the

Burgers phase dynamics, the top panel shows a time when the phases are completely

disordered and phase order parameter R ≈ 0. The other two cases are taken preceding
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a synchronization event. The middle case shows the start of structure forming, both

in the individual and triad phases. The bottom case is very close to alignment with

large, clear structures in the triad phase space and only a few non-ordered bands in the

individual phases. As was the case in the Burgers dynamics, when alignment occurs

individual phases band linearly in k, and thus all triad phases take an aligned value of
π
2
.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

In this Chapter we have unveiled a picture of turbulence in stochastically forced Burgers

equation, whereby the Fourier triad phases display a collective behaviour reminiscent

of Kuramoto model [21]. Intermittent triad phase synchronisation events give rise to

strong and steady energy fluxes across scales and are seen in physical space as shock

collisions. The fast time scale found for the onset of synchronisation suggests that the

Fourier energy spectrum plays a passive role (via interaction coefficients): in fact, as

a response to the triad-phase synchronisation, the energy spectrum gains a dramatic

coherence across the inertial range, while the triad phases maintain their synchronisation

for a finite time interval before desynchronising again due to the stochastic forcing. We

further support this picture by demonstrating the same synchronisation intermittency

in phase-only simulations, i.e. with a prescribed energy spectrum. Velocity increments

statistics are well reproduced by the phase-only system during synchronisation events,

with structure-function exponents ζp ≈ 1 (p > 1). While we do not try to explain why

the energy spectrum takes its characteristic profile Ek ∝ k−2 in the inertial range, we

do produce a study of the effects on the triad-phase dynamics of changing the exponent

of a prescribed energy spectrum Ek ∝ k−α in the inertial range for the phase-only

model. The results are striking: synchronisation events and triad phase alignment are

drastically diminished as soon as α < 2, with triad phases becoming totally disordered at

α = 1.5. This loss of synchronisation wipes out the fat tails in the velocity increments

PDFs, so classical intermittency statistics are lost. These results provide a possible

explanation of recent findings in fractal decimated Burgers equation [56] and those

shown in Chapter 2. The next step of this research will be to carry out similar analysis

for 2D and 3D Navier-Stokes turbulence, the results of which will follow in Chapters 4

and 5.
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Figure 3.12: Phase-Only model phase dynamics. The thin horizontal striped bars
are coloured to show the values of the individual Fourier phases φk for 0 < k < 1000
for three snapshots during Phase-Only model dynamics. The corresponding triangular
panels shows the value of the triad phases ϕk3k1,k3−k1 as a function of 50 < k1 < 500

and 50 < k3 < 1000 at these times also.
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Phase Coherence in Direct

Enstrophy Cascade of 2D

Navier-Stokes Turbulence

Turbulence, including spatio-temporal chaos and extreme events, is a common feature

observed in systems that possess a large number of degrees of freedom. It occurs

in natural fluid systems such as the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans, in stars, and is

studied in laboratory experiments and modelled numerically with the help of computer

simulations. These physically systems can be approximated as thin layers of fluid in

which stratification and rotation suppress vertical motions, making a two-dimensional

model a valid assumption. When driven by extreme conditions, these systems can enter

into two-dimensional turbulent regimes.

Consider the classical 2D Navier-Stokes equations. In contrast to the three dimensional

case the non-linear interactions conserve energy and enstrophy. It is well know that the

two dimensional case exhibits a dual cascade phenomenon, an inverse energy cascade

and a direct enstrophy cascade [4–7]. These additional conservation laws make the

study of 2D flows fundamentally different to the three dimensional case, with many of

the difficulties of studying the full three dimensional case not present. Intermittency

is 2D flows is well understood, see review [8], and the lower dimensionality allows for

higher resolution numerical simulations where recent advances mean that both cascades

can be seen simultaneously [9]. For the purposes of this work we will focus on the direct

enstrophy cascade which is shown to have a k−3 scaling in the energy spectra (averaged

over time, angular average (over the orientation of wavevector k) and ensemble average)

78
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up to logarithmic corrections [10, 11]. To study a statistically stationary system we

introduce Eckman friction to remove energy at large scales, thereby making the inverse

energy cascade stationary. With the addition of the α friction term we expect a further

correction in the spectrum as observed in [12, 13] but this correction is small as α << 1

in our work.

Since Kraichnan’s work, many numerical experiments (see a review by Boffetta [48])

have confirmed the realization of this spectrum, now known as Kraichnan spectrum.

However, recently Kuznetsov and Sereshcenko [109] studied explicitly the strong de-

pendence of this energy spectrum as a function of the angle of k with respect to a

fixed direction. They conclude that angular anisotropy persists, with strong temporal

fluctuations even in statistically stationary regimes. They attempt to demonstrate that

the Kraichnan spectrum is obtained from the average of so-called jets in the energy

spectrum, which in turn arise from shock-like structures in the spatial vorticity.

Other recent work has approached the problem by examining the role of individual

Fourier phases in real-space dissipative structure formation [24]. Snapshots in time are

examined by comparing the Fourier space variables to the real solution. Some success

is found as there appears to be a qualitative link between the banded structures in the

Fourier phases and dissipative vorticity filaments. However as expected these events

are intermittent in time and linking patches of coherent Fourier phase structure to real

space is extremely difficult, due to the non-local nature of Fourier variable representa-

tion.

In the work presented in this Chapter we will build on the idea of triad phase coherence

in Chapters 2 and 3 and examine the role of the triad phase in the forward enstrophy

cascade. We will try to be as general as possible and focus on time averaged statistics

over a stationary state to ensure it is not specific events that contribute. As expected

we find that averaged over time the individual Fourier phases display a uniform PDF

and have no preference to take a particular value. However this is not the case for the

triad phase which not only have a clear preference to take a particular value, but are

found to also govern the efficiency and direction of the cascade.

We now examine the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with the addition of a

friction term. We will refer to this system as the Ekman-Navier-Stokes formulation:

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p

ρ
+ ν∆u− αu + F (4.1)

∇ · u = 0. (4.2)
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Physically the α term in eq. (6) comes from the introduction of friction [14] and removes

energy at large scales, thereby making the inverse energy cascade stationary. This term

has previously been introduced in 2D flows for a number of different physical systems.

Ekman friction in a rotating flow, Rayleigh friction in stratified flow, Hartmann friction

in MHD [7] and friction induced by enclosing air in soap films [6].

4.1 Formulation

Rather than using the velocity variables, in two dimensions it is more natural to move

to the scalar vorticity ω formulation of eq. (4.1) where ω = ∇ × u is a real scalar

field and is a function of spatial coordinates (x, y) ∈ [0, 2π]2 and time t ∈ R. The

incompressibility condition is directly enforced in this formulation. The time evolution

equation for the scalar field ω is given by

∂ω

∂t
+ (u · ∇)ω = Fω − ν(−∇2)nω − αω , (4.3)

where the 2D incompressible velocity field is recovered as u = ẑ × ∇ψ where ψ is the

stream-function ψ = (−∇2)−1ω. Fω is the forcing function in vorticity space and dis-

sipation is modelled via the positive coefficients n, ν, α. The case of n = 1 corresponds

to the regular NS dissipation, while n = 2 will be a hyperviscous case we will also con-

sider. The term −αω removes energy at large scales as is necessary in order to reach a

stationary state [9].

Fourier representation. We make use of the spatial periodicity to write

ω(x, t) =
∑

k∈Z2\0

ω̂k(t) exp(ik · x) , x = (x, y) . (4.4)

The various terms in eq. (4.3) can be computed as follows:

(−∇2)−1ω =
∑

k∈Z2\0

ω̂k(t)

|k|2 exp
(
ik · x

)
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(u · ∇)ω = ∂yω(−∇2)−1∂xω − ∂xω(−∇2)−1∂yω

= −
∑

k1∈Z2\0

∑

k2∈Z2\0

k1xk2y − k2xk1y

|k1|2
ω̂k1(t)ω̂k2(t) exp(i(k1 + k2) · x) .

Fω =
∑

k∈Z2\0

f̂k exp(ik · x) .

Therefore eq. (4.3) becomes a system of ODEs for the Fourier components ω̂k:

dω̂k

dt
=

1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2\0

δkk1k2
(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
ω̂k1(t) ω̂k2(t)

+ f̂k − νω|k|2n ω̂k

Amplitude-phase representation. The Fourier components ω̂k are complex func-

tions of time. We now move to a phase-amplitude representation. We write

ω̂k = bk exp(iφk) =⇒ dω̂k

dt
=
[
ḃk + iφ̇kbk

]
exp(iφk) .

where bk(t) = |ω̂k| is the mode amplitude and φk(t) = arg[ω̂k] is the mode phase.

Thus, multiplying eq. (4.5) by exp(−iφk) and separating real and imaginary part we

obtain the system

ḃk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2\0

δkk1k2
(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2 cos(ϕk

k1k2
)

+ Re
(
f̂k exp(−iφk)

)
− νω|k|2n bk ,

φ̇k =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2\0

δkk1k2
(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2

bk
sin(ϕk

k1k2
)

+ =
(
f̂k exp(−iφk)

)
,

where ϕk
k1k2
≡ φk1 + φk2 − φk is the so-called triad phase.

Enstrophy. Total enstrophy is Ω =
∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
ω2dxdy. We obtain in terms of Fourier

components the total enstrophy:

Ω =
∑

k1,k2∈Z2\0

ω̂k1ω̂k2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

exp(i(k1 + k2) · x) dxdy = 4π2
∑

k∈Z2\0

b2
k .
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For simplicity let us define U = Z2 \ 0, the universe of all wave-vectors excluding the

zero-mode. For this work the value of the zero mode will always be zero. Let C ⊂ U
be a set of wave-vectors, such that −C = C, where −C ≡ {−k|k ∈ C} (notice that

−U = U). The enstrophy in this set of wave-vectors is defined by analogy with total

enstrophy:

ΩC = 4π2
∑

k∈C

b2
k .

We consider the rate of change of enstrophy in the set C. As the non-linear term

conserves enstrophy and using eq. (4.5) we get

d

dt

(
ΩC

)
= 8π2

∑

k∈C

bkḃk = ΠC + IC − εC ,

where ΠC, IC, εC are respectively the non-linear enstrophy flux into the subset of modes

C, the forcing input into C and the enstrophy dissipation in C. Each of these are defined

as follows:

ΠC
4π2

=
∑

k∈C
k1,k2∈U

δk1k2k(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk cos(ϕk1k2k)

IC = 8π2
∑

k∈C

bkRe
(
f̂k exp(−iφk)

)
,

εC = 8π2
∑

k∈C

νω|k|2n b2
k ,

where δk1k2k is the Kronecker delta, selecting the case k1 + k2 + k = 0, and ϕk1k2k =

φk1 + φk2 + φk.

Regarding ΠC, we observe that with the restriction of the Kronecker delta to allow

triadic interactions only, we can split the sums over U into two sums, the first over C
and the second over U \ C. Due to a simple identity of the interaction coefficients, the

triple sums where k1,k2,k ∈ C cancel out. Therefore

ΠC
4π2

=
∑

k∈C
k1,k2∈U\C

δk1k2k(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk cos(ϕk1k2k)

+ 2
∑

k,k2∈C
k1∈U\C

δk1k2k(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk cos(ϕk1k2k) ,
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and symmetrising the last sum with respect to k,k2 we obtain

ΠC
4π2

=
∑

k∈C
k1,k2∈U\C

δk1k2k(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk cos(ϕk1k2k)

−
∑

k,k2∈C
k1∈U\C

δk1k2k(kxk2y − k2xky)

(
1

|k|2 −
1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk cos(ϕk1k2k) .

To be consistent with the previous work presented in this thesis we relabel k3 = −k

to use the usual triad condition k1 + k2 = k3 and we get a final expression for the

enstrophy flux into the subset of modes C:

ΠC = 4π2
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U\C
k1+k2=k3

(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1

|k1|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk3 cos(ϕk3

k1k2
)

+ 4π2
∑

k3,k2∈C
k1∈U\C

k1+k2=k3

(k3xk2y − k2xk3y)

(
1

|k3|2
− 1

|k2|2
)
bk1bk2bk3 cos(ϕk3

k1k2
). (4.5)

4.2 Enstrophy Flux Efficiency

Looking at the terms in eq. (4.5), for a triad k1 + k2 = k3, we can move all dependence

on sign into the define generalised triad phases as follows:

Φk3
k1k2

= ϕk3
k1k2

+ ∆k3
k1k2

,

where

∆k3
k1k2

=





arg
[
(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)

(
1
|k1|2 −

1
|k2|2

)]
, if k3 ∈ C; k1,k2 ∈ U \ C

arg
[
(k3xk2y − k2xk3y)

(
1
|k3|2 −

1
|k2|2

)]
, if k3,k2 ∈ C; k1 ∈ U \ C

(4.6)

This means that the sign of the contribution of each term in eq. (4.5) depending only on

cos(Φk3
k1k2

). Thus a value of Φk3
k1k2
∈ (−π

2
, π

2
) will result in a positive contribution(into

C), while Φk3
k1k2

∈ (π
2
, π) ∪ (−π,−π

2
) will be negative(out of C). Let Ka, Kb denote

positive wavevector scales so that Kf � Ka < Kb � Kdiss, where Kf is the forcing

scale and Kdiss is the dissipation scale. Depending on the choice of set C the flux ΠC

defined in eq. (4.5) will have different behaviour:
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� If C represents the “inertial range” C = {Ka ≤ |k| ≤ Kb} then we expect ΠC ≈ 0.

This determines a so-called finite-flux constant of motion [110]. The flux in to

this range will balance the flux out so there must be a balance between positive

and negative contributions to the flux in eq. (4.5). We therefore expect to see a

bi-modal distribution for the generalised triad phases Φk3
k1k2

: two peaks, around 0

(flux into C) and π (flux out of C). Dissipation should be negligible in this inertial

range.

� If C represents the set of “large” wave-vectors C = {k ∈ U|Kb ≤ |k| ≈ Kdiss}
then we expect ΠC > 0 (forward cascade) and also ΠC ≈ εC. Here we should

expect an imbalance between positive and negative contributions to the flux in eq.

(4.5), leading to a uni-modal distribution for the generalised triad phases Φk3
k1k2

:

a single peak around 0 which ensures a positive forward cascade. Dissipation is

not negligible in this “large wave-vector” range and is close to the value of the

flux.

4.3 Dynamic Fourier Mode Selection

In this section we discuss how a subset of the total Fourier modes is selected dynam-

ically in time to reduce the number of triads to be studied. The numerical evidence

presented show it is only a small subset of the overall triad interactions that are efficient

contributors to the forward enstrophy cascade. The mode selection will be based on a

scale by scale ranking of the relative enstrophy of individual modes. Such a metric is

described by:

Ωrel(k) =
Ωk− < Ωk >|k|
< Ωk >|k|

(4.7)

where Ωk is the enstrophy of the mode k and 〈 〉|k| denotes average over all modes

with modulus ||k||. Using this relative measure of enstrophy we can select a subset of

the overall wavevectors which contains only modes with high relative enstrophy(for the

remainder of this Chapter these modes will be referred to as energetic if this relative

enstrophy measure is high, this is for ease of description and also to match with results

presented in Chapter 5). This can be understood as an extra mode selection on top of

the mode selection discussed in the previous section, that divided the modes into dis-

joint sets C and U \C. In this way, we obtain new sets C ′ ⊂ C and (U \C)′ ⊂ U \C. The
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Figure 4.1: 2D Stochastically forced hyperviscous NS. Window of time evolution of
the Enstrophy flux Πk=100 across the scale k = 100, the total enstrophy dissipation ε
and the enstrophy dissipation of only the C7 dynamic subset with contains ≈ 5% of

the total modes in the system.

motivation for this extra mode selection will be to find a subset of terms that contributes

strongly to the flux formula, eq. (4.5). Namely, we want to approximate the sum in eq.

(4.5) by a sum where C is replaced by C ′ and U \C is replaced by (U \C)′. In Figure 4.1

we show the time evolution of the total enstrophy flux Πk=100 across the scale k = 100,

the total enstrophy dissipation ε and the enstrophy dissipation of a dynamically subset

with contains ≈ 5% of the total modes in the system. The contribution to the total

dissipation of this subset of modes closely follows the total system dissipation and ac-

counts for > 50% of its value. In the numerical results sections we present numerical

evidence which shows that the triad phase PDF is peaked at a preferential value for

the enstrophy flux for the triads that exclusively contain modes in the energetic subset.

Similar analysis is also performed for other subsets with lower enstrophy content where

we see the coherence of the triad phase PDF is diminished, indeed for the lowest en-

strophy subset there is no preferential value taken for the triad phase, indicating that

the contribution to the forward flux from triadic interactions involving low enstrophy

modes play an insignificant role in the forward cascade.

For the numerical results that will follow the extra selection criteria is as follows: The

small-scale region is C = {20 ≤ |k| ≤ 600}. The extra subset C ′ is formed by taking

a percentage of the modes in C, ranked by the energetic criterion in eq. (4.7) where

at each scale k, a percentage is selected. For example if we want 95-100% of the most
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Ci (U \ C)′ % C ′ % Color
C0 0 - 10% 0 - 10%
C1 0 - 100% 0 - 20%
C2 0 - 100% 20 - 40%
C3 0 - 100% 40 - 60%
C4 0 - 100% 60 - 80%
C5 0 - 100% 80 - 90%
C6 0 - 100% 90 - 95%
C7 0 - 100% 95 - 100%
C8 50 - 100% 95 - 100%
C9 50 - 100% 99 - 100%

Table 4.1: Table of the dynamically selected subsets we have chosen to examine.
They range from the least energetic C0 to the most energetic C9.

energetic modes we rank the modes at each scale |k| and select the highest 5%. Simi-

larly if we want the region 40-60% we select the 0.4-0.6 quantile of the modes as again

ranked by relative enstrophy measure. For the complement set U \C we select modes in

the large scales such that |k| ∈ [1, 20). Again, to obtain (U \ C)′ we perform a ranking

of the modes by relative enstrophy as in the case of C and select the required quantile.

In accordance with our definition of the non-linear flux (eq. (4.5)), the flux into the

dynamically selected subset of modes C ′ from (U \ C)′ is due to the triadic interactions

between modes representing large scale dynamics (in (U \ C)′) into highly energetic

modes representing all other scales (k ∈ [20, 600]). The Probability Density Functions

(PDFs) of triad phase shown in Figures 4.5, 4.7 and C.2 are computed for this subset

of triads: only those that bridge between the subsets (U \ C)′ and C ′.

In Table (4.1) we list the dynamic subsets we will examine. They range from C0 which

looks at the modes with the lowest relative enstrophy in both (U \ C)′ and C ′ at the

bottom 10% of each, to C9 which includes only the top 1% of modes at small scales

C ′ and 50% at large scales (U \ C)′. The fourth column of this table also indicates the

colour used to represent the subset in all PDF plots of individual phase φk and triad

phase Φk3
k1k2

.
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4.4 Numerical Results

Here we present results for two cases of system forcing: (i) Large-scale Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck time-correlated stochastic forcing for 3 ≤ |kf | ≤ 7. (ii) Deterministic Kol-

mogorov forcing at scale kf = (0, 4). The numerical simulations use a classical pseu-

dospectral, 4th-order Adams-Bashforth time-stepping scheme, with the number of col-

location points 20482, full 2/3 de-aliasing used giving |kmax| = 2048/3 ≈ 683 and a time

step δt ∼ 10−4.

4.4.1 Standard viscosity runs: parameter details

For the stochastically forced case we consider viscosity value ν = 10−4, leading to

average total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 0.145 and average energy dissipation rate εu ≡
〈εu(t)〉t ≈ 0.015. The average total enstrophy Ω ≡ 〈Ω(t)〉t ≈ 1.5 and average enstrophy

dissipation rate εω ≡ 〈εω(t)〉t ≈ 0.350. The Kolmogorov length scale is η ≡ (ν3/εω)1/6 ≈
1.19 × 10−2 or equivalently kη ≡ 2π/η ≈ 527 ≈ 0.77kmax < kmax. The Kologorov time

microscale τη ≡ (1/εω)1/3 ≈ 1.42, and the Reynolds number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)2 ≈
5678. Fourier triad phase time average PDFs are computed over simulation runtime of

≈ 180 τη.

For the Kolmogorov forced case we consider viscosity value ν = 10−3, leading to average

total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 0.775 and average energy dissipation rate εu ≡ 〈εu(t)〉t ≈
0.0925. The average total enstrophy Ω ≡ 〈Ω(t)〉t ≈ 3.5 and average enstrophy dis-

sipation rate εω ≡ 〈εω(t)〉t ≈ 1.5. The Kolmogorov length scale is η ≡ (ν3/εω)1/6 ≈
2.96 × 10−2 or equivalently kη ≈ 213 ≈ 0.31kmax < kmax. The Kolomogorov time mi-

croscale τη ≡ (1/εω)1/3 ≈ 0.874, and the Reynolds number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)2 ≈ 2824.

Fourier phase time average PDFs are computed over simulation runtime of 285 τη.

4.4.2 Hyper-viscosity runs: parameter details

For the stochastically forced case we consider hyperviscosity value ν = 8×10−10, leading

to average total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 0.145 and average energy dissipation rate εu ≡
〈εu(t)〉t ≈ 0.015. The average total enstrophy Ω ≡ 〈Ω(t)〉t ≈ 1.8 and average enstrophy

dissipation rate εω ≡ 〈εω(t)〉t ≈ 0.325. In terms of dimensional analysis, the Kolmogorov

length scale is η ≡ (ν3/εω)1/12 ≈ 5.84 × 10−3 or equivalently kη ≈ 1076 ≈ 1.57kmax >
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Figure 4.2: 2D Stochastically forced NS, with normal viscosity. Energy spectrum
(left panel) and Flux spectra (right panel). In both panels the blue curve is time
averaged with red curves representing individual snapshots. In the energy spectrum
plot, lines of slope k−

5
2 and k−

7
2 are shown, in this case of a forward enstrophy cascade,

a k−3 slope is expected in the inertial range.

kmax. The Kologorov time microscale τη ≡ (1/εω)1/3 ≈ 1.45. The hyperviscous Reynolds

number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)4 ≈ 5.58 × 108. Fourier phase time average PDFs are

computed over simulation runtime of 165 τη.

For the Kolmogorov forced case we consider hyperviscosity value ν = 5× 10−9, leading

to average total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 1.05 and average energy dissipation rate ε ≡
〈ε(t)〉t ≈ 0.11. The average total enstrophy Ω ≡ 〈Ω(t)〉t ≈ 6.5 and average enstrophy

dissipation rate εω ≡ 〈εω(t)〉t ≈ 1.75. The Kolmogorov length scales is η ≡ (ν3/εω)1/12 ≈
8.03 × 10−3 or equivalently kη ≈ 783 > 1.14kmax. The Kologorov time microscale

τη ≡ (1/εω)1/3 ≈ 0.830, and the hyperviscous Reynolds number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)4 ≈
1.47 × 109. Fourier phase time average PDFs were computed over simulation runtime

of 289 τη.

4.4.3 Results for standard viscosity Navier-Stokes runs

The first set of results is for Navier-Stokes runs with standard viscosity, stochastically

forced at scales 3 ≤ |kf | ≤ 7 and with Ekman damping to prevent condensate forming

due to the inverse energy cascade. We show in Figure 5.3 the energy spectrum (left

panel) and enstrophy flux spectrum (right panel) with the blue curve time averaged

and the red curves a series of time snapshots. In the left panel, the observed power law

exponent in the inertial-range energy spectrum is steeper than −3, a discrepancy with

respect to the Kraichnan spectrum that is expected due in part to the relatively low
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Figure 4.3: 2D Kolomogorov forced NS. Energy spectra(left panel) and Flux spectra
(right panel). In both panels the blue curve is time averaged with red curves rep-

resenting individual snapshots. In the energy spectrum plot, lines of slope k−
5
2 and

k−
7
2 are shown, in this case of a forward enstrophy cascade, a k−3 slope is expected

in the inertial range.

resolution used (dissipation wavenumber scale is only kη ≈ 527), and is in agreement

with known theoretical and numerical results when Eckman friction is used [48]. Sim-

ilarly, the time-averaged enstrophy flux spectrum (right panel, solid blue curve) is not

constant over the inertial range due again to the relatively low resolution used, but is

reasonably consistently high for at least a decade in wavenumbers, in complete agree-

ment with known numerical work [48]. Figure 4.4, left panel, shows the distribution of

the individual mode phases for all dynamic subsets C0−C9 (see Table (4.1) for details).

As expected, we observe basically a uniform distribution (except for a noise of typical

size 1.2%), corresponding to the fact that each individual mode phase takes values with

equal probability. What is not expected is the striking result that the triad phases PDF,

Figure 4.5, over triads connecting highly energetic modes from large to small scales (see

previous section for a definition of the set of modes and again Table (4.1) for specific

details of subsets chosen), presents preferential ordering towards positive forward flux

values, signalled by the triad phase value Φk3
k1k2

= 0. Notice the case C9 whose set of

triads is defined by the conditions that the triads bridge the 50% most energetic subset

of the large-scale (1 ≤ k < 20) modes with the 5% most energetic subset of the small-

scale (20 ≤ k ≤ 600) modes. There, the PDF shows a 35% variability, meaning there

is a strong preference to have a maximum positive flux across these triads from large

to small scales. The second set of results concern Navier-Stokes runs with standard

viscosity, again with Ekman damping to deal with the inverse energy cascade, but with

Kolmogorov forcing, a deterministic forcing acting at wavevector kf = (0, 4). We ex-

amine this case to ensure that these results are independent of the type of forcing used.
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Figure 4.4: Fourier Mode phase dynamics in NS. Time averaged PDFs of Mode
phases in dynamically selected subsets for Stochastic forcing(left panel) and the Kolo-
mogorov forcing(right panel). The line colours represent different dynamically se-
lected regions and match the legends of the Triad phase PDFs in Figures 4.5, 4.7 and

C.2.

We also see if the reduction in stochastic variability in the phases of the forcing modes

changes the efficiency of the flux due to triad phase behaviour. Figure 4.3 shows the

energy spectrum (left panel) and enstrophy flux spectrum (right panel). The behaviour

is very similar to the case of stochastic forcing so there are no further comments. The

same applies to the individual mode phase PDFs in Figure 4.4, right panel, which looks

quite uniform (except for a noise of typical width 1.9%). Finally, the triad-phase PDFs

shown in Figure 4.5 (right panel) display a behaviour that is quite similar to the one

in the stochastically forced system. This is an important confirmation that this triad

phase coherence is not related to the type of forcing used and in fact it may indicate

that the forcing is not a necessary condition for this type of phase coherence to be ob-

served. We argue that the preference for the triad phase PDF to take a preferred value

that achieves maximally efficient forward flux is purely from the non-linear dynamics

of the system. We can conclude that evidence favours the hypothesis that the direct

enstrophy cascade, under forcing or freely decaying, is mainly due to the triad phase

alignments that produce strong fluxes from large to small scales, bridging energetically

relevant modes across scales. Moreover it is only a small subset of the total modes at

large scales that are responsible for this alignment and thus for the forward cascade.
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Figure 4.5: Time averaged PDFs of the triad phases Φk3
k1 k2

in 2D Stochastic (left
panel) and 2D Kolomogorov (right panel) forced NS.

4.4.4 Results for hyperviscous Navier-Stokes runs

We present results for the hyperviscous case. This case allows a larger inertial range

to develop where the non-linear dynamics should dominate as shown by the extended

linear scaling of the spectrum in Figure 4.6 and the near constant flux over 1.5 decades

in the right panel of the same figure. We will see that this change of dissipation method

does not affect the phase dynamics substantially. In particular, the PDFs of the indi-

vidual and triad phases, Figures 4.7 and C.2(Appendix C), obtained under the same

conditions as in the standard viscosity cases, behave in a similar manner, again with

only slight differences between stochastic forcing and Kolmogorov forcing. For this

reason we will show analyse only the Stochastically forced case in this section. In Ap-

pendix C we show the same plots (Figures C.1, C.3, C.4 and C.2) for the hyperviscous

Kolomogorov forced case with results both qualitatively and quantitatively very similar.

We will now examine some snapshots of the hyperviscous stochastically forced NS sys-

tem to further illustrate the link between these dynamics mode subsets in Fourier space

and real space structure formation. We show in Figure 4.9, top row left column, the

real space vorticity for the full set of modes at a snapshot. In the middle and bottom

rows, left column, we show the real space vorticity after reconstruction with only the

dynamically selected mode subsets. The middle row corresponds to the 5% most en-

ergetic modes (C7). The bottom row corresponds to the 25% least energetic modes in

the small scales. In both dynamically selected cases we have retained all modes in the

scales 1 ≤ k < 20 to preserve large scale features of the flow. Comparing the bottom

two rows to the full vorticity filed we see that while some of the large scale vortex
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Figure 4.6: 2D Stochastically forced hyperviscous NS. Energy spectra(left panel)
and Flux spectra (right panel). In both panels the blue curve is time averaged with
red curves representing individual snapshots. In the energy spectrum plot, lines of
slope k−

5
2 and k−

7
2 are shown, in this case of a forward enstrophy cascade, a k−3

slope is expected in the inertial range.
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Figure 4.7: Fourier Mode phase dynamics in hyperviscous Stochastically forced
NS. Time averaged PDFs of the individual Mode phases (left panel) and triad phases
(right panel). The line colors represent different dynamically selected regions and

correspond to the legends in the Triad phase PDF plot.

features are still present, it is clear that some of the coherence has been lost. Both

of the reduced degrees of freedom cases look qualitatively similar, However there is an

important difference between the two. In the same figure, right column, the real-space

dissipation field is shown for each case. Again the top row is for the original system, the

middle row for the energetic system and the bottom row for the least energetic subset.

Comparing the case of the most energetic mode selection (middle row) to the top row

we the key real space dissipative structures have been preserved. The regions where

vortex filaments have been stretched to give maximum enstrophy dissipation are clearly
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Figure 4.8: 2D Stochastically forced hyperviscous NS. Snapshot in Fourier k-space
of individual mode phase(top left) and spectra(top right). Bottom: Panels show
the dynamically selected modes in accordance with the criteria in eq. (4.7). Left :
95%-100% of the most energetic in the inertial and dissipative scales. Right : 0%-25%

of the least energetic in the inertial and dissipative scales.

preserved. This matches the previous results of Figure 4.1 which show that these small

energetic subsets contribute a large portion of the overall system dissipation.

The case of the least energetic modes is also clear, we fail to reproduce and of the

dissipative structures found in the original flow, instead the dissipation plot shows only

small scale random noise. This again reinforced the idea that at a given snapshot in

time it is only a small subset of the degrees of freedom of the system that are important

for the formation of real-space dissipative structures. It also shows that the dynamic

selection based on mode amplitude proposed in eq. (4.7) accurately selects the degrees
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of freedom which are relevant to the formation of dissipative structures. Furthermore

the Fourier phases of these modes also play a vital role in the efficiency of the forward

enstrophy flux as shown by the triad phase PDFs.

We now look at the same 2D snapshots just discussed, but from the Fourier-space point

of view. Figure 4.8, top panels, show the snapshots of the individual mode phases

(top left panel) in cyclic colour code from 0 to 2π, and the individual mode enstrophy

(top right panel) with an arbitrary color code. We observe in the enstrophy plot the

well-known “jets” as described in [24, 109] and corresponding to strong gradients of

vorticity in real space. The phase plot shows patchy patterns of coherent phases, a

behaviour that has been recently reported to correspond to the presence of strong

vorticity gradients [24]. More interestingly, the bottom left panel shows the set of

modes C ′ at the snapshot, corresponding to the 5% most energetic modes in the range

20 ≤ k ≤ 600 (blue colour). Recall that these modes form triads with the modes

in red (denoting modes in the large-scale range 10 ≤ k < 20) and that the PDFs of

these triads’ phases are highly ordered. Notice that the blue patches located at large

wavenumbers, corresponding to scales close to dissipation, have wavenumber over an

order of magnitude larger than the large scale modes selected. Thus referring back

to the enstrophy flux formulation in eq. (4.5), we note that triads of the type in the

first term (two large scale modes) cannot be directly responsible for the flux to such

large wavenumbers. One can conjecture that instead it is nonlocal triad interactions

(term two in eq. (4.5)) between two small-scale modes and one large scale modes is

a preferred process, and highly efficient to produce fluxes towards small scales. The

evidence for this is given in the triad phase PDFs, where we see that these triads are

indeed aligned to give an efficient forward enstrophy flux. However, the presence of jets

in the same figure suggests the co-existence of a local mechanism of enstrophy transfer

towards small scales. Furthermore, the apparent hexagonal pattern of these jets could

be the result of further non-local triadic interactions at a given scale, this time involving

wave-vectors pointing in different directions not aligned to the jet.

In Figure 4.8, the bottom right panel shows the 25% least energetic modes in the range

20 ≤ k ≤ 600 (blue colour). As expected, this set of modes is more isotropically

distributed and its complement contains the set C. If we examine the same regions

highlights as least energetic in the enstrophy plot(top right) we can see that these

regions do indeed have a lower enstrophy compared to modes at the same scale but a

different direction in k-space.
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Figure 4.9: 2D Stochastically forced hyperviscous NS. Left Column: Snapshots of
real-space vorticity field. Right Column: Snapshots of real-space dissipation. The
first row is the original system constructed from all Fourier modes without reduction.
The middle row is the system reconstructed out of the 5% most energetic modes only,
in the inertial and dissipative scales, in accordance with the energy ranking criterion
in eq. (4.7), scale by scale. Finally the bottom row is the system reconstructed out

of the 25% least energetic modes only, under the above criterion.
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4.5 Conclusion and Discussion

The key idea presented in this work is the key role of Fourier phases, more specifically the

triad combinations of Fourier phase, to the forward enstrophy cascade in 2D Navier-

Stokes turbulence. We have shown that at a snapshot in time, only a subset of the

modes are involved in coherent triad phase dynamics and it is this exact subset that

is responsible for the formation of small-scale vorticity space structures that govern

the total enstrophy dissipation of the flow. The results presented deal primarily with

the time averaged PDFs of the triad phase. The next stage of this work will be to

quantify the role of the in-time triad phase dynamics in the intermittent bursts of flux

and dissipation that are responsible for the non-Gaussian intermittency statistics found

in the vorticity field at small scales. This could be achieved via the monitoring of

the phase order parameter in a similar way to the results presented in Chapter 3 and

studying how the global system quantities react to changes in the triad phase PDF.

An extension of this is to quantify the contribution of the dynamically selected subset

of modes to the tails in the classical velocity increment PDFs. This would give further

confirmation that it is indeed the flux via coherence of the triad phases that causes

these intermittent extreme directional jets as described in [24].

A final point is that a similar analysis to this can be carried out in the case of the 3D

Navier Stokes forward energy cascade. In this case the definition of the triad phase will

need to be modified as we no longer have a scalar field to examine. Instead we will use a

helical mode decomposition and define the flux and triad phase in this parametrization

resulting in multiple triad phase types. Results will be presented for this in Chapter 5.
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Fourier Helical Phase Dynamics in

Direct Energy Cascade of 3D

Navier-Stokes Turbulence

In the work presented in this Chapter we will build on the idea of triad phase coherence

in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The definition of the triad phase will be adapted as we no longer

have a scalar field as in the 1D and 2D cases. We will move to a helical decomposition

[25–27] resulting in two complex degrees of freedom at each wavevector. From this we

can define two helical Fourier phases and when triad interactions are considered, eight

helical triad phase types, four of which are independent. In these 3D Navier-Stokes flows

we will focus on the forward energy cascade from large to small scales. We will again

try to be as general as possible and focus on time averaged statistics over a stationary

state. We again derive a formula for the flux into a dynamic subset of modes at small

scales and find the efficiency depends again on the value of these helical triad phase

types. The statistics for each triad type will be considered and interesting behaviour

is found as distinct differences are found both for helical triad types and also for the

degree of locality of the underlying wavevectors that compose each triad.

97
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5.1 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes - Helical De-

composition

Let u(x, t) be the incompressible real velocity field. The 3D Navier-Stokes fluid equation

reads:

(∂t − ν∇2)u(x, t) = f(x, t)−∇p(x, t)− ω(x, t)× u(x, t) (5.1)

∇ · u(x, t) = 0.

where f is an external (incompressible) forcing function and we define the vorticity

ω(x, t) ≡ ∇× u(x, t).

To examine the system dynamics at different scales it is natural to move to a Fourier

decomposition. Assuming periodic spatial boundary conditions with periodic domain

[0, 2π]3 we decompose the real velocity field into its Fourier harmonics:

u(x, t) =
∑

k∈Z3\0

ûk(t) exp(ik · x) .

Unlike the two dimensional work described in Chapter 4 the incompressibility condition

of eq. (5.1) must be explicitly satisfied in either velocity of vorticity formulations. To

ensure that we will be examining the smallest set of degrees of freedom we can now

transform the Fourier space into a helical basis first proposed in [25, 26] and more

recently in [27]. This helical decomposition is applied in Fourier space as follows:

ûk(t) = h+
ku

+
k (t) + h−ku

−
k (t) ≡

∑

s∈{±}

hsku
s
k(t) , (5.2)

where the helical basis vectors hsk have complex components and are defined as the set

of eigenmodes of the curl operator:

ik× hsk = s k hsk , k ≡ |k| .

One of the key aspects behind this new formulation is that due to the choice of basis

vectors, the incompressibility condition ∇ · u = 0 is automatically satisfied. We use

Waleffe’s [26] choice for the basis hsk as follows:

hsk =
1

k
v × k + isv , v ≡ z× k

|z× k| ,
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where z is an arbitrary fixed vector. We note here that there are now only four dynamical

degrees of freedom per wavevector in eq. (5.2), represented by the two complex scalar

helical modes u+
k (t) and u−k (t).

We now note the following identities:

hs−k = h−sk = [hsk]∗ , hs1k · [hs2k ]∗ = 2δs1s2 ,

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation and δs1s2 is the Kronecker delta. From

these identities along with the reality of the original 3D velocity field it follows that the

helical modes usk(t) satisfy

us−k(t) = [usk(t)]∗.

Another key aspect of the helical formulation is that the energy and helicity per wavevec-

tor k (known as energy and helicity spectrum, respectively) are obtained in “diagonal”

form in terms of the helical modes as

Ek(t) = u+
k (t)[u+

k (t)]∗ + u−k (t)[u−k (t)]∗ =
∑

s∈{±}

usk(t)[usk(t)]∗. (5.3)

Hk(t) = k
(
u+
k (t)[u+

k (t)]∗ − u−k (t)[u−k (t)]∗
)

= k
∑

s∈{±}

susk(t)[usk(t)]∗.

Energy and helicity are important because in the inviscid unforced case the total energy

and helicity (i.e. the respective sums of Ek(t) and Hk(t) over all wavevectors k) are

constants of the motion. It is known that helicity has a flux from small to large scales

and energy has a flux from large to small scales. We will focus on the energy flux from

here on.

To find how the energy spectrum evolves in time we need to know the evolution equation

for the helical modes. Following [26] we get:

4(∂t + νk2)[usk(t)]∗ = −
∑

k1,k2∈U
k1+k2+k=0

∑

s1,s2∈{±}

(s1k1 − s2k2)[hs1k1
× hs2k2

· hsk]us1k1
(t)us2k2

(t) ,

(forcing is not included here) where U = Z3 \0 . As in the work presented in Chapter 4

we let C(⊂ U) be a subset of wavevectors such that −C = C, where −C ≡ {−k|k ∈ C}
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(notice that −U = U). Define the energy in the set C as

EC(t) ≡
∑

k∈C

Ek(t) =
∑

k∈C
s∈{±}

usk(t)[usk(t)]∗ . (5.4)

5.2 Non-linear Energy Flux

We consider the rate of change of energy in the set C. As the non-linear term conserves

energy and using eq. (5.4) we obtain the time derivative of the energy EC(t):

ĖC(t) = IC + ΠC − εC ,

where ΠC, IC, εC are respectively the non-linear energy flux into the subset of modes C,
the forcing input into C and the energy dissipation in C. We examine in more detail

ΠC;

4ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hs1k1
× hs2k2

· hs3k3
]us1k1

(t)us2k2
(t)us3k3

(t) + c.c.

To obtain a more detailed expression for this flux we use the amplitude-phase represen-

tation:

usk = ask exp(iφsk) ,

where ask ≡ |usk| ≥ 0 is the helical mode amplitude and φsk ≡ arg[usk] ∈ [0, 2π] is the

helical mode phase.

Notice that the reality condition of the original velocity field translates into the identi-

ties:

as−k = ask , φs−k = −φsk , for all s ∈ {±} .

We obtain

4ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hs1k1
× hs2k2

· hs3k3
]as1k1

as2k2
as3k3

eiϕ
s1s2s3
k1k2k3 + c.c.

where we define the helical triad phase

ϕs1s2s3k1k2k3
≡ φs1k1

+ φs2k2
+ φs3k3

.
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We introduce a useful short-hand notation for a generic variable b:

bs1k1
→ bsk1 ,

so for example φsk1 = φs1k1
, hsk1 = hs1k1

and so on. Similarly we can reduce tensors:

ϕsk1sk2sk3 = ϕs1s2s3k1k2k3
= φs1k1

+ φs2k2
+ φs3k3

. The energy flux then reduces to the expression

4ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]ask1ask2ask3e
iϕsk1sk2sk3 + c.c.

The summand above is explicitly invariant under the permutation k1 ↔ k2 and s1 ↔ s2

simultaneously, or, in our new notation, sk1 ↔ sk2 . From the fact that the sum of the

interaction coefficients cancels under total symmetrisation between the indices 1, 2, 3,

we deduce that terms in the sum such that k1,k2,k3 ∈ C do not contribute to the

flux into C. This is analogous to the result obtained in eq. (4.5) in Chapter 4 for the

enstrophy Flux in 2D. Therefore we obtain the resultant flux for two types of triads

only:

4ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]ask1ask2ask3e
iϕsk1sk2sk3 + c.c.

+ 2
∑

k2,k3∈C
k1∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]ask1ask2ask3e
iϕsk1sk2sk3 + c.c.

We symmetrise the second sum over k2,k3 to get:

4ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]ask1ask2ask3e
iϕsk1sk2sk3 + c.c.

+
∑

k2,k3∈C
k1∈U

k1+k2+k3=0

∑

s1,s2,s3∈{±}

(s2k2 − s3k3)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]ask1ask2ask3e
iϕsk1sk2sk3 + c.c.
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We note here the similarity to the form of eq. (4.5) in Chapter 4. However in this case

there will be eight helical triad phase types due to the permutations of sk1 , sk2 and sk3 .

Looking at the static coefficients (of interaction) in the terms in the above flux equation,

we note that due to the fact that basis vectors are complex valued, these coefficients

will be complex. Thus to move all dependence on the sign of the contribution of each

term into the helical triad phase we must define a correction. Therefore for a triad

k1 + k2 + k3 = 0, we define the generalised helical triad phases as follows:

Φsk1sk2sk3
= ϕsk1sk2sk3 + ∆sk1sk2sk3

,

where

∆sk1sk2sk3
=





arg
(

(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]
)
, if k3 ∈ C; k1,k2 ∈ U \ C

arg
(

(s2k2 − s3k3)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]
)
, if k3,k2 ∈ C; k1 ∈ U \ C .

(5.5)

This means that the sign of the contribution of each term in the flux expression depends

only on cos(Φsk1sk2sk3
). Thus a value of Φsk1sk2sk3

∈ (−π
2
, π

2
) will result in a positive

contribution (flux into C), while Φsk1sk2sk3
∈ (π

2
, π) ∪ (−π,−π

2
) will be negative (flux

out of C).

All these observations lead to a formula for the flux whose direction depends only on

the generalised helical triad phases:

2ΠC =
∑

k3∈C
k1,k2∈U\C

k1+k2+k3=0
s1,s2,s3∈{±}

∣∣(s2k2 − s1k1)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]
∣∣ask1ask2ask3 cos(Φsk1sk2sk3

)

+
∑

k2,k3∈C
k1∈U\C

k1+k2+k3=0
s1,s2,s3∈{±}

∣∣(s2k2 − s3k3)[hsk1 × hsk2 · hsk3 ]
∣∣ask1ask2ask3 cos(Φsk1sk2sk3

) .

(5.6)

5.3 Dynamic Fourier Mode Selection

From this point forward we will let the subset of modes C represent the set of “large”

wavevectors (small scales) C = {k ∈ U|Kb ≤ |k| ≈ Kdiss}. We then expect ΠC > 0
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(classical forward energy cascade) and also the dissipation should match the flux, ΠC ≈
εC. Here we should expect an imbalance between positive and negative contributions

to the flux in eq. (5.6), leading to peaks in the helical triad phases Φsk1sk2sk3
: where

a peak at 0 indicates a positive forward cascade while ±π indicates an inverse flux.

Dissipation is not negligible in this “large wavevector” range and is close to the value

of the flux.

We now discuss how a subset of the total Fourier modes is selected dynamically in time

to reduce the number of triads to be studied and also convey that similarly to the work

presented in Chapter 4, it is only a small subset of the overall triad interactions that

are efficient contributors to the energy cascade. The mode selection will be based on

a scale by scale ranking of the relative energy (previously enstrophy in 2D case in eq.

(4.7), but either definition gives the same relative ranking) of individual modes, such a

metric is described by:

Erel(k) =
Ek − 〈Ek〉|k|
〈Ek〉|k|

(5.7)

where Ek is the energy of the mode k and 〈 〉|k| denotes average over all modes with

modulus |k|.

Using this relative measure of energy we can select a subset of the overall wavevectors

which contains only the most energetic modes. This relative mode selection can be

understood as an extra mode selection on top of the mode selection discussed in the

previous section, that divided the modes into disjoint sets C and U \ C. In this way, we

obtain new sets C ′ ⊂ C and (U\C)′ ⊂ U\C. The motivation for this extra mode selection

will always be to find a subset of degrees of freedom that contributes strongly to the

flux formula, equation (5.6). Namely, we want to approximate the sum in equation

(5.6) by a sum where C is replaced by C ′ and U \ C is replaced by (U \ C)′.

In the case of the results presented in this work we select the two k-space regions as

follows. The small-scale set C is the set of all modes in the range 15 ≤ k ≤ 125. The

modes in this range are ranked by the energetic criteria in eq. (5.7) and scale by scale

a percentage is selected, thus defining the set C ′. For example if we want 95-100% of

the most energetic modes, we rank the modes at each scale |k| and select the highest

5% at that scale. C ′ is then the union over all scales (15 ≤ k ≤ 125) of the selected

modes. Similarly if we want the region 40-60% we select the 0.4-0.6 quantile of the

modes as again ranked by relative energy measure. For the complement set U \ C we

select modes in the large scales such that k ∈ [2.5, 15]. This ensures that modes in the

forcing range are not selected. Again, to obtain (U \ C)′ we perform a ranking of the
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Figure 5.1: A series of time snapshots showing the dynamically selected modes in
k-space for a dynamic selection criteria of the top 5% of energetic modes. Note the
small sphere in the centre is the large scale set of modes denoted by (U \ C)′ in the

text. The jets seen for larger values of k form the dynamic region (C)′.

modes by relative energy and select the required quantile.

In accordance with our definition, the non-linear flux (eq. (5.6)) into the dynamic subset

of modes C ′ from (U \ C)′ is due to the triadic interactions between modes representing

large scale dynamics (in (U \ C)′) into highly energetic modes representing all other

scales (k ∈ [15, 165]). The Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of the helical triad

phases are computed for this subset of triads, namely only those that bridge between the

subsets (U \C)′ and C ′. Figure 5.1 shows a series of snapshots of what these dynamically

selected subsets look like in k-space. We note the small sphere of modes around the

origin which corresponds to the dynamic modes selected at large scales. Outside of this

region we see ”jets” (conical or planar) of highly energetic modes emanating outward

into the dissipation scales. The shape of such structures comes from the nature of triad

wavevector interactions. All wavevectors in a triad must form a plane and if any two

of those are close in direction then the third must also be. This ”jet” like structure is

similar to that discussed in Figure 4.8 in the 2D case and reinforces the idea that the
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triad interactions along specific directions in k-space are key to the intermittent bursts

of flux and energy that characterise turbulence.

For the numerical results we present here we will focus on two cases of dynamically

selected regions. In the first case we will take a highly energetic subset with the top 5%

of modes at small scales C ′, and a highly energetic subset with the top 50% of modes at

large scales (U \C)′. In this case the subset C ′∪(U \C)′ contributes to more than 50% of

the total energy dissipation and this is key to understanding the small-scale dynamics

of the flow. Hereafter we will refer to this as the energetic subset.

The second case will correspond to the least energetic 10% of modes from each scale.

The numerical evidence presented for this case will strongly contrast that of the ener-

getic subset. These less energetic modes contribute very little to the overall flux and

dissipation of the system. Hereafter we will refer to this as the non-energetic subset.

5.4 Helical Triad Types

At this stage we address the issue of multiple helical triad phase types. We note that

contributions to the flux in eq. (5.6) for a given triad k1 + k2 + k3 = 0 have eight

parts due to the possible combinations between s1, s2 and s3. We note that the actual

number of independent contributions however is not eight but only four as a symmetry

in the coefficients allows us to change all signs of helicity (sj → −sj) simultaneously.

We can therefore define the four classes of interaction as {+++, +−−, +−+, ++−}
where we will refer to {+ + +} as Class I, {+ − −} as Class II, {+ − +} as Class

III and {+ + −} as Class IV. These interactions as described pictorially in Figure 5.2

and match the classification in the helical decomposition work in [27]. We see from the

figure that a simple analysis can be carried out on the interaction coefficient for each

type which tells us the direction of energy in a single triad system [26]. In Classes I and

II, the middle wavevector (by modulus) is unstable so it can transfer energy both to the

smaller and larger wavevectors in these types of interaction. In Classes III and IV, the

smallest wavevector (by modulus) is unstable and thus all energy transfers are towards

smaller scales. The final point is that we can also deduce the strength of the energy

flux in each case by again examining the coefficient of interaction, the line thickness in

Figure 5.2 representing the relative strength of such transfers.

From this classification of the four independent helical triad interactions, we can now

define the four generalised helical triad phases we will study throughout this Chapter.
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Class I

u+
k1

u+
k2

u+
k3

Class II

u+
k1

u−
k2

u−
k3

Class III

u+
k1

u−
k2

u+
k3

Class IV

u−
k1

u−
k2

u+
k3

Figure 5.2: Triad types in helical decomposition. The triadic interactions of the
NS equations are decomposed into four classes, depending on the relative helicity
signs. In [26] a simple dynamical argument is given supporting the fact that triads of
Classes III and IV mainly transfer energy toward small scales (high wavenumbers),
i.e. they have the usual direct cascade, whereas triads of Class I enjoy an inverse
energy cascade and Class II is mixed. In the figure this is summarized by red arrows
denoting a backward energy transfer and by blue arrows for forward energy transfer.
Arrow thickness is proportional to the energy transfer intensity and |k1| ≤ |k2| ≤ |k3|

with triad condition k1 + k2 + k3 = 0.

Following from the previous ordering we will discuss statistics for Φ+++, Φ+−− , Φ+−+

and Φ++− . It is the PDFs of these four phases that are key to the direction and efficiency

of the energy flux in eq. (5.6) and thus to the intermittent bursts of both flux and the

corresponding dissipation that underpin 3D turbulent NS flows. The contributions to

the flux will be analysed separately for each helical triad phase type. As an additional

interesting phenomena that is unique to the 3D case, previous work has shown some

types of helical interactions (Class I in particular) contribute to an inverse flux when

these purely positive or negative ({+ + +,−−−}) cases are considered [27]. This will

be examined further in the next section (Numerical Results).

5.4.1 Kuramoto phase-order parameter

Similarly to eq. (3.8) in Chapter 3 we can measure the phase coherence of a large number

of phases by introducing the complex-valued Kuramoto order parameter [21, 22] for the

generalised helical triad phases:

R exp(iΦ) =
〈

exp(iΦsk1sk2sk3
)
〉
, (5.8)
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where the average is over triads. Here R(t) ∈ [0, 1] measures the coherence of the triad

phase population, and Φ(t) ∈ [0, 2π) is a proxy for the average triad phase. Note that

we will compute the phase order parameter of each generalised helical triad phase type

separately thus having four separate measures of the coherence of the PDF for each

type: R+++, R+−− , R+−+ and R++− . We note that a uniform PDF for the generalised

helical triad phases would give R(t) ≈ 0. By studying the time evolution of R(t) for

each triad type we can see the relative coherence and thus contribution to the energy

flux of each type.

5.5 Numerical Results

Here we present results for large scale Ornstein-Uhlenbeck time correlated stochas-

tic forcing [15, 111] for 0.5 ≤ |k| ≤ 2.5. The numerical simulations use a classical

pseudospectral, 4th-order Adams-Bashforth time-stepping scheme, with the number of

collocation points 5123; full 2/3 de-aliasing is used giving |kmax| = 512/3 ≈ 170 and a

time step δt ∼ 10−4.

For the stochastically forced case we consider viscosity value ν = 0.0025, leading to

average total energy E ≡ 〈E(t)〉t ≈ 0.145 and average energy dissipation rate ε ≡
〈ε(t)〉t ≈ 0.04. The Kolmogorov length scales is η ≡ (ν3/ε)1/4 ≈ 0.025 or equivalently

kη ≡ 2π/η ≈ 251 ≈ 1.48 kmax. The Kolmogorov time microscale is τη ≡ (ν/ε)1/2 ≈ 0.25,

and the Reynolds number is Re ≡ ((2π/kf )/η)2 ≈ 28074. Fourier triad phase time

average PDFs were computed over simulation runtime of ≈ 240 τη.

We show in Fig. 5.3 the energy spectrum (left panel) and energy flux spectrum (right

panel) with the blue curve showing the time-averaged quantity and the red curves

showing a series of time snapshots. In the left panel, the observed power law exponent

in the inertial-range energy spectrum is close to the expected value −5
3
. Similarly, the

time-averaged energy flux spectrum (right panel, solid blue curve) is not constant over

the inertial range due again to the relatively low resolution used, but is reasonably

consistently high for at least a decade in wavenumber. Similarly to the results in Figure

4.4 for the 2D results in Chapter 4, we find the individual helical mode phases have a

uniform distribution corresponding to the fact that each individual mode phase takes

values with equal probability (figure not shown). However in Figure 5.4 examine a

k-space snapshot of the individual helical mode phases φ+
k (left panel) and φ−k (right
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Figure 5.3: 3D Stochastically forced NS. Energy spectrum(left panel) and Energy
Flux spectra (right panel). In both panels the blue curve is time averaged with red
curves representing individual snapshots. In the energy spectrum plot, lines of slope

k−
4
3 and k−2 are shown, a k−

5
3 slope is expected in the inertial range.

panel), with color code denoting the phase value. We note that they do indeed take a

range of values but also that there are local coherent structures which indicate that they

are locally organised in some regions in k-space. This result is similar to the 2D case

discussed previously in Figure 4.8. These structures are time- and k-space dependent

and their direct contribution to the dynamics is difficult to measure, however it may be

possible to expand the techniques used in the 2D work of [24, 109] to perform a study

of angular dependence, generalising to this 3D case.

We now turn our attention to the helical triad phases. From eq. (5.6) it is clear that

these triad combinations are key to the efficiency of the energy flux and by generalising

as in eq. (5.5), the value of the generalised helical triad phase will determine both the

strength and direction of the flux. Figure 5.5 (left panel) shows the time evolution of the

phase order parameter R for the four generalised helical triad phase classes as described

in eq. (5.8). It is averaged over all triads in both terms in the flux in eq. (5.6), with of

course C replaced by C ′ and U \ C replaced by (U \ C)′. It shows that Classes I{+ + +}
and II{+−−} have significantly higher alignment than Classes III and IV. In the right

panel of the same figure we see the PDF of the generalised helical triad phase value for

each triad Class. The higher coherence of Classes I and II is again evident as we can see

a strong preference for values centered around Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ π. This value corresponds to

a maximally efficient negative or inverse flux for these terms in eq. (5.6) and matches

the known behaviour of Classes I and II which are known to have a possible inverse

flux (see Figure 5.2). In the cases of Classes III and IV we see a less coherent peak in

the PDFs. Classes III shows values centred around Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ 0 which correspond to
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Figure 5.4: 3D Stochastically forced NS. Values of the individual helical mode
phases φ+

k (left panel) and φ−k (right panel). Values shown for a k-space sphere such
that |k| = 165. Color code denotes phase value.

a maximally efficient forward flux and again aligns with the expected behaviour of the

simplistic coefficient analysis in Figure 5.2]. Class IV shows unexpected behaviour as it

weakly aligns to Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ π, indicating a slight preference for an inverse flux. This is

already an important result as we have shown there exists a preference for triad phases

to be ordered and preferentially take values that correspond to efficient flux in the case

of this energetic dynamic subset. Additionally the directionality of these contributions

is largely commensurate with the known theory for these individual classes.

However this result also raises the question of how can the most coherent triad phase

phases be those that are responsible for an inverse cascade when we know from both the

theory and numerical results that a forward cascade is expected. While the PDF of the

generalised triad phases tells us about the efficiency and direction of the contribution of

each triad to the flux it does not include one important detail: the size of the coefficient

of each term. In Figure 5.6 the weighted PDF of the generalised helical triad phases

is shown. The contribution from each triad to the PDF is weighted by the magnitude

of the coefficient in the flux in eq. (5.6). This weighted PDF is remarkably different

from the original: it now shows that all four classes have an overall positive or forward

contribution to the flux into the dynamic cluster C ′ as all classes preferentially take a

value Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ 0. This now aligns with the classical forward energy cascade from
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Figure 5.5: For the stochastically forced 3D NS we show the time evolution of the
Kuramoto phase order parameter Rsk1sk2sk3 (left panel) and the PDF (right panel)

for the four independent generalised helical triad phase types Φsk1sk2sk3
.

large to small scales. However the un-weighted helical generalised triad phase PDF in

the right panel of Figure 5.5 hints that there is a richer underlying dynamics that the

weighted PDF suggests. This is now investigated further by examining the triad phase

contributions to the flux for the two terms in eq. (5.6) separately.

This dramatic change when the contributions are weighted is now investigated further

by splitting the triads into two types. The first are those that contribute to the first

term in eq. (5.6), where k3 ∈ (C)′ and k1,k2 ∈ (U \ C)′. The triad types are local

interactions as both k1 and k2 are large scale and by our choice of (U \C)′ the resulting

k3 is also close in scale to k1, k2. The triads of this type will be denoted by the L

superscript. The second triad type will be those that contribute to the second term in

eq. (5.6), where k2,k3 ∈ (C)′ and k1 ∈ (U \ C)′. Now we have two small scale modes

which can be far from the large-scale mode in k-space. These we will refer to as the

non-local triads and will be denoted by NL superscript.

This extra separation of triad types proves useful in explaining the discrepancy between

the un-weighted and weighted helical triad phase PDFs discussed earlier. In Figure 5.7

we show the generalised helical triad phase PDFs for both the local (left column) and

non-local (right column) triad terms, in both the un-weighted (top row) and weighted

(bottom row) cases. A clearer picture now emerges of the role of the triad phase types

in the energy flux. There is completely different behaviour depending on the locality of

the triad interaction. For the local interactions no triad class has a negative contribu-

tion as Classes I, II and III are cantered around Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ 0 while Class IV appears

to have an almost uniform PDF indicating that it has no preferential direction to the
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Figure 5.6: For the stochastically forced 3D NS we show the weighted PDF (denoted
PDFW in right panel) for the four independent generalised helical triad phase types
Φsk1sk2sk3

. The contribution from each triad is weighted by the magnitude of the
coefficient in the flux described in eq. (5.6).

flux and therefore has minimal overall contributions. This pattern is enhanced when

the weighted PDF is considered (bottom left panel) indicating that these local triad in-

teractions do indeed contribute strongly to the forward cascade. In this case of dynamic

region of the top 5% energetic modes at small scales this type of local triads make up

≈ 0.3% of the total triad interactions considered in the flux eq. (5.6). Focusing now on

the non-local triads we see that the un-weighted PDF is very similar to the overall PDF

in the right panel of Figure 5.5. This is because these non-local types make up the other

≈ 99.7% of the triads we have considered. Thus they contribute overwhelmingly to the

un-weighted PDF where the contributions of the ≈ 0.3% local triads are negligible.

However we see that the opposite is true in the weighted PDFs (bottom row). Here is

the small number of local types that form the bulk of the PDF due to the much larger

weights in the first term coefficients from eq. (5.6). In the local interaction coefficients

two out of the three helical mode amplitudes ask1 , ask2 , ask3 are large as they are at
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Figure 5.7: For the stochastically forced 3D NS we show the standard PDF (top
row) and the weighted PDF (denoted PDFW in bottom row) for the four independent
generalised helical triad phase types Φsk1sk2sk3

. The PDF are split into the contri-
butions related to local triads which contribute to the first term (denoted L in left
column) in eq. (5.6) and non-local triads that contribute to the second term (denoted

NL in right column).
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large scales. In the case of the non-local triad, two of these amplitudes are for modes

in the small scales and thus this product is very small relative to the local triad case.

The dependence of the PDF of the generalised helical triad phases on the type of scales

involved in the triad is an interesting new idea. In local triad interactions there is a

preference for the classical forward cascade in Classes I, II, III and no preference in Class

IV. However when non-local interactions are considered there is still strong coherence

in the PDFs but now the direction of the flux is dependant on the triad class, with the

helical interactions types known to display an inverse flux indeed favouring negative

contributions. The final piece of analysis will focus on the time evolution of the flux

contributions from each triad type and class and confirm the role of the generalised

helical triad phases in the directionality of energy transfers.

Figure 5.8 shows the time evolution of the relative flux contributions for each of the

helical triad phase classes. The top panel shows the relative flux contribution for the

local triad types or equivalently the contribution of triads in the first term in the flux

eq. (5.6). The middle panel shows the flux for the non-local triad types or equivalently

the contribution of triads in the second term in the flux eq. (5.6). The bottom panel

shows the sum of both terms or the overall flux due to each helical triad phase class in

eq. (5.6).

Let us first discuss the overall flux in the bottom panel. We see that Class II is the

largest contributor to the overall flux. This matches the weighted PDF in Figure 5.6

which shows that these Class II helical triad phases are the most aligned toward a

positive flux. Next in terms of overall contribution are Classes III and I which again

showed a strong preference towards Φsk1sk2sk3
≈ 0 in the weighted PDFs so as expected

the overall flux contribution is positive. The contribution of Class IV is small relative

to the others but it is also positive and again agrees with the earlier weighted PDFs of

Φsk1sk2sk3
. Thus as expected the total flux into the small scale dynamic subset of modes

is always positive and represents the classical forward energy cascade.

The interesting behaviour is found when we examine the local and non-local triad

contributions separately. The top panel (again in Figure 5.8) shows the relative flux

contributions from the local triad in the first term of eq. (5.6). All triad classes have

positive contributions with again Class II having the largest contribution, Classes III

and IV have the same amount of relative contribution, each at approximately half of

Class II. Finally Class IV has a small but positive contribution. Again this is in good

agreement with both the weighted and un-weighted triad phase PDFs in the left column
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Figure 5.8: The time evolution of the relative flux contribution Πsk1sk2sk3
for the

four independent generalised helical triad phase types to the energy flux into (C)′ as
described in eq. (5.6). The top panel shows the flux restricted to local triads which
contribute to the first term in eq. (5.6), the middle panel shows the non-local triad
contributions (black line indicates the cumulative flux for these non-local triad types)

and the bottom panel shows the cumulative contributions or overall flux.
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of Figure 5.7. This behaviour can be compared to the middle flux panel which shows

the non-local triad contributions to the second term of eq. (5.6). In this case we have

two classes (III and IV) giving a positive flux contribution and two classes (I and II)

giving a negative one. The directionality here matches exactly those predicted in the

simplistic coefficient analysis presented in Figure 5.2. The black line represented the

sum of the four triad class contributions. It shows that due to the negative flux the

overall contribution to the energy flux from these non-local triad types is close to zero.

At this stage we have shown evidence for the role of helical triad phase dynamics in

the energy flux between large and small scales. Furthermore we have uncovered a rich

behaviour which depends on the locality of wavevectors that make up a triad and shown

clear evidence that for non-local triads of Class I and II we have a well developed and

coherent inverse cascade over a large number of triads. However this effect is hidden

due to the small size of each contribution because of the diminished size of the helical

amplitudes multiplying the static interaction coefficients.

The numerical evidence we present thus far has been for a subset that exclusively con-

tains energetic modes. Here we present briefly similar statistics to those presented

already, but in this case for a subset with the lowest energy content where we see the

coherence of the helical triad phase PDFs is greatly diminished, indeed for the lowest

energy subset there is no preferential value taken for the weighted generalised triad

phases. Figure 5.9 (top panel) shows the phase order parameter for this low-energy

dynamic subset. Comparing with the left panel of Figure 5.5 we see that the order

parameter value is much lower and the un-weighted PDF in the upper centre panel

confirms this. There is still a slight preference for the same values as in the energetic

case but the difference between the PDF peak and trough is now < 0.5%. Any slight

preference is further diminished when we examine the weighted PDF in the lower centre

panel with no preferred value seen here. These results indicate that the contributions

to the energy flux into this low-energy dynamic region are disordered and this is re-

flected in the bottom panel of Figure 5.9 where we see the relative flux contribution of

all four classes oscillating around zero. The large values seen on this axis scale appear

because the average value of the flux into (C)′ used as the normalising factor is very

small. The overall cumulative flux contribution from triad interactions involving these

non-energetic modes is negligible.

This again confirms that at a given time snapshot, these low-energy modes play a very
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Figure 5.9: Statistics for the dynamic region which selects the least energetic 10 % in
both the large and small scales. Top: Time evolution of the Kuramoto phase order
parameter Rsk1sk2sk3 for Φsk1sk2sk3

. Upper center: PDF of Φsk1sk2sk3
. Lower

center: weighted PDF (denoted PDFW in right panel) of Φsk1sk2sk3
. Bottom:

Time evolution of the cumulative relative flux contribution Πsk1sk2sk3
.
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small role in the generation of small-scale dissipative structures.

5.6 Conclusions and Discussion

We have shown the ubiquitous role of helical triad phases in governing the efficiency

and directionality of energy flux in 3D turbulent NS. Coherence represented by syn-

chronisation and alignment of helical triad phases is observed, with helical interaction

classes showing individual behaviour that is expected based on simple triad coefficient

analysis (Figure 5.2). By using dynamical mode selection we find only a small subset

of the helical modes are important contributors to the energy flux, and thus to the

intermittent bursts of dissipation that characterise intermittent flows. However further

investigation is needed to better quantify these contributions to Intermittency statistics;

does the real-space solution reconstructed from this reduced set of degrees of freedom

accurately capture the dissipative structures as in the 2D NS results in Chapter 4. We

need to perform a study of how the selection of the range of k in C effects the ratio of

local to non-local triads which each have markedly different statistics. This leads us

to consider this analysis in the case of the Fractal Fourier decimated 3D Navier-Stokes

system where again ratio of local to non-local triad types change with fractal dimen-

sion. The dynamically selected subset C ′ is shown to appropriately capture much of

the total dissipation how does this subset depend on time? A further avenue of work

would be to better understand the time evolution of this sets’ shape and indeed if such

a pattern could be predicted from examining helical triad interactions. As in results

for Chapter 3, would a phase-only model provide insight as to how these helical triad

phase alignments occur? Would such a simplified model reproduce the intermittent

global behaviour as in the 1D Burgers case. These questions are left open and will be

examined in a subsequent set of publications to follow this thesis.
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Charney-Hasegawa-Mima Equation

6.1 Fourier ODE Representation

The Charney-Hasegawa-Mima Equation (CHM) equation is a second order non-linear

dispersive wave system that describes the leading order, large scale dynamics of an

incompressible, shallow layer of fluid on a rotating sphere under the beta-plane approx-

imation. It has been derived independently in two different contexts, first by Hasegawa

and Mima in relation to drift waves in magnetically confined plasmas [81], and secondly

in geophysical fluid dynamics by Charney [82]. By introducing a background vortic-

ity it admits the existence of plane wave solutions, called Rossby [112] or drift waves.

Rossby waves are important in determining the large scale evolution of geophysical

flows, exerting influence over the atmospheric circulation between different regions and

the formation of global circulation patterns [113], which are vital to weather forecasting

and climate climate modelling.

Sometimes the CHM equation is also referred to as the barotropic vorticity equation in

association with the shallow-water equations. This refers to the fact that the potential

vorticity must be conserved [114]. However in the interest of clarity it will be referred

to exclusively as the CHM equation throughout this work.

We shall simply state the form of the CHM equation here. For those looking for a

complete derivation, see [73] for an outline or for a more concise version [83]. The CHM

equation states that the scalar real valued stream-function ψ(x, y, t) = ψ(x, t), evolves

118
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according to

(∇2 − F )
∂ψ

∂t
+ β

∂ψ

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
= 0

The parameters F (≥ 0) and β are constant parameters of the system. In the case of

magnetically confined plasmas, F
1
2 is the ion Larmor radius and β is a constant pro-

portional to the mean plasma density gradient. In the case of Rossby waves in the

atmosphere, F = 1/ρ2 where ρ is the Rossby deformation radius and β = ∂f
∂ϕ

where f

and ϕ are the Coriolis parameter and latitude of the earth respectively. We will exclu-

sively consider bi-periodic domain, where x ∈ [0, 2π)2.

Similiar to the work presented earlier it is useful to transform the PDE into Fourier space

by decomposing the real valued stream function ψ into its Fourier modes: ψ(x, t) =∑
kAk(t)eik·x where k = (kx, ky) ∈ Z2 is the wavevector and Ak(t) ∈ C is the coefficient

for each Fourier mode. Using this Fourier representation we arrive (Appendix [D] for

full derivation) at the time evolution equations for the Fourier coefficients:

Ȧk + i ωkAk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

Zk
k1k2

Ak1 Ak2 δ(k1 + k2 − k)

where ωk are the linear frequencies and Zk
k1k2

are the interaction coefficients:

ωk =
−βkx
|k|2 + F

, Zk
k1k2

= (k1xk2y − k1yk2x)
|k1|2 − |k2|2
|k|2 + F

We note that the number of modes in the system can be reduced as ψ(x, t) ∈ R implies

A−k = A∗k (complex conjugate), so we work only with wavevectors k = (kx, ky) with

kx ≥ 0.

Since the degree of non-linearlity in the governing PDE is quadratic we have triadic

interactions between the Fourier modes Ak, where a triad is any three modes Ak1 , Ak2

and Ak that satisfy the condition; k1 + k2 = k. The Kroncker delta in the ODE system

requires that modes will interact only in triads, otherwise δ(k1 + k2 − k) will be zero.

In the following sections we will show how these triad interactions give rise to quadratic

invariants of the system and present numerical results for a range of decimated systems

of different cluster of modes.
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6.2 Conserved Quantities - Quadratic Invariants

If we consider a Galerkin-truncated ODE representation of the CHM equation consisting

of N wavevectors which form a cluster CN , we can examine conserved quantities in such

a system [85, 115]. Of particular interest are quantities with a quadratic dependence

on the wave-mode amplitudes Bk(t) where k ∈ CN and Bk = Ake
iωkt is the complex

amplitude representation for each Fourier coefficient Ak. In the cluster of N wavevectors

such a quantity can be represented as

I =
∑

k∈CN

γk|Bk(t)|2

where the sum runs over all modes in the cluster CN and the values γk are real valued

coefficients that depend only on the wavevectors k or each mode. We now see under

what conditions will this quantity I be conserved, d
dt

(I) = İ = 0 which gives.

∑

k∈CN

γ̇k

(
B?

kḂk +BkḂ
?
k

)
= 0 (6.1)

From the ODE representation we have that each Fourier mode evolves according to

Ḃk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

δkk1k2
Zk

k1k2
Bk1 Bk2e

iωk
k1k2

t

with shorthand δkk1k2
= δ(k1 + k2 − k) the Kronecker delta function and ωk

k1k2
= ωk1 +

ωk2 − ωk the triad detuning frequency. We take this expression and substitute it into

expression (6.1) which gives:

İ =
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(
γkZ

k
k1k2
− γk1Z

k1
k2k
− γk2Z

k2
kk1

)
Bk1Bk2B

?
k δ

k
k1k2

eiω
k
k1k2

t = 0 (6.2)

Examining each term in this expression for İ we see that the factors Bk1Bk2B
?
k e

iωk
k1k2

t

are functions of time, dependent on the evolution dynamics of the systems. There-

fore I will only be conserved if for each term in the sum, the remaining factors are

zero for all time. This implies
(
γkZ

k
k1k2
− γk1Z

k1
k2k
− γk2Z

k2
kk1

)
= 0 for each triad

term in the sum. As the interaction coefficients Zk
k1k2

, Zk1
k2k

and Zk2
kk1

depend only

on the wavevectors of each mode in a triad and are time independant, solving for(
γkZ

k
k1k2
− γk1Z

k1
k2k
− γk2Z

k2
kk1

)
= 0 becomes a linear problem with γk, γk1 and γk2 the

unknown variables to be found.
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The problem is then solving for the basis of the null space of a matrix where each row

in the matrix has three entries, Zk
k1k2

, Zk1
k2k

and Zk2
kk1

. The matrix will have the same

number of rows as there are triads in the system and the same number of columns as

there are modes. Later in this report we will see some details of the numerical imple-

mentation of code that will allow us to find these null space basis vectors and in doing

so solve for the unknown invariant coefficients γk for each mode. We also have two

special cases for quadratic invariants in the case of the CHM equation, the energy E

and enstrophy Ω in Fourier space:

E =
1

2

∑

k∈Z2

(
|k|2 + F

)
|Bk|2 (6.3)

Ω =
1

2

∑

k∈Z2

|k|2
(
|k|2 + F

)
|Bk|2 (6.4)

We can see that both of these quantities are indeed quadratic invariants by evalu-

ating the conservation condition in expression (6.2) above using the (|k|2 + F ) and

|k|2 (|k|2 + F ) terms from each sum as the unknown variables γk. The details for both

of these calculations can be found in Appendix (D). An interesting point to note here

is that the energy and enstrophy are always conserved on any subset of modes cluster

CN . This means that for any cluster there will always be a minimum of two linearly

independent quadratic invariants.

By turning the finding of quadratic invariants into a linear algebra problem we can make

some additional notes on the bounds of the number of such invariants in a system. In

a cluster of M modes and N triads, the Invariant matrix will have dimension (NxM).

The dimension of the null space of this matrix will determine the number of quadratic

invariants of the system. Say J is the dimension of this null space, then from the prop-

erties of matrices we have that J = N −M? where M? = Rank(Invariant Matrix) is

the number of linearly independent rows/triads in the system [85]. This means that by

calculating the rank of the Invariant matrix we can quickly find the number of quadratic

invariants in a system. An example is given below for a 4-mode 2-triad cluster referred

to throughout this Chapter. This 4-mode cluster contains four modes characterized by

k1, k2, k3 and k4, with two triads k1 + k2 = k3 and k2 + k3 = k4. We construct the

invariant matrix for this system:

[
Zk1

k2k3
Zk2

k3k1
Zk3

k1k2
0

0 Zk2
k3k4

Zk3
k4k2

Zk4
k2k3

]

This matrix has rank 2 so the number of linearly independent quadratic invariants is
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J = [(N = 4) − (M? = 2)] = 2 which correspond to the energy and the enstrophy

invariants. To find a set of coefficients for these invariants we can find the null space

basis vectors by solving for the unknowns γk1 , γk2 , γk3 and γk4 in the following system:

[
Zk1

k2k3
Zk2

k3k1
Zk3

k1k2
0

0 Zk2
k3k4

Zk3
k4k2

Zk4
k2k3

]



γk1

γk2

γk3

γk4




=




0

0

0

0




This method of calculating both the number of invariants and the specific coefficients

for each invariant is used as a method to control the size of the adaptive step in the

numerical integration to ensure that all the quadratic invariants within a cluster are

indeed conserved.

6.3 Truly Dynamical Degrees of Freedom

Here we introduce an amplitude-phase representation for each of the complex mode

amplitudes: Bk =
√
nk exp(i φk). This splits each complex valued Bk into a wave

spectrum nk and a phase φk. By combining the individual mode phases in each triad

we can introduce the triad dynamical phase ϕk
k1k2

where ϕk
k1k2
≡ φk1 + φk2 − φk. Using

this representation, for a cluster of N modes we will have 2N−2 truly dynamical degrees

of freedom: N−2 triad dynamical phases (ϕk3
k1k2

) plus N wave spectrum variables (nk).

Using these new variables we can convert the ODE system of N equations in term of

the complex valued modes Bk (2N Degrees of Freedom as Bk ∈ C):

Ḃk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

δkk1k2
Zk

k1k2
Bk1 Bk2e

iωk
k1k2

t

into a new system of 2N − 2 equations (2N − 2 Degrees of Freedom):

ṅk =
∑

k1,k2∈CN

Zk
k1k2

δk−k1−k2(nk nk1 nk2)
1
2 cos(ϕk

k1k2
) (6.5)

φ̇k
k1k2

= sin(ϕk
k1k2

)(nknk1nk2)
1
2

[
Zk1

k2k

nk1

+
Zk2

kk1

nk2

− Zk
k1k2

nk

]

− ωk
k1k2

+ NNTTk
k1k2

(6.6)
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Here NNTTk
k1k2

refers to the ’nearest neighbouring-triad terms’ which are terms similar

to the fist term in the expression for ϕ̇k3
k1k2

. The full expression for these terms can be

found in Appendix (D).

This representation allows us to see how each of the amplitudes and dynamical phases

contribute to the energy exchanges between modes. It is through this explicit represen-

tation that the mechanism underpinning Precession Resonance [86] can be seen most

clearly.

This new mechanism is related to how each of the truly dynamical degrees of freedom

contribute to the energy and enstropy within each Fourier mode. From eq. (6.3) we

can see that the wave spectrum variables nk contribute directly to the total energy and

enstrophy of the system as |Bk|2 = nk. However the dynamical phases ϕk
k1k2

have a

contribution that is more subtle.

We observe that the RHS of eq. (6.6) for ϕ̇k
k1k2

admits a zero-mode (in time), where

such a zero mode is of the form:

Ωk
k1k2
≡ lim

t→∞

1

t

∫ t

0

ϕ̇k
k1k2

(t′)dt′

This is by definition the precession frequency of the dynamical phase of triad k1 +

k2 = k. If a triad precession frequency
(
Ωk

k1k2

)
matches one of the typical nonlinear

frequencies of the system, then the RHS of eq. (6.5) for ṅk will develop a zero-mode

(in time). This will lead to a sustained linear growth in the wave spectrum nk which

in turn leads to a sustained linear growth of energy and enstrophy in that mode. We

note here that when this precession resonance mechanism was first described [86], the

recent work on triad phase alignment in [20, 23] had not yet been completed. It is

interesting to note that that the dominant case of precession resonance is when we have

zero precession. This corresponds to ϕ̇k
k1k2

= 0 which hints that again the mechanism

here is intrinsically related to the sustained triad phase synchronisation and alignment

as reported in Chapters 2, 3 and [20, 23].

We will now examine ways of exploiting this resonance through the manipulation of the

initial conditions of the system. If we apply an rescaling factor α to the initial complex

mode amplitudes we have the following change in the wave spectrum nk → α2nk. Now,

using a dimensional analysis argument, in eq. (6.5) we see that under the rescaling

of nk → α2nk, the non-linear frequency scales proportional to α. While from the

definition of the precession frequency and eq. (6.6) we have that the precession is the
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sum of two types of terms, the first rescales like α, while the second is a constant non-

zero term −ωk
k1k2

provided the triad is quasi-resonant with non-zero frequency detuning.

Therefore for some appropriate choice of the rescaling factor α we will be able to match

the triad precession and the nonlinear frequency of the system resulting in precession

resonance.

An outline of how we will expose this resonance mechanism for numerical simulations

is as follows:

� We pick a starting resonant triad k1 + k2 = k3 with zero frequency mismatch

(ωk3
k1k2

= 0). These three modes will be the ones given the initial energy/enstrophy

of the system. Note that the zero frequency mismatch is not essential but it allows

for easier comparisons to the analytic predictions in the limits of reducing the

system to a single triad.

� Introduce a second triad that is connected to the first via two common modes such

that the second triad is of the form k2 + k3 = k4. This introduces one additional

mode k4 into the system. We apply a scaling factor ε1 to the interaction coefficients

of this second triad such that Zk4
k2k3
→ ε1Z

k4
k2k3

. Within this new 4-mode system

ε1 = 1 is with unscaled interactions and ε1 = 0 corresponds to the original single

resonant triad k1 + k2 = k3.

� Finally for all other additional triads in the system a second rescaling factor ε2

is again applied to all integration factors such that for a triad ka + kb = kc,

Zkc
kakb
→ ε2Z

kc
kakb

. The case ε2 = 1 is the full PDE system with no rescaling of the

interactions while ε2 = 0 reduces the system to the 4-mode model. A graphical

view of the possible ranges of (ε1, ε2) is given in Figure 6.7.

The following sections use a number of these cluster models to show the relationship

between triad precession and energy/enstrophy transfer within the system.

6.4 Truncated ODE system and Cluster Types

We now examine a heavily truncated system of resonant modes. It may seem unlikely

at first that after this truncation we can still have useful systems but in fact many

of the clusters that appear in physical examples are typically small [116], with the
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systems of ordinary differential equations that govern them relatively straightforward

to calculate. Another advantage of using the ODE representation is that the form of

these equations are very similar across a host of different problems; they appear in a

range of systems used to describe different kinds of mode coupling, from nonlinear optics

[117], applications in electronics [118], and geophysical fluid dynamics [119]. This makes

the study of these truncated clusters highly relevant to a range of scientific disciplines,

not just as a tool to aid in the understanding of the larger systems but also in the direct

application to specific natural systems. Considerable research has been conducted to

categorize and access the integrability of clusters consisting of many isolated triads

[120, 121], the study of which underpins the concept of Discrete Wave Turbulence. In

the upcoming sections we will outline the different types of clusters that exist, in the

context of the CHM equation represented in the Fourier ODE form.

6.4.1 Resonant and Detuned Triads (ε1 = 0, ε2 = 0)

The smallest of the possible clusters, the isolated triad is formed when just three waves

interact with wavevectors k1, k2 and k3. There are two different types of triads, exactly

resonant triads when the frequency mismatch is zero (ωk3
k1k2

= ω(k1)+ω(k2)−ω(k3) = 0)

and quasi-resonant triads when there is non-zero frequency detuning ωk3
k1k2

. Both of

these cases have been shown to be integrable with an explicit solution known in terms

of elliptic functions [122].

We have the following ODE system for the evolution of the complex amplitude variables

Bk1 :

˙Bk1 = Zk1
k2k3

B∗k2
Bk3e

iω
k3
k1k2

t

˙Bk2 = Zk2
k3k1

B∗k1
Bk3e

iω
k3
k1k2

t

˙Bk3 = Zk3
k1k2

Bk1Bk2e
−iωk3

k1k2
t

In the exactly resonant case we have simplification due to ωk3
k1k2

= 0. Both cases can

integrated numerically to get the evolution of each Fourier mode and so reconstruct the

nonlinear interaction of the three waves. Some results are presented in Figure 6.1 below

for the case of a detuned triad. We examine the relationship between the precession

Ωk3
k1k2

and variability of enstrophy per mode δk1 , δk2 and δk3 , while rescaling the initial

complex wave amplitudes by a real valued factor α. The detuned triad is : k1 = (1, 2),

k2 = (2,−2) k3 = (3, 0), with ωk4
k2k3

= −8
9
. Initial conditions are chosen so that each
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Figure 6.1: Enstrophy variability δ as a function of initial amplitude rescaling factor
α with peak variability in all three modes coinciding exactly with the discontinuity in
the dimensionless precession frequency of the triad, where the value of the precession

frequency is equal to the dimensionless non-linear frequency Γ√
Ω

.

mode has approximately the same non-zero enstrophy at the start time. The relative

error constraint was set to 10−12 per time-step for the quadratic invariants. CHM pa-

rameters F and β are chosen to be 1.0 and 10.0 respectively.

In Figure 6.1, sub-figures top-left, bottom-left and top-right show the maximum vari-

ability for modes k1, k2 and k3 respectively. The maximum variability is defined as

the difference between the maximum enstophy per mode at any time in the simulation

and the minimum enstophy per mode at any time in the simulation normalised by the

total enstrophy. The maximum variability occurs at the same value of the initial condi-

tion rescaling parameter α ≈ 3.078 for each mode and in the bottom-right sub-figure we

note the discontinuity in the dimensionless triad phase precession Ωk3
k1k2

/
√
ε at the same

value of α ≈ 3.078. For this value of α the numerical value of the nonlinear frequency Γ

made dimensionless by a factor 1/
√
ε was Γ ≈ 4.285/(2π

√
ε) ≈ 0.68264. This matches
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closely with the dimensionless precession value for the α value that gives the overall

maximum variability.

Note that the colour bar in each of the first three plots is the time at which the maximum

enstrophy was present in a mode and the serves to indicate if the system has finished

in a state where it has yet to reach its maximum variability. Investigation of how the

value of the detuning effects the variability has been completed [123] but the question

remains as to what role the triad precession plays in the energy and enstrophy transfers.

6.4.2 4-Mode 2-Triad System (ε2 = 0)

For this system we introduce a second triad that is connected to the first triad (k1+k2 =

k3) via two common modes such that the second triad is of the form k2 +k3 = k4. This

introduces one additional mode k4 into the system compared to the isolated triad case.

We apply a scaling factor ε1 to the interaction coefficients of this second triad such that

Zk4
k2k3
→ ε1Z

k4
k2k3

. Within this new 4-mode system ε1 = 1 is with unscaled interactions

and ε1 = 0 corresponds to a isolated triad. The explicit ODE system is as follows:

˙Ak1 = Zk1
k2k3

A∗k2
Ak3e

iω
k3
k1k2

t

˙Ak2 = Zk2
k3k1

A∗k1
Ak3e

iω
k3
k1k2

t + ε1Z
k2
k3k4

A∗k3
Ak4e

iω
k4
k2k3

t

˙Ak3 = Zk3
k1k2

Ak1Ak2e
−iωk3

k1k2
t + ε1Z

k3
k4k2

A∗k2
Ak4e

iω
k4
k2k3

t

˙Ak4 = ε1Z
k4
k2k3

Ak2Ak3e
iω

k4
k2k3

t

The first triad is chosen to be resonant (ωk3
k1k2

= 0) and the second must be quasi-

resonant (ωk4
k2k3
6= 0) to see the effect of precession resonance as discussed in an earlier

section. The specific configuration is given as follows:

First triad: k1 = (1,−4), k2 = (1, 2), k3 = (2,−2), ωk3
k1k2

= 0

Second triad: k2 = (1, 2), k3 = (2,−2), k4 = (3, 0), ωk4
k2k3

= −8

9

Using this set of modes and given that an analytic solution exists for the isolated triad,

in the limit ε1 → 0 we find that the resonant condition for precession resonance in terms
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of the initial amplitude rescaling factor α:

Ωk4
k2k3

= pΓ , p ∈ Z

−0.20188α +
8

9
= p× 0.273α

αp =

√
10.6272

(0.740382 + p)
, p ∈ N0

Therefore for ε1 � 1, for each value of index p the system should show strong enstrophy

and energy transfers between the modes due to precession resonance.

Figure 6.2: Previous generation 3-D repre-
sentation of energy transfer transfer as a func-
tion of (α, ε) produced in Mathematica soft-

ware suite. Resolution (100 × 100).

Initial conditions are chosen so that each

mode in the resonant triad (k1 +k2 = k3)

has approximately the same non-zero en-

strophy at the start time t = 0, while the

fourth mode (k4) has zero initial ampli-

tude. This will allow us to see exactly how

much energy/enstrophy is transferred into

k4 during the simulation. The run time,

triad precession Ωk4
k2k3

and nonlinear fre-

quency Γ are made dimensionless by a fac-

tor 1/
√
E . This is to ensure we compare

similar nonlinear time-scales. The inter-

action scaling factor is ε1 = 10−4. The

relative error constraint was set to 10−12

per time-step for the quadratic invariants.

CHM parameters F and β are chosen to

be 1.0 and 10.0 respectively. Given below

in Figure 6.3 are results for an α range that covers the first three resonance values,

α0 = 4.40305, α1 = 1.87312 and α2 = 1.18959.

We can see that the maximum normalised enstrophy transfers E4/E into mode k4 hap-

pen at the predicted values of the initial amplitude rescaling factor α in the limiting case

ε1 → 0. The value of the precession at each of the resonances matches the harmonics of

the non-linear frequency 0Γ, 1Γ and 2Γ. This is very strong evidence for the precession

resonance mechanism and it is worth noting that despite conventional thinking, the

mechanism is efficient to the point that even in the large amplitude cases for α � 1 ,

these predicted enstrophy peaks still give the largest proportion of enstrophy transfer.

Even for these very low dimensional clusters the systems exhibit unstable and chaotic
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Figure 6.3: Numerical results for the efficiency of enstrophy E transfer (bottom)
and value of dimensionless precession of second triad Ωk4

k2k3
(top) as a function of

an initial amplitude scaling factor α. T = 2000/
√
E . Timescale of strong transfer:

t ∼ 20/
√
E .

behaviour. One example of where this can lead to difficulties was in the study of the

relationship between the energy/enstophy maximal transfer efficiency, the initial rescal-

ing factor α and the interaction scaling coefficient ε1 = ε (in 4-mode case). Figure [6.2]

is an example of a plot from previous research generated by the Mathematica software

package. The resolution is (100x100) in the (α, ε) ranges and the resulting maximal

energy transfer surface is smooth and continuous. Such plots takes several hours to

construct in Mathematica as each individual point in the plot involves numerically inte-

grating the system for a significant period of time, on the order of 40 non-linear periods.

While there is some surface detail it is difficult to make out some structures. Part of this

work was to investigate the (α, ε) state space in much higher resolution to determine the

degree of complexity we can expect for the enstrophy transfer efficiency in terms of the

rescaling variable α. Results are given below for a (4000x4000) resolution analysis. This

greatly increased resolution (1600 times more points than previous analysis) has allowed
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Figure 6.4: High resolution plots of maximum energy transfer efficiency, maximum
time and triad precession as functions of (α, ε). Resolution (4000 × 4000).

us to see the very fine detail of the surface structures. An interesting point is that the

surface is not in fact continuous and has many discontinuous regions, crucially there

is a discontinuity at each of the precession resonance peaks. These discontinuities at

regions where the phase precession mechanism is important hint at a change in stability

of the system at such points.

In Figure 6.4 we have high resolution plots of maximum energy transfer efficiency, max-

imum time and triad precession as functions of (α, ε). In the limit of ε� 1 we recover

the plot in Figure 6.3 and as ε is increased we recover the full non-linear interactions

of the system with cases ε > 1 over-emphasising the interactions between the first and

second triads. In sub-figures top-left and bottom-left we use the time at which the
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Figure 6.5: Left: Evolution of E4E , ϕk4
k2k3

and ϕk3
k1k2

on a periodic orbit at peak

transfer αP with additional α+
P , α−P perturbed by 10−4 from αP . Right: Evolution

of normalised Enstrophy transfer E4E on a periodic orbit at peak transfer αP with
additional α+

P , α−P perturbed by 10−4 from αP .

maximum energy transfer occurred as an indicator of an acceptable integration runtime

for each (α, ε) pair. This can be compared to the sub-figures top-right and bottom-

right which record the precession value of the second triad with colour the maximum

energy transfer efficiency. We can then investigate under what precession values do

high efficiency energy transfer regions occur. Such state space plots are a useful tool in

determining regions of interest where we have highly efficient transfers of the enstrophy

from the initial triad to the fourth mode. This is investigated in more detail in a larger

cluster of modes in the original precession resonance work [86].

If we are to utilise the ideas behind the precession in small models like the 4-Mode

system we need a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the system as this resonance

is occurring. With this in mind we examine evolution plots of variables of interest

within the system in neighbourhoods of initial amplitude scaling factor α that are

centred around the predicted resonance values. Figure 6.5 examines this relationship

for three α values centred around the primary predicted resonance value α0. Here the

interaction scaling factor is ε1 = 10−1 with αP centred at the peak enstrophy transfer

value of α with perturbations α±P = αP ± 10−4αP .

Figure 6.5 (right panel) shows the evolution of the normalised enstrophy transfer E4E
around αP . Figure 6.5 (left panel) shows a 3D plot of the state space of the normalised

enstrophy transfer E4E , triad one phase ϕk3
k1k2

and two phase ϕk4
k2k3

.

Using an non-linear optimisation code it was found that for the values of α close to

the peak energy/enstrophy transfers the system variables evolve on an unstable peri-

odic orbit where the evolution of the αP can be seen in Figure 6.5 (right panel) to be
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Figure 6.6: Periodic orbit plots of the evolution of the complex valued products
Bk1Bk2B

?
k3

and Bk2Bk3B
?
k4

exp(iωk4
k2k3

t) from which the triad precession values are
calculated throughout the simulation.

exhibiting periodic behaviour. From the right panel in particular we can see that one

small perturbation α− results in the system evolving into a highly efficient enstrophy

regime while the opposite perturbation α+ results in a trajectory in the opposite direc-

tion.

The discovery of a clear periodic orbit led to a search of the state space for more exam-

ples of how such orbits can effect the dynamics of the system, in particular the value of

the triad precession. An example of a more complex orbit with several oscillations per

period can be seen in Figure 6.6 where we examine the parametric plot of the evolution

of the complex valued products Bk1Bk2B
?
k3

and Bk2Bk3B
?
k4

exp(iωk4
k2k3

t) from which the

precession of each triad is calculated throughout the simulation. The colour bar repre-

sents the simulation time with t0 = 0 and t1 = 1000. This particular orbit occurs at a

peak in precession between α0 and α1 which results in a slightly lower than maximal

transfer efficiency.

An area of active research is to investigate further how these periodic orbits in these

reduced dimensional systems might effect the large scale dynamics of the problem.

6.4.3 Expanding from 4-Modes System

We now look to expand the 4-mode 2-triad model by examining the next set of modes

that are natural additions after the k4 mode. In Figure 6.7 the right sub-figure shows

the transition from a single isolated triad (S) k1 + k2 = k3, the addition of the k4

which introduces the second triad (T) k2 + k3 = k4 and the subsequent addition of the
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Figure 6.7: Left panel: Relationship between the rescaling factors (ε1, ε2) and the
various family of cluster models, from the isolated triad (0,0) to the full PDE model
(1,1). Right panel: Schematic [86] showing the source triad (S) k1 +k2 = k3 with all
first layer modes k4, k5 and k6. 8 triads are show in total with the application of the

interaction scaling factors ε1 and ε2 to all but the source triad S.

remaining 4 modes k5, k6, k7 and k8 bringing the system to 8 modes and 8 triads. In

this case we are now deforming the original interactions using the two rescaling factors

ε1 and ε2.

8-Mode 8-triad System (ε1 = 10−1, ε2 = 10−1)

Shown below in Figure 6.8 are results for the maximum enstrophy variability for modes

k3, k4 and k5 in the 8-mode 8-triad system, along with the triad precession of the

k3 + k1 = k5 triad. The interaction scaling factors are ε1 = ε2 = 10−1 with the relative

error constraint of 10−12 per time-step for the quadratic invariants. CHM parameters

F and β are chosen to be 1.0 and 10.0 respectively. Initial mode amplitudes are chosen

so that each mode in the resonant triad (k1 + k2 = k3) has approximately the same

non-zero enstrophy at the start time t = 0, while all other modes (k4, k5, k6, k7 and

k8) have zero initial amplitude. In the case of the results in Figure 6.8 the initial mode

amplitudes of k1, k2 and k3 are the same as for the results above for the 4-mode 2-triad

system. Note that the colour bar in the maximum variability plots is the time at which

the maximum enstrophy was present in a mode and the serves to indicate if the system

has finished in a state where it had yet to reach its maximum variability.

In Figure 6.8, (top left panel) shows the maximum enstrophy variability across a range

of initial amplitude rescaling factors α. This mode k3 forms part of the initial resonant

triad which receives part of the initial enstrophy of the system. By examining at what
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Figure 6.8: High resolution plots of maximum energy transfer efficiency, maximum
time and triad precession as functions of (α, ε). Resolution (4000 × 4000).

α values this mode is most active (high variability) we can see where to search for

precession resonance. We note the two large variability peaks at α ≈ 5.3 and α ≈ 7.4.

The first variability peak at α ≈ 5.3 is the same peak from the α0 case of the 4-mode

2-triad system which is a subset of this 8-mode 8-triad model. Just as in the case

of the 4-mode dynamics, this peak in the variability δk3 as enstrophy leaves the k3

mode, corresponds to the peak in variability δk4 as mode k4 receives enstrophy. This

can be seen in the bottom-left sub-figure. More details of this particular peak transfer

efficiency at α0 is presented in Figure 6.3 in the earlier 4-mode section but we note that

it has survived even with the additional modes in the larger cluster as the k4 mode is

directly connected to the original resonant triad via two common modes, k2 + k3 = k4

(see Figure 6.7).

The second variability peak in the top left panel at α ≈ 7.4 was not present in the

previous 4-mode model. It is related to the transfer of enstrophy to the k5 mode which

is connected to the original isolated resonant triad with two common modes in the triad
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k3 + k1 = k5. The corresponding peak enstrophy variability δk5 in the k5 mode can

be seen in the top right panel. The dimensionless precession of the connecting triad

k3 +k1 = k5 can be seen in sub-figure bottom-right, with the value of the dimensionless

precession equal to 0Γ = 0 at the peak enstrophy variability value of α ≈ 7.4. This

again shows strong evidence of the precession resonance mechanism as a method for

efficient energy and enstrophy transfer.

Further expansions of this model can be considered by adding additional modes to the

system in such a way that these new modes are directly connected to the original cluster

via a new triad. In cases with very large numbers of modes it is difficult to examine the

transfer to individual modes and instead we create ’bins’ of modes where modes of a

certain wavenumber a grouped together. The efficiency of the bulk transfer of enstophy

to each bin can then be more easily examined where again we find convincing evidence

for the precession resonance mechanism [86].

6.5 Numerical Linear Algebra Null Space Invariant

Calculations

Figure 6.9: Example of an Invariant
Matrix for a cluster of 40 triads after re-
ordering, each black square represents a
non-zero element in the cluster matrix.

During the course of the analysis of the number

of quadratic invarients in a cluster of modes, a

sparse null-space calculation code was developed

to find the invariants of very large systems. As

there are only three non-zero elements per row of

the Invariant matrix, the system is exceedingly

sparse and exploiting this sparseness would give

greater efficiency and also allow much larger sys-

tem to be analysed. This code was developed

with two particular approaches in mind, the fist

was a brute force approach which used several

High Performance linear algebra libraries includ-

ing Suitesparse, Cholmod and Lapacke to com-

pute the null space basis vectors for a given clus-

ter matrix. This allows us to directly calculate the structure and number of quadratic

invariants in a given system of modes. However this approach is time consuming as

given a cluster of N modes we have (N/2)2 triads and performing linear algebra calcu-

lations on such large matrices scales badly with matrix dimension. In this case as the
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main component of the method to rind the null basis vectors is Singular Value Decom-

position (SVD), the method scales like O(M N2) for a matrix with dimension (MxN)

which corresponds to a system with M triads and N modes.

The second approach is used for a slightly different part of the project on Fourier

decimation which examines what effect the removal of modes from a cluster have on

the number of invariants of the system. This is related to the idea that different types

of triad connections within a cluster can give rise to additional invariants in the system

[85]. Each time a mode is removed from the system we must again check the dimension

of the null space of the system. Using the previous method of reconstructing the new

Invariant matrix and running a full SVD is too time consuming, particularly as usually

it is only after significant decimation that we see an increase in the number of invariants

in the system.

The code instead attempts to perform an initial ordering of the modes in such a way

that a linearly independent subset of the total number of triads is selected to be part

of the Invariant matrix, and that the Invariant matrix is as close to possible to upper

triangular. This makes counting the dimension of the null space almost instant, even

for large systems. When a mode is removed this upper triangular structure is main-

tained as much as possible which again greatly improves the efficiency of the Null space

calculations at each step. A example of an Invariant matrix after reordering can be seen

in Figure 6.9. All but the final four rows are in upper triangular form for this system

of 40 modes, 38 linearly independent triads which are show in the Invariant matrix in

Figure 6.9 out of a a total of 284 triads in the system. Using these methods we can

examine the relationship between the number of invariants and the level of decimation

within clusters. Figure 6.10 gives an example of the relationship between the number of

invariants as the number of modes in a system is reduced. This is for an initial system

of 112 modes with 110 linearly independent triads out of a a total of 2312 triads.
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Figure 6.10: Relationship between the number of Quadratic Invariants, number of
triads, and the level of mode removal within a cluster.

6.6 Conclusions

In the case of the CHM equation we have already uncovered much evidence for the

precession resonance mechanism. However in the case of small clusters a more detailed

analysis is needed to pick out exactly what dynamics lead to such maximal transfers.

The mechanism of precession resonance is directly related to the triad phase dynamics

analysed in the previous chapters in this thesis. The zero precession resonance case is

exactly the critical point of the phase system, as discussed in detail in the 1D Burgers

equation in Chapter 3. From the current evidence both in the 1D Burgers equation,

2D enstrophy cascade and 3D energy flux it is clear that additional understanding can

be found by examining the same statistics in the case of wave turbulent systems. Con-

versely the role of unstable periodic orbits in such extreme energy bursts is clearer in

this work on the CHM equation and has already been extensively studied numerically

in the case of Kolomogorov forced Navier-Stokes flows [124–127]. Such analysis, partic-

ularly from the point of view of Fourier triad phase periodicity could also be applied to

the non-dispersive systems described through this work.

A further exciting application of the current small cluster models in the CHM system

would be to investigate the precession resonance effect in systems with zonal modes
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and in doing so understand how under the correct conditions such energy transfers

could be responsible for the development of zonal flows. Such zonal flows are of great

interest as they have many applications to natural processes including atmospheric

circulation and flow patterns in confined plasmas which are relevant in nuclear fusion

power generation devices. Similar work has been recently completed [128] but without

considering specifically the effects of the precession resonance mechanism.

The final area of extension would be to move to 3-D systems such as the 3-D Incom-

pressible Euler Equation. Other research team members are actively working on such

systems so the numerical framework is directly available to examine such models. The

restriction here is that the number of triads becomes increasing large, resulting in a

modest maximum resolution. Again in this case we would examine the triad preces-

sions and how they relate to the peak energy and enstrophy transfers. In addition

to this, features such as anisotropy could be detected and related to extra invariants

through the examination of the triad connection types: 2-common mode connections

result in triads in the same plane which do not add additional invariants, whereas 1-

common-mode connections can have a 3-D structure in k-space and can contribute new

invariants to the system.
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European Study Group with

Industry (ESGI)

The work presented in this final chapter is not directly connected to the rest of the

research presented in this thesis. However it is a series of projects I completed during

my time as a PhD student and shows the application of fluid dynamics to a series

of industrial problems as part of the European Study Group with Industry (ESGI)

meetings held annually in Ireland. The two subsections that will follow are for workshops

I attended and each was a different Industrial problem with a common theme in both of

them, the use of the open source OpenFOAM Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

software package.

7.1 EGSI102 IRIS Norway Oil Drilling Project

The problem considered here was proposed by the International Research Institute of

Stavanger (IRIS) – during the 102nd European Study Group with Industry, hosted by

University College Dublin, Ireland, 30th June - 4th July 2014. The problem proposed

by the IRIS group was to develop a better understanding of agglomeration and trans-

port of cuttings generated during the drilling of an oil well. There are many challenges

involved in the mathematical modelling of this complex Fluid Dynamics process. The

work involved in this section was divided into two parts, a theoretical model for the

flow was developed and second, a direct numerical simulation approach was employed

139
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to predict settling rates of drilling cuts when the assumptions made in the model break-

down and where the complex geometries of the full 3D system can be applied.

The open source OpenFOAM CFD software framework was used to model multi-phase

non-Newtonian fluid flow in an inclined eccentric annulus between the walls of the

drilling well and the central drilling pipe. OpenFOAM is a mature CFD suite with

many built-in features such as mesh generation, multiphase fluid modelling with inter-

face tracking and a number of non-Newtonian Rheology models including the Hershel-

Bulkley model which was ideal for our system.

7.1.1 Numerical approaches

We consider the material of the pipe as having three main constituents; the drilling

fluid, the drilling fluid with small particles of cuttings in suspension and larger parti-

cles of cuttings which break a continuum hypothesis. In addition to this complicated

composition, the eccentricity and inclination of the pipe serve to break any simplifying

symmetries, and therefore require a DNS to model the annulus in its entirety. Also, the

boundary conditions of the inlet (and the inner wall if we hope to include rotation of the

drill string) require careful consideration. We must be able to easily adjust the inflow of

drilling fluid and cuttings in a consistent manner. Finally, in order to accurately solve

any model equations, it is likely some computational parallelism will be necessary given

the large number of degrees of freedom which will be needed.

Each consideration above can be approached with a number of possible techniques. As a

first step let us not consider the cuttings in suspension as a dispersed phase and instead

assume there is a lower layer of settled sediment as a cuttings bed in the pipe. We can

then consider the drilling fluid and cuttings as separate phases of non-Newtonian fluids

of different density. Progress can be made on the fluid mechanical description via a

multiphase approach. The literature abounds with possibilities for tackling multiphase

flows numerically; a standard CFD approach would be to employ a typical discretiza-

tion of the equations for conservation of mass and momentum (using, for example,

finite volume, finite element or finite difference methods) with a volume of fluid ap-

proach to handle exchanges of momentum between the two phases [129, 130]. Another

popular approach to multiphase problems is the smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH)

method [131], which can handle complex geometries [132] (being a mesh free Lagrangian
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method). SPH solves evolution equations for discrete particles or parcels of fluid. An-

other “kinetic” type of approach is the so-called lattice Boltzmann method [133], which

considers microscopic particles on a mesh or lattice evolved via the Boltzmann equa-

tion for collisions and advection. Both SPH and lattice Boltzmann have been used for

multiphase and non-Newtonian flows to varying degrees [134–138].

The problem of coupled discrete particle-fluid models includes the transport of the

larger cuttings, which will require significant computational effort. Methods have been

established to allow exchanges of momentum between classical fluid models and dis-

crete Lagrangian particles [139–141]. These discrete particles must be accounted for

individually, each being advected and having their contributions to the fluid momen-

tum updated at every timestep. This, as well as the additional variables associated with

the multiphase approach, serves to steadily increase the number of degrees of freedom

required at any given resolution. The development costs of such a complex algorithm

are considerable.

Given the duration of this project, it was quickly decided that progress towards a

numerical model would be achieved most effectively if use was made of existing open

source packages in the field. This would reduce the time spent validating and debugging

a new code, hopefully resulting in a practical tool within a short time frame.

To this end, we decided to investigate OpenFOAM for the fluid components of the

method. OpenFOAM is an industry leading open source CFD toolbox and has rapidly

developed to handle innumerable problems, not just in fluid mechanics but in solid

mechanics, magnetohydrodynamics and electromagnetics. OpenFOAM is a mature

suite of codes with established competency, and offers an object-oriented programming

approach giving us some confidence in its ability to satisfy a number of our needs and

its ability to be extended in future work. Indeed we found that, in time, OpenFOAM

could cover almost all of the modelling requirements of the problem as described above

(with help from some additional external libraries). OpenFOAM employs the finite

volume method to solve momentum equations on arbitrary grids as such conserving

mass exactly. Standard rheology models are included to model non-Newtonian flows,

including the Hershel-Bulkley model (note due to the open source nature of OpenFOAM

it is eminently possible, indeed encouraged by the OpenFOAM community, to introduce

new features such as additional rheology models). Multiphase flows are handled by the

volume of fluid approach, with an evolution equation for the volume fraction and a

special limiter method for computing the advecting velocity [130]. OpenFOAM allows

for almost any geometry to be tackled and it is a simple enough task to create an
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eccentric annulus and inclination can be varied by projecting the gravity vector in the

required direction.

InterFoam

In this section we briefly outline the components of OpenFOAM we make use of in

the results to follow. We begin by setting up the solver for two-phase incompress-

ible fluids and include the appropriate rheology for the two phases; drilling fluid and

cuttings in suspension. The two-phase solver is known as interFoam. This is a DNS

code; no turbulence modelling or parametrization is applied so care should be taken

to ensure the simulation remains well resolved. Options for handling high Reynolds

number flows (RANS, LES, etc.) can be found in the OpenFOAM documentation.

As described above, interFoam employs a volume of fluid (VoF) approach to the two

phase problem, evolving a scalar volume fraction via a sophisticated limiting algorithm

(Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution; MULES) to accurately ap-

ply advecting velocities. As such, the interface is never sharply defined but occupies

the region where the phase fraction transitions from 0 to 1, typically a small number

of cells wide (quantitative analysis should only be applied when this interface region

is well resolved). The momentum equation is solved in a standard CFD manner, us-

ing a collocated finite-volume discretization (with Pressure Implicit with Splitting of

Operators (PISO) method [142]) with the surface tension effects at the interface explic-

itly included. For brevity, a full mathematical description of the numerical method is

avoided here, however extensive references exist for many of the individual components.

A very good reference by Deshpande et. al. [143] provides a thorough description of

interFoam itself, a literature review of its recent uses in research, and some validation

of its performance and shortcomings, including some discussion of known numerical is-

sues for numerical solution of multiphase flows. In particular, emphasis is made on the

importance of accurately resolving and capturing the interface, something that should

be kept in mind when performing production runs of the model.

InterFoam (indeed any OpenFOAM solver) contains a vast array of options for time-

stepping, interpolation, linear solvers, tolerances, mesh orthogonality corrections and

gradient schemes, too lengthy to list exhaustively here. For this investigation we retain

the default choices; Euler time-stepping, preconditioned conjugate-gradient solvers and

linear interpolations for face centered values, except from the limiter (VanLeer) and

fluxes (upwind). Future work could evaluate the performance of these choices.

Rheology Models
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Figure 7.1: Figure showing the mesh configuration for a typical annular pipe with
40% eccentricity and a total of 80000 cells.

We have the ability with OpenFOAM to apply a number of rheology models for non-

Newtonian fluids via an effective viscosity. The options available are Cross, power

law, Bird-Carreau and Herschel-Bulkley. We employ the Herschel-Bulkley model with

the parameters based on a type 3 drilling mud [144]. We assume a density of ρ1 =

1027kgm−3 for the drilling fluid, and ρ2 = 2191kgm3 for the sediment layer.

Mesh generation and pipe geometry

OpenFOAM is primarily used in an industrial setting for a variety of fluid flow problems

and as such is fully capable of tackling complex geometries. The discretization is quite

general, allowing any polyhedral shaped control volumes in the mesh. This means that a

number of mesh generation tools can be used and converted to the OpenFOAM format.

In particular, for straightforward meshes, OpenFOAM comes with the blockMesh utility,

allowing mesh geometries to be constructed via prescribed hexahedral blocks (whose

edges can be straight or curved). It is a relatively straightforward exercise to create an

annular pipe using blockMesh, providing care is taken to properly define the boundary

patches. We create 4 blocks, each a 90◦ wedge of the annulus, offset by 45◦ from the

vertical.

Figure 7.8 shows a typical mesh for the eccentric annular pipe. Note OpenFoam always

employs a Cartesian coordinate system so the mesh geometry must be specified as

such. Also recall we incline the pipe by rotating the gravity vector (a simple exercise

as gravity can be modified at runtime as one variable in the OpenFoam case), therefore
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we define the y direction as the stream wise direction and the xz plane as pipe cross

sections such that we incline the pipe (g) in the zy plane; 0 inclination corresponds to a

horizontal pipe and 90◦ to vertical. Eccentricity in the x and z directions can then both

be specified as arguments in meshgen, along with the stream wise, radial and angular

resolutions for each block.

In the results to follow we consider a concentric pipe length of 3 metres, outer diameter

0.125m and inner radius 0.06m to correspond to the thesis of Larsen [145]. We use 250

cells in the stream wise direction, 40 around the azimuthal angle and 8 in the radial

direction giving a mesh of 80000 cells.

We will only consider a single mesh configuration per run, however OpenFOAM is

capable of including adaptive mesh refinement or moving mesh strategies which may

prove useful for high resolution simulations at a later date. For details of the mesh

specification and blockMesh utility see documentation at 1.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

The application of boundary and initial conditions in the OpenFoam framework is

applied in the “0” directory, where individual files are present for each variable. We

make choices which are easy to implement and with the motivation that a long time

simulation will lead to an appropriate steady state, rather than be physically relevant

at the inlet.

We assume initially that the fluid on the bulk in the annulus is only drilling fluid (no

sediment phase) which is at rest. An inlet boundary condition on the bottom end

(y = 0), outflow on the top (y = 3m) and a no-slip condition on the interior walls

(r =
√
x2 + z2 = 0.03 & 0.0625).

The inflow condition is moderately troublesome as we must carefully apply appropriate

velocities on the drilling fluid phase and the sediment phase. By default, boundary

conditions are only easily set in OpenFoam by uniform value (or gradients) on mesh

boundary patches (block faces). For this reason we must fix the interface between the

phases and the inflow condition of each phase at a boundary patch edge. Therefore,

for these simulations, the inflow of sediment occurs in the lower 90◦ wedge of the mesh

(see Figure 7.2), the idea being that far down the pipe the profile will settle into a

steady state at a height which varies with the inflow velocity. We stress again that

these simulations are to be considered as a starting point for developing the DNS into a

1http://www.openfoam.org/docs/user/mesh.php

http://www.openfoam.org/docs/user/mesh.php
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Figure 7.2: Inlet of annulus showing the phase fraction boundary condition across
the lower quarter boundary patch for the concentric case.

quantitative predictive tool, rather than be immediately informative. We apply inflow

velocities which are roughly comparable to the experimental values given in the thesis

of Larsen [145]. Drilling fluid flow rate is always set to 1.55ms−1 and sediment flow rate

is varied between 0.095ms−1 and 0.38ms−1.

An add-on exists for OpenFoam known as swak4Foam 2 which will allow more general

boundary conditions and bulk initial data. Data can be set by an algebraic expression,

for example based of the cell or face centre so that one is not restricted to uniform values

on boundary patches. This additional control is not utilized here but could prove useful

if more complex initial flow profiles were necessary.

Parallelism, post-processing and visualisation

While it is eminently possible to run the cases considered here as a serial, single processor

job, OpenFoam is readily capable of parallel execution 3 and ships with the OpenMPI

library. The case of interest is preprocessed and domain decomposed onto the specified

number of processors (automatically using the decomposePar utility to distribute the

work evenly). Output is then created per processor (as usual for MPI I/O) and the case

can be reconstructed in post-processing (via reconstructPar). The results that follow

were run on the ICHEC machine Fionn 4.

Each run of an OpenFoam solver produces a specially formatted output data, creating

2http://openfoamwiki.net/index.php/Contrib/swak4Foam
3http://www.openfoam.org/features/parallel-computing.php
4https://www.ichec.ie/infrastructure/fionn

http://openfoamwiki.net/index.php/Contrib/swak4Foam
http://www.openfoam.org/features/parallel-computing.php
https://www.ichec.ie/infrastructure/fionn
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a directory of variables at each write interval. The method of visualisation for this data

is using the ParaView open source visualisation software 5. OpenFoam ships with a

plugin for ParaView called paraFoam to set up the ParaView environment for each case.

7.1.2 Numerical Results

We present some results from the execution of the interFoam program as described in

the sections above. Please note these results really serve as a demonstration of the

execution of an OpenFoam case close to the modelling requirements of this project; a

more detailed quantitative study should be accompanied by a thorough validation and

evaluation of all the algorithms in use.

We show three runs, each with a different sediment inflow; (A) used = 0.095ms−1, (B)

used = 0.19ms−1, (C) used = 0.38ms−1. As described in the previous sections these

cases are for a concentric annulus inclined at 30◦ to the horizontal. We run for t = 60s

and observe the propagation of the sediment layer up the annulus, all cases reach a

steady state before the end of the simulation. As mentioned in the previous section,

jobs are run in parallel across 24 cores each running for around 2 hours of CPU time.

The principal difference between the cases, apart from the flow rate of the sediment

phase, is the height of the eventual steady state which the sediment layer reaches. For

the lowest flow rates the interface is below the annulus, and for the larger flow rates

the interface reaches higher up the walls. To observe the velocity profile across the

interface, we examine a probe line drawn in z at x = 0.04625 and y = 15 for the final

time t = 60s. This line cuts the annular region at the midpoint (in x), chosen such

that the interface will appear in all three cases (see Figure 7.4). These velocity profiles

(magenta curves), together with a curve of phase fraction (orange curves), are shown

in Figure 7.10, and an end on view of the interface is shown in Figure 7.4. We also

make note of the approximate time that the cuttings bed takes to reach the top of

the pipe (y = 3m) for each three cases. Case (A) takes 20s, (B) takes 23s, (C) takes

15s. At first glance these values may seem counter-intuitive: one would expect the

faster the inflow velocity, the faster the propagation up the annulus. We notice that the

intermediate velocity, case (B), used = 0.19ms−1 takes the longest. We conjecture this

is due to the increased surface area of sediment phase in contact with the interior walls

and the decreased interface in contact with the drilling fluid at the inflow is such that

the sediment phase reaches the annular centre. The interior walls contribute more drag

5http://www.paraview.org/

http://www.paraview.org/
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Figure 7.3: In this figure we show velocity magnitudes (purple) and sediment volume
fraction for a line in z drawn for constant x = 0.04625m and y = 15m. The three
figures are for three inflow (of sediment phase) values, from (A)-(C) left to right

used = 0.095ms−1, used = 0.19ms−1 and used = 0.38ms−1.

Figure 7.4: In this figure we show the interface between the phases, coloured with
velocity magnitude viewed directly down the pipe from y = 3m. The three figures
are for three inflow (of sediment phase) values, from (A)-(C) left to right used =
0.095ms−1, used = 0.19ms−1 and used = 0.38ms−1. Notice the variation in the
interface height for the 3 cases. Notice for (A), the lowest flow rate, we can see the

length of the pipe to the inflow patch (see Figure 7.2).

and the drilling fluid less entrainment. When the inflow velocity is used = 0.38ms−1 in

case (C), the flow is now large enough to overcome the penalty of the annular geometry,

relative to the low-inflow cases. Note, we do not consider the effect of the drilling fluid

flow rate.

Figures 7.5–7.7 show the propagation of the sediment phase up the annular pipe, with

snapshots at t = 5s, 15s, and 60s. These figures give some indication as to the speed

at which the interface propagates up the pipe. Also note the interface is coloured with

velocity magnitude, giving some indication of the internal velocity profile. At the outlet

boundary (y = 3m) we see the fluids overtopping the edge, forming a (roughly) 30◦ angle

in the yz-plane due to the inclination of the pipe. A further investigation of the effects

of inclination and eccentricity are left for future work.

Future developments

Opportunities for developing the method and validating the numerics are extensive. A

less well documented OpenFoam solver exists called “settlingFoam” which models a

particle suspension as a dispersed phase via a drift-flux model [146]. In the future it
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Figure 7.5: In this figure we show the propagation of the sediment phase up the
annulus for the case (A) used = 0.095ms−1 for times t = 5s, 15s and 60s from top to

bottom, colours show velocity magnitude.
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Figure 7.6: In this figure we show the propagation of the sediment phase up the
annulus for the case (B) for times t = 5s, 15s and 60s from top to bottom, colours

show velocity magnitude.
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Figure 7.7: In this figure we show the propagation of the sediment phase up the
annulus for the case (C) for times t = 5s, 15s and 60s from top to bottom, colours

show velocity magnitude.
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might be worth understanding this solver in detail and migrating the current set up

from interFoam to settlingFoam to determine the effect of particle fluxes and compare

to the results of the first part of this report.

We suggest the first step should be a thorough validation of the method. This could

be achieved by some reduction of the complexity considered, for example a simplified

channel geometry or considering a single phase, and comparison against some published

results [147–149].

As discussed in section 7.1.1, we can apply more general boundary and initial conditions

using the “groovyBC” and “funkySetFields” utilities in the swak4Foam add-on. This

will also allow the application of inner pipe rotation by a no-slip angular velocity on

the inner boundary of the annulus.

The final element of additional complexity we can suggest for the progression of the DNS

is to include the effect of discrete larger cuttings via a coupling of the OpenFoam solver

to a direct element method (DEM). While OpenFoam has some DEM functionality 6

there as yet appears to be no fluid-particle, particle-fluid coupling functionality. An

open source method for the coupling of a DEM algorithm to the CFD of OpenFoam

does exist however called “CFDEM” 7. On their website they show several examples of

modelling of coupled particles with several OpenFoam cases. It is our expectation that

one could apply this method to the OpenFoam cases successfully, but some work will

be required to understand the code, compile and correctly implement it alongside the

existing solver. One would also expect such a model to be extremely computationally

demanding and it is likely to require access to an HPC facility for serious computations.

7.1.3 Conclusions

The investigation has presented a potential approach for a direct numerical simulation

framework for the problem at hand. A first attempt at some simulation is presented

using the OpenFOAM CFD software suite and a two phase model for each of the drilling

fluid and a settled sediment layer, or cuttings bed. This is achieved numerically using a

6http://www.openfoam.org/version2.0.0/lagrangian.php
7http://www.cfdem.com/

http://www.openfoam.org/version2.0.0/lagrangian.php
http://www.cfdem.com/
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finite-volume discretisation of the transport equations with a volume of fluid treatment

of the phase fraction. The complexity of OpenFOAM is extensive and allows us to

tackle a large number of the modelling requirements at hand. In particular we have

shown the ease of setting up the eccentric, inclined annular geometry of the problem.

We also satisfy the non Newtonian rheology of the flow. The initial runs show the pos-

sible power of the method; already we show some of the physics of the problem when

varying just one free parameter.

As presented, the open problem of cuttings transport in an eccentric, inclined annu-

lar pipe with non-Newtonian drilling fluid and inner cylinder rotation contains a great

many free parameters. It is our hope that the method and modelling strategy presented

allows the opportunity to investigate many of these. In particular, it is now a trivial

exercise to vary the pipe eccentricity, inclination, inflow rates and fluid properties. We

have provided some suggestion as to where the method can be extended to include some

of the features we do not have time to include; namely inner cylinder rotation, dispersed

phase and discrete particles. In due course it is believed the direct numerical simulation

is achievable with the methods presented here.

7.2 EGSI110 Aughinish Alumina Excessive Valve

Wear Problem

The problem considered here was proposed by Aughinish Alumina – during the 110th

European Study Group with Industry, hosted by University of Limerick, Ireland, July

2015. The problem proposed by the company was to investigate the case of excessive

wear and pitting on inside of a number of valves and pipework sections. Evidence

suggested that such wear was cased by cavitation but the flow was externally pressurised

to avoid such issues. The company wanted some evidence that it was possible that local

pressure drops were causing cavitation, and that changes in value/pipe geometry could

be used to modify the flow to prevent such occurrences.
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Approach Outline

The aim was to provide a robust basic method which would allow for analysis of the

fluid flow though different valves and pipe sections of the system. Rather than a once

off mesh, which would be time consuming for each modification, we felt it was better to

develop a system where it would be efficient to develop a range of meshes so that not

only could the current valve shapes be examined, but also any future changes could be

tested without a large time investment in re-building the computational meshes.

7.2.1 CFD Numerical approach - OpenFoam

The main difficulty of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for this

problem involved the need for meshes with complex geometries that gave high fidelity

to the intricate geometric features of the valve and pipe systems in the problem.

Given the duration of this project, it was quickly decided that progress towards a

numerical model would be achieved most effectively if use was made of existing open

source packages in the field. From past experience it was decided that OpenFOAM

would again be a good choice. For details of the OpenFOAM software suite see the

Sec. 7.1.

simpleFoam

In this section we briefly outline the components of OpenFOAM we make use of in the

results to follow. We begin by setting up the steady-state solver for incompressible,

turbulent flow in 3D. The incompressible, turbulent flow solver is known as simple-

Foam and utilises turbulent modelling in the form of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

(RANS). The momentum equation is solved in a standard CFD manner, using a col-

located finite-volume discretization. For brevity, a full mathematical description of the

numerical method is avoided here. However extensive references exist for many of the

individual components and the simpleFoam solver has been extensively validated in

numerous studies [150]. simpleFoam (indeed any OpenFOAM solver) contains a vast

array of options for time-stepping, interpolation, linear solvers, tolerances, mesh or-

thogonality corrections and gradient schemes, too lengthy to list exhaustively here. As

in the earlier work we again retain the default choices.

It should also be made clear that simpleFoam was not the only available solver for

3D fluid flow. Even if we restrict ourselves to incompressible flows there are others
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such as pimpleFoam (large time-step transient solver for incompressible, flow using

the PIMPLE(merged PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm) and pisoFoam (transient solver for

incompressible flow) which both have the advantage of being transient solvers which

may catch intermittent events our steady state solver would not. However, due to the

time restriction of this project, the set-up and run time for a transient solver was too

long to allow for any reasonable study to be performed. However, it is a a simple

procedure to adapt the accompanying code to utilise any of these additional solvers.

Valve Mesh generation

The mesh discretization is quite general, allowing any polyhedral shaped control volumes

in the mesh. This means that a number of mesh generation tools can be used and

converted to the OpenFOAM format. For straightforward meshes, OpenFOAM comes

with the blockMesh utility, allowing mesh geometries to be constructed via prescribed

hexahedral blocks (whose edges can be straight or curved). However, in our case we

required the automatic generation of a complex mesh so the SnappyHexMesh tool was

used. This allows a generic orthogonal mesh generated from the blockMesh utility to be

fitted to a .STL Computer Aided Design (CAD) file of any geometry. SnappyHexMesh

is one of the leading mesh generation tools for complex geometry and allows for the mesh

to be not only fitted to the required shape, but also snapped to the surfaces such as the

cylindrical edges of the valves and pipes we will examine. This removes difficulties with

the boundary mesh blocks that would occur with a more simplistic mesh generation

technique.

Figure 7.8: Mesh for the valve ge-
ometry we examined. Constructed in
Solidworks 3D CAD software pack-

age.

Figure 7.8 shows a typical 3D CAD representation

of a Non-return valve, and the internal mesh is

generated by SnappyHexMesh in the inside of this

3D .STL surface.

In the results to follow we consider a non-return

valve similar to the 24 inch diameter valve on which

we had been shown experimental evidence of exces-

sive wear. We start with a rectangular cuboid of

48 cells by 112 cells by 88 cells. After the applica-

tion of the SnappyHexMesh fitting program we are

left with 200,000 mesh cells fitted to the internal

geometry of the value.
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We will only consider a single mesh configuration here, however OpenFOAM is capable

of including adaptive mesh refinement or moving mesh strategies which may prove useful

for high resolution simulations at a later date. For details of the mesh specification and

blockMesh and SnapphexMesh utilities see documentation at http://www.openfoam.

org/docs/user/mesh.php.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

We assume that the fluid flow at the inlet side of the valve is a laminar flow of ve-

locity 4ms−1 (provided by company) and a no-slip condition on the interior walls

U = (0, 0, 0)ms−1). The outlet velocities are not specified but instead a zero gradi-

ent boundary condition is specified so the conservation of mass within the system will

determine the fluid velocities at this boundary, given that the inlet velocities are fixed.

Given the experimental data provided to us by the company it appeared there was

a constant pressure difference of 3bar across the non-return value in question which

separated the two digesters. Therefore a pressure difference of 3 bar was applied across

the valve. This discards the fact that there are numerous pipe bends between the

two digesters, but a preliminary calculation conducted by other members of the team

suggested that this pressure drop was insignificant in comparison to the overall 3 bar so it

is neglected here. For simplicity, the pressure vales are set to 3bar and 0bar respectively

instead of the 38 and 35 bar in the actual system. This is just for simplicity as it

is the pressure difference here that is important and the incompressibility of the fluid

simulation renders the specific values unimportant for the actual simulation.

7.2.2 Numerical Results

We present some preliminary results from the application of the simpleFoam solver the

the non-return valve mesh as described in the sections above. Please note these results

really serve as a demonstration of the execution of an OpenFoam case close to the

modelling requirements of this project; any quantitative study should be accompanied

by a thorough validation and evaluation of all the algorithms in use. However these

preliminary results match well with the experimental evidence found, so we show them

here. In the results case below the valve is assumed to be in the fully open position with

the plunger retracted into the fully up position. This will give the maximum possible

surface areas across the valve internal region between the plunger and in the inlet pipe.

http://www.openfoam.org/docs/user/mesh.php
http://www.openfoam.org/docs/user/mesh.php
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Figure 7.9: The velocity magnitude profile on a 2-D slice across the valve. NOTE:
The inlet is at the bottom of the vertical pipe section with uniform inlet velocity

4ms−1.

Figure 7.9 shows the velocity in a 2D cross section of the valve, showing the position of

the valve plunger and the mesh set-up. The inlet is at the bottom of this cross section.

In Figure 7.10 we see 3D results for the velocity magnitude of the same open valve case

as the 2D slice geometry in Figure 7.9. Note the high velocity around the rim where

the output pipe enters the main valve compartment. These are specifically the two

regions where excessive wear was noted in the experimental photos supplied by Rusal

Aughinish. It was suggested that the wear patterns are indicative of cavitation, and the

pressure values in Figure 7.11 support this. We can see two low pressure zones in the

same two regions where the wear occurred. It may be possible that these low pressure

areas cause a local drop in pressure sufficient to form bubbles which would lead to cav-

itation as the bubbles quickly collapse outside these localised low pressure areas. This

needs to be further verified by higher resolution simulations and perhaps switching to a

transient solver would allow for some intermittent events to be examined. NOTE: The

Pressure values listed in the colour bar in Figure 7.11 are not in standard units, instead
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it is rho-normalized(density normalised) pressure which is the standard in OpenFoam.

The final sets of images in Figures 7.13 and 7.12 we examine how the streamlines

starting at the inlet evolve through the flow. The streamlines give us an indication of

how turbulent the flow inside the valve is, which in turn hints at the importance of the

valve geometry to the characteristics of the flow. This is further evidence that 3D CFD

simulations may be vital to resolving the cause of the excessive wear which is seen in

the system as we see complex recirculation behaviour around the valve plunger and the

internal compartment of the valve.

Future developments

Opportunities for developing this method and validating the numerics are extensive.

The first would be to utilise the parallel processing utilities of OpenFoam to allow the

current simulations to be run in much higher resolution to further resolve the interesting

areas in the system where the high velocity/local low pressures occur.

As mentioned in an earlier section, the current results are for a steady state solution.

However the OpenFoam software package has a number of other solvers available that

can handle transient flows. These include pimpleFoam (large time-step transient solver

for incompressible, flow using the PIMPLE (merged PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm) and

pisoFoam (transient solver for incompressible flow) which both have the advantage of

being able to observe intermittent events our steady state solver would not.

However one would also expect such models to be more computationally demanding

and it is likely to require access to a HPC facility for serious computations.

7.2.3 Conclusions

This section has presented a potential approach for a direct numerical simulation frame-

work for the problem at hand. A first attempt at some simulation is presented using the

OpenFOAM CFD software suite and a detailed CAD drawing of the valve to run a 3D

incompressible fluid simulation to detect possible problem areas within the pipe. This

is achieved numerically using a finite-volume discretisation of the transport equations

with a volume of fluid treatment of the phase fraction. In particular, we have shown

the ease of setting up the meshes to accommodate the complex internal geometry of

the problem. The initial runs show the possible power of the method; already we find

some evidence that the geometry of the valve may be a significant contributing factor
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Figure 7.10: TOP: The velocity magnitude profile on the inner volume of the
pipe/valve in the form of a wire-frame mesh. BOTTOM: The magnitude profile on
the inner volume of the pipe/valve in the form of a wire-frame mesh. NOTE: The

velocity magnitude units are ms−1.
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Figure 7.11: TOP: The pressure profile on the inner volume of the pipe/valve in
the form of a wire-frame mesh. BOTTOM: The pressure profile on the inner volume
of the pipe/valve in the form of a wire-frame mesh. NOTE: The Pressure values
listed in the colour bar are not in standard units, instead it is rho-normalized(density

normalised) pressure which is the standard in OpenFoam.
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Figure 7.12: TOP: Angled view of streamlines originating at the inlet at the bottom
of the vertical section in the view. BOTTOM: Back view of streamlines originating
at the inlet at the bottom of the vertical section in the view. The velocity magnitude

is represented as the colour along the streamlines.
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Figure 7.13: TOP: Side view of streamlines originating at the inlet at the bottom
of the vertical section in the view. BOTTOM: Top view of streamlines originating at
the inlet at the bottom of the vertical section in the view. The velocity magnitude is

represented as the colour along the streamlines.
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to apparent cavitation wear patterns in this particular non-return valve.

Future work would involve greatly increasing the resolution and switching to a parallel

mesh decomposition which would allow for more mesh cells to be included, improving

the accuracy of the solution. It is our hope that the method and modelling strategy

presented allows the opportunity to investigate many of these value geometries in a

relatively short space of time, as the OpenFoam framework has an extensive parallel

mesh decomposition toolbox as standard. In particular, it is now a trivial exercise to

study a variety of inflow rates and pressure drops across the valves, and examine the

corresponding characteristics of the resulting flow. In due course, it is believed the

direct numerical simulation could help explain the excessive wear problem proposed,

and also be used to test future changes in valve and pipe geometry to reduce excessive

wear.
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Conclusions

This thesis contributes a number of important results to the area of fluid turbulence.

Chapters 2 and 3 examine in detail the role of triad Fourier phase synchronisation and

coherence to the energy flux in 1D Burgers. We see a clear link between the Fourier

space triad phases and real-space shocks, the key dissipative structures of the dynam-

ics. This link is seen clearly in the intermittency statistics where time periods of high

phase synchronisation contribute the majority of the extreme events that characterise

intermittent behaviour. The reduction of degrees of freedom is also explored in this

work, with Fractal Fourier decimation used to remove modes across all scales of the

system. We find that the phase synchronisation is extremely sensitive to such changes

and coherence is quickly lost as degrees of freedom are suppressed.

From the dynamical systems point of view, in Chapter 3 we show that a phase-only

model captures many of the characteristics of full 1D Burgers and note the crucial

link between critical points in Fourier phase variables and sustained periods of triad

phase synchronisation. This aspect of the 1D Burgers system is worthy of further

detailed investigation. We need to understand what triggers this phase synchronisation

and alignment during the dynamical evolution and thus examine the distribution and

stability of critical points in the Fourier space system.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we extend the phase dynamics concepts to more complex turbulent

systems. In Chapter 4, the forward enstrophy cascade in 2D Navier Stokes is studied

and again the importance of the triad Fourier phases is clear with strong preference for

values that contribute to the forward cascade. We have shown that at a snapshot in

time, only a subset of the modes are responsible for the formation of small-scale vorticity

163
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space structures that govern the total enstrophy dissipation of the flow. The next stage

of this work will be to quantify the correlation of the in-time triad phase dynamics

to the intermittent bursts of flux and dissipation, which are directly responsible for

the non-Gaussian intermittency statistics found in the vorticity field at small scales.

The tools to achieve this are already describe in Chapter 3; via the monitoring of the

Kuromoto phase-order parameter and studying how the global system quantities react

to changes in the level of triad phase synchronisation. An extension of this is to quantify

the contribution of the small dynamically selected subset of modes to the Intermittency

structure functions. This would give further confirmation that it is indeed the flux

via coherence of triad phases that causes these intermittent directional jets that form

vorticity space dissipative structures.

In Chapter 5, we expand the definition of the triad phase, now to a non-scalar field in

3D. Utilising helical mode decomposition we show the different behaviour of the helical

triad interaction classes and once again how helical triad phases play a vital role in the

efficiency and directionality of energy flux in 3D turbulence. In a similar fashion to

the 2D results of Chapter 4, we again find only a small energetic subset of the Fourier

modes are important contributors to the energy flux towards small scales, and thus

to the intermittent bursts of dissipation that characterise these flows. However fur-

ther investigation is needed to better quantify these contributions to the intermittency

statistics; does the real-space solution reconstructed from this reduced set of degrees

of freedom accurately capture real-space dissipative structures. A study of how the

selection of the range of k in C effects the ratio of local to non-local triads would give

further insight. This leads us to consider if we could apply this analysis to the case

of the Fractal Fourier decimated Navier-Stokes system, where the ratio of these triad

types changes with decimation.

Chapter 6 examines the role of triad phases in the setting of Wave Turbulence. This

work on the effect of triad connection structure for small Fourier mode clusters could

also be applied to the systems described in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. Such shell model

have proven useful in understanding how specific interaction types contribute to the

overall dynamics of these flows, and triad phase dynamics could be easily investigated

in these reduced degrees of freedom models [151–153].

A clear step in the two and three-dimensional systems is the application of a phase-

only model as in Chapter 3. Would such a system provide insight as to the necessary

conditions for these triad phase alignments to occur? Would such a simplified model

reproduce the intermittent global behaviour as in 1D Burgers.
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A final interesting question is can this new role of triad phase dynamics be utilised to

control energy fluxes within flows. For example, the forcing of only certain types of

modes or via initial condition manipulation as presented in Chapter 6 for the CHM

equation. The additional of new physics via complex fluids or meta-materials could

further enhance of suppress such triad phase alignments and thus modify the flux to

small scales.

These questions are left open and will be examined in a subsequent set of publications

to follow this thesis.



Appendix A

1D Burgers - Energy Flux

Derivation

The derivation of the energy flux formula defined in eq. (2.11) in Chapter 2:

We define the energy flux across a scale K as the rate of change of energy for all

wavenumber |k| < K as

Π(K, t) = −1

2

d

dt

K∑

k=−K

Ek(t), (A.1)

where Ek(t) = ûkû
∗
k is the energy content of a wavenumber k and u∗k is the complex

conjugate of uk. We first start by noticing that

Π(K, t) = −1

2

d

dt

K∑

k=−K

Ek

Π(K, t) = −1

2

d

dt

K∑

k=−K

uk u
∗
k

Π(K, t) = −1

2

K∑

k=−K

d

dt
uk u

∗
k

Π(K, t) = −1

2

K∑

k=−K

( d
dt

(uk)u
?
k +

d

dt
(u?kuk

)
. (A.2)
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At this point will will restrict ourselves to contributions from the on-linear terms only.

Thus apply eq. (2.1) and ignoring the viscous and forcing terms we get

Π(K, t) = −1

2

∑

|k1|<K,t)

(
− ik1

2

∑

k2∈Z

(
ûk2ûk1−k2û

∗
k1
− c.c.

))

=
i

4

∑

|k1|<K,t)

∑

k2∈Z

k1

(
ûk2ûk1−k2û

∗
k1
− c.c.

)
(A.3)

Notice there that the triad condition has been enforced here directly. Taking advantage

of the symmetry of the sum over k1 we can relabel with k1 → −k1 to get:

Π(k) =
i

4

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2∈Z

(−k1)
(
ûk2û−k1−k2û

∗
−k1 − c.c.

)
. (A.4)

As the soltuon to our problem is a real field we must have û∗−k1 = ûk1 so the equation

above becomes

Π(K, t) = − i
4

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2∈Z

k1

(
ûk2û−k1−k2ûk1 − c.c.

)

= − i
4

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2,k3∈Z

k1

(
ûk2ûk3ûk1 − c.c.

)
δk1,k2,k3 , (A.5)

where we have extracted the Kronecker delta used to enforce the triad relation k1 +k2 +

k3 = 0. At this point we move to the phase-amplitude representation of the Fourier

variables where uk(t) = ak(t)e
iφk(t), where ak(t) = |uk| (amplitude) and φk = arg[uk]

(phase):

Π(K, t) = − i
4

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2,k3∈Z

k1ak1ak2ak3

(
eiϕk1,k2,k3 − e−iϕk1,k2,k3

)
δk1,k2,k3

= − i
4

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2,k3∈Z

k1ak1ak2ak3(2i sin(ϕk1,k2,k3))δk1,k2,k3

=
1

2

∑

|k1|<k

∑

k2,k3∈Z

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 (A.6)

where ϕk1,k2,k3 = φk1 + φk2 + φk3 and we have used the identity sin(θ) = eiθ−e−iθ
2i

. To

further simplify we observe the domains in which the wavenumbers in the sums can

exist, we know k1 ∈ [−K,K] and k2, k3 ∈ [−∞,∞]. It is useful here to further separate
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the summation of k2 and k3 into two parts:

∑

k2∈Z

=
∑

|k2|≤K

+
∑

|k2|>K

(A.7)

∑

k3∈Z

=
∑

|k3|≤K

+
∑

|k3|>K

. (A.8)

We now split the contribution to the flux into three sections:

Π(K, t) = Πi(K) + Πii(K) + Πiii(K) (A.9)

The three cases are as follows: Πi(K), where all wavenumbers are inside [−K,K];

Πii(K), where k1 and one other wavenumbers are inside with one outside [−K,K] and

Πiii(K), where only one wavenumber (k1) is inside [−K,K] and two are outside. If we

consider the first case

Πi(K) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|<K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 (A.10)

We can take advantage of the symmetries of the sums, specifically we can transform

k1 → k2 and k2 → k3. But notice these transformations do not affect the amplitudes

nor the sin(ϕk1,k2,k3), nor the summations, the only thing that changes is the factor of

k1. This leaves us with three almost identical expressions for Πi(K)

Πi(K) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|<K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 , (A.11)

=
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|<K

k2ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 , (A.12)

=
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|<K

k3ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 . (A.13)

Taking the average of the three we get

Πi(K) =
1

3

(1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|<K

(k1 + k2 + k3)ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3

)
(A.14)

= 0. (A.15)

which cancel because of the triad condition k1 + k2 + k3 = 0. This intuitively makes

sense since the these terms corresponds to triad interactions withing the wavenumber
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less than K and thus do not contribute to the flux across the scale K as measured by

the flux formula.

We now consider the case, Πiii(K), where one only wavenumber, k1, is inside [−k, k]

and the other are outside. Thus, our expression for the contribution in this case is

Πiii(k) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|>K

∑

|k3|>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 . (A.16)

In a similar manner as before we can split the summations for k2 and k3 into the positive

and negative wavenumber:

∑

|k2|>K

=
∑

k2>K

+
∑

k2<−K

(A.17)

∑

|k3|>K

=
∑

k3>K

+
∑

k3<−K

. (A.18)

Again we consider the products of these cases. The only terms that can satisfy the triad

condition are those that have k2 and k3 on opposite sides of [−K,K]. That is, we ignore

the terms where k2 and k3 are on the same side of [−K,K] and consider only when k2

is positive and k3 is on the negative side of the interval and visa-versa. Therefore eq.

(A.16) becomes

Πiii(k) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2<−K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3

+
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3<−K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 .
(A.19)
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Taking the first term in the expression above and relabelling k1 → −k1 and k2 → −k2

and similarly letting k3 → −k3 in the second term we find.

Πiii(k) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

(−k1)ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2k3
)δk1,k2k3

+
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

,

=
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

+
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

,

=
∑

|k1|<K

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

.

(A.20)

where we have have used the fact that δk1,k2k3
≡ δ(k1 + k2 − k3) is the same as δk3k1,k2 ≡

δ(−k1 − k2 + k3) by definition and sin(ϕk1,k2k3
) = sin(−ϕk3k1,k2) = − sin(ϕk3k1,k2). We now

have the triad condition k1 + k2 − k3 = 0 and we can further simplify the expression

above by noticing the negation of the triad condition is also a valid triad i.e., (−k1) +

(−k2) − (+k3) = 0. This allows us to fold over the negative part of k1 or explicitly,

split the k1 summation into its negative and positive parts and making the appropriate

transformations in k1, k2 and k3 to the summation −k < k1 < 0 we get

Πiii(k) = 2
K∑

k1>0

∑

k2>K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

. (A.21)

Finally, we make a further reduction to the expression above by considering the restric-

tion on the minimum value k3 can take in order to satisfy the triad condition along with

k1 ∈ [0, k]. If k2 is minimal then using the triad condition we find that the minimum

value k3 can take is k1 + (K + 1) = k3. Making this adjustment in k3 and directly

enforcing the triad condition on k2 by letting k2 = k3− (K + 1) we can drop the δ term

and we arrive at a simplified expression for Πiii(K),

Πiii(k) = 2
K∑

k1=1

∞∑

k3=k1+(K+1)

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1). (A.22)

Lastly, we consider Πii(K), the case where k1 and a second mode are inside the interval

[−K,K] and one outside. There are two possible ways this can be achieved, when k2 is
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inside and k3 is outside and visa-versa. Thus we start with the full expression:

Πii(K) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3

+
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|>K

∑

|k3|<K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 . (A.23)

Noticing the expression is symmetric in k2 and k3, we can relabel k2 and k3 in the second

term in the expression above to get

Πii(K) =
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3

+
1

2

∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k3|>K

∑

|k2|<K

k1ak1ak3ak2 sin(ϕk1,k3,k2)δk1,k3,k2 ,

=
∑

|k1|<K

∑

|k2|<K

∑

|k3|>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3 . (A.24)

Considering the possible triads that satisfy k1 +k2 +k3 = 0 under |k1| , |k2| < k |k3| > k

we note that for the triad condition to be satisfied both k1 and k2 must be on the

same side of the interval but the opposite side to k3. Therefore considering only these

possibilities we find

Πii(K) =
1

2

0∑

k1=−K

0∑

k2=−K

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k2,k3)δk1,k2,k3

+
1

2

K∑

k1=0

K∑

k2=0

∑

k3<−K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk1,k3,k2)δk1,k3,k2 . (A.25)

Again we can relabel k1 → −k1 and k2 → −k2 in the first term and k3 → −k3 in the

second term we get

Πii(K) =
1

2

K∑

k1=0

K∑

k2=0

∑

k3>K

−k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(−ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

+
1

2

K∑

k1=0

K∑

k2=0

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

,

= 2
K∑

k1=0

K∑

k2=0

∑

k3>K

k1ak1ak2ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k2)δ
k3
k1,k2

. (A.26)

Similar to the previous case, there is a restriction on k3 under the triad condition of
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k1 + k2− k3 = 0. The maximum value k3 can take depends on the restriction of k1 and

k2 to the interval [0, K]. Like before if we let k1 vary on the interval and sub in the

maximum value k2 can take we find that the upper bound on k3 = k1 +K. Also as we

will always have a0 = 0 for our system, (A.26) becomes

Πii(K) = 2
K∑

k1=1

K+k1∑

k3=K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1). (A.27)

We can now get the expression for our flux by combining the three terms:

Π(K) = Πi(K) + Πii(K) + Πiii(K)

= 2
K∑

k1=1

K+k1∑

k3=K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1) (A.28)

+ 2
K∑

k1=1

∞∑

k3=k1+K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1)

= 2
K∑

k1=1

( K+k1∑

k3=K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1) (A.29)

+
∞∑

k3=k1+K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1)
)

= 2
K∑

k1=1

∞∑

k3=K+1

k1ak1ak3−k1ak3 sin(ϕk3k1,k3−k1) (A.30)
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1D Burgers - Structure function

and Local Slope Calculations

Find below table of the power law fit values for the real-space multi-point correlation

functions (structure functions) statistics defined in eq. (3.9) in Chapter 3:

Sp(r) = 〈 (δrv)p 〉x,t , Sabs
p (r) = 〈 |δrv|p 〉x,t ,

where δrv = u(x + r, t) − u(x, t) and 〈•〉x,t denotes the average over both space and

time. Values are given for both the full-PDE and phase-only models. In each case

three sets of results are presented. The first is for statistics over all times, so no re-

striction on the values of the Kuramoto parameter: (R ∈ [0, 1]). The second is for

statistics conditioned to R > 0.95, which corresponds to times when there is a high

level of triad phase synchronisation, as defined in the main text. The third is for statis-

tics conditioned to R ≤ 0.95 (i.e. the complement of the second case with respect

to the first case), which corresponds to times when the triad phases are not synchro-

nised. Fitted values are presented for both structure functions Sp(r) and Sabs
p (r): we

define the scaling exponents ζp and ζabs
p via Sp(r) ∼ r ζp and Sabs

p (r) ∼ r ζ
abs
p respectively.

Also included are Figures B.1 and B.2 which show the Sp(r) and Sabs
p (r) as a func-

tion of r and the range (highlighted region) where the fit values were calculated. Also

included as insets are the local slope values. Figure B.1 shows the results for the full

PDE model with figure B.2 showing the same analysis repeated for the phase-only

model.
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Figure B.1: Two-point correlation functions (structure functions) statistics over full
statistically stationary state for the full PDE model. Top Left: Structure function
Sp(r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζp(r). Top Right:
Structure function Sabs

p (r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes

ζabs
p (r). Middle Left: Conditional time (R > 0.95) structure function Sp(r) as a

function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζp(r). Middle Right: Condi-
tional time (R > 0.95) structure function Sabs

p (r) as a function of r and (inset) the

associated local slopes ζabs
p (r). Bottom Left: Conditional time (R ≤ 0.95) structure

function Sp(r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζp(r). Bot-
tom Right: Conditional time (R ≤ 0.95) structure function Sabs

p (r) as a function of

r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζabs
p (r).
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Figure B.2: Two-point correlation functions (structure functions) statistics over full
statistically stationary state for the Phase-only PDE model. Top Left: Structure
function Sp(r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζp(r). Top
Right: Structure function Sabs

p (r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local

slopes ζabs
p (r). Middle Left: Conditional time (R > 0.95) structure function Sp(r)

as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζp(r). Middle Right:
Conditional time (R > 0.95) structure function Sabs

p (r) as a function of r and (inset)

the associated local slopes ζabs
p (r). Bottom Left: Conditional time (R ≤ 0.95)

structure function Sp(r) as a function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes
ζp(r). Bottom Right: Conditional time (R ≤ 0.95) structure function Sabs

p (r) as a

function of r and (inset) the associated local slopes ζabs
p (r).
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Full-PDE Model
R ∈ [0, 1] R ≤ 0.95 R > 0.95

p ζp ζabs
p ζp ζabs

p ζp ζabs
p

1 - 0.994 - 0.993 - 0.995
2 1.027 1.027 1.037 1.037 1.020 1.020
3 1.007 1.008 1.017 1.019 1.002 1.003
4 1.007 1.007 1.022 1.022 1.002 1.002
5 1.006 1.006 1.029 1.029 1.002 1.002
6 1.006 1.006 1.038 1.038 1.001 1.001

Table B.1: Fitted values of power-law indices ζp and ζabs
p for the multi-point cor-

relation functions (structure functions) Sp(r) and Sabs
p (r) in the full Burgers PDE.

Fit was conducted over the range 0.008 ≤ r ≤ 0.063 which corresponds to our chosen
inertial range of 100 ≤ k ≤ 750. Region of fit corresponds to the highlighted range in

Figure B.1 with local slopes plots shown in the insets.

Phase-only Model
R ∈ [0, 1] R ≤ 0.95 R > 0.95

p ζp ζabs
p ζp ζabs

p ζp ζabs
p

1 - 0.614 - 0.496 - 0.974
2 1.037 1.037 1.037 1.037 1.037 1.037
3 1.071 1.081 1.236 1.247 1.007 1.010
4 1.074 1.074 1.268 1.268 1.011 1.011
5 1.073 1.074 1.283 1.285 1.014 1.014
6 1.076 1.076 1.307 1.307 1.018 1.018

Table B.2: Fitted values of power-law indices ζp and ζabs
p for the multi-point cor-

relation functions (structure functions) Sp(r) and Sabs
p (r) in the Phase-Only Model.

Fit was conducted over the range 0.008 ≤ r ≤ 0.063 which corresponds to our chosen
inertial range of 100 ≤ k ≤ 750. Region of fit corresponds to the highlighted range in

Figure B.2 with local slopes plots shown in the insets.
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2D Hyperviscous Navier-Stokes

with Kolomogorov Forcing

We now show plots for the Kolmogorov forced hyperviscous case, in the same format as

the stochastically forced case presented in Chapter 4. Similar analyses and conclusions

can be drawn, in analogous manner to the stochastically forced case but the results are

presented here for completeness.
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Figure C.1: 2D Kolomogorov forced, hyperviscous NS. Energy spectrum(left panel)
and Flux spectra (right panel). In both panels the blue curve is time averaged with
red curves representing individual snapshots. In the energy spectrum plot, lines of
slope k−

5
2 and k−

7
2 are shown, in this case of a forward enstrophy cascade, a k−3

slope is expected in the inertial range.
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Figure C.2: Fourier Mode phase dynamics in hyperviscous Kolomogorov forced NS.
Time averaged PDFs of the individual Mode phases (left panel) and triad phases
(right panel). The line colours represent different dynamically selected regions and

correspond to the legends in the Triad phase PDF plot.
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Figure C.3: 2D Kolmogorov forced hyperviscous NS. Snapshot in Fourier k-space
of individual mode phase(top left) and spectra(top right). Bottom: Panels show the
dynamically selected modes in accordance with the criteria in eq. (4.7). Left : 95%-
100% of the most energetic in the inertial and dissipative scales.. Right : 0%-25% of

the least energetic in the inertial and dissipative scales.
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Figure C.4: 2D Kolomogorov forced hyperviscous NS. Left Column: Snapshots of
real-space vorticity field. Right Column: Snapshots of real-space dissipation. The
first row is the original system constructed from all Fourier modes without reduction.
The middle row is for the cases of 95%-100% of the most energetic modes only in
accordance with the criteria in eq. (4.7). Finally the bottom row includes only the

0%-25%(left) of the least energetic modes in the inertial and dissipative scales.



Appendix D

Charney-Hasegawa-Mima Equation

(CHM)

The PDE form of the CHM equation is given by:

(∇2 − F )
∂ψ

∂t
+ β

∂ψ

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
= 0

Using the Fourier mode expansion ψ =
∑

kAke
ik·x for the solution ψ = ψ(x, t) with k,

k1, k2, k3 and k4 ∈ Z2. Substituting the Fourier expansion into each term of the CHM

PDE, starting with the linear terms:

(∇2 − F )
∂ψ

∂t
+ β

∂ψ

∂x
=

∂

∂t

(
−
∑

k

|k|2Ake
ik·x − F

∑

k

Ake
ik·x

)
+ β

(∑

k

ikxAke
ik·x

)

=

(
−
∑

k

|k|2Ȧk − F
∑

k

Ȧk + β
∑

k

ikxAk

)
eik·x

=

(∑

k

(−|k|2 − F )Ȧk + β
∑

k

ikxAk

)
eik·x
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Next we look at each of the non-linear terms, taking care to use different indices as we

now have double sums:

∂ψ

∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
=

(
i
∑

k1

k1yAk1e
ik1·x

)
∂

∂x

(
−
∑

k2

|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

=

(
i
∑

k1

k1yAk1e
ik1·x

)(
−i
∑

k2

k2x|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

=

(∑

k1

k1yAk1e
ik1·x

)(∑

k2

k2x|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
=

(
i
∑

k3

k3xAk3e
ik3·x

)
∂

∂x

(
−
∑

k4

|k4|2Ak4e
ik4·x

)

=

(
i
∑

k3

k3xAk3e
ik3·x

)(
−i
∑

k4

k4y|k4|2Ak4e
ik4·x

)

=

(∑

k3

k3xAk3e
ik3·x

)(∑

k4

k4y|k4|2Ak4e
ik4·x

)

Now we wish to reduce the number of wavevector indices so we can replace k3, k4 with

k1, k2. We note that as k1 and k2 are over identical ranges we can expand out the two

double sum terms into 4 terms terms, However we must divide by a factor of two here
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to account for the extra terms we have explicitly taken out of the double sums.

−∂ψ
∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
= −

(∑

k1

k1yAk1e
ik1·x

)(∑

k2

k2x|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

+

(∑

k3

k3xAk3e
ik3·x

)(∑

k4

k4y|k4|2Ak4e
ik4·x

)

= −1

2

(∑

k1

k1yAk1e
ik1·x

)(∑

k2

k2x|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

+
1

2

(∑

k1

k1xAk1e
ik1·x

)(∑

k2

k2y|k2|2Ak2e
ik2·x

)

−1

2

(∑

k2

k2yAk2e
ik2·x

)(∑

k1

k1x|k1|2Ak1e
ik1·x

)

+
1

2

(∑

k2

k2xAk2e
ik2·x

)(∑

k1

k1y|k1|2Ak1e
ik1·x

)

Grouping these terms together gives us:

−∂ψ
∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
=

1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(|k2|2 − |k1|2)(k1xk2y − k1yk2x)Ak1Ak2e
i(k1+k2)·x

Combining the linear and non-linear parts give:

(∇2 − F )
∂ψ

∂t
+ β

∂ψ

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂y

∂(∇2ψ)

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂(∇2ψ)

∂y
= 0

(∑

k

(−|k|2 − F )Ȧk + β
∑

k

ikxAk

)
eik·x +

+
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(|k2|2 − |k1|2)(k1xk2y − k1yk2x)Ak1Ak2e
i(k1+k2)·x = 0

Now dividing across by (−|k|2 − F )eik·x gives:

(∑

k

Ȧk + i
∑

k

−βkx
(|k|2 + F )

Ak

)
+

+
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(|k1|2 − |k2|2)

(|k|2 + F )
(k1xk2y − k1yk2x)Ak1Ak2e

i(k1+k2−k)·x = 0
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We now introduce an extra sum over the wavenumber k on the double sum k1,k2 term

and introduce the Kronecker delta function δ(k − k1 − k2) to compensate. We also use

the triad condition (k1 + k2 = k) to substitute out some k1 + k2 terms.

∑

k

Ȧk + i
∑

k

−βkx
(|k|2 + F )

Ak +

+
1

2

∑

k

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(|k1|2 − |k2|2)

(|k|2 + F )
(k1xk2y − k1yk2x)δ(k1 + k2 − k)Ak1Ak2e

i(k1+k2−k)·x = 0

Finally subbing in for ωk and Zk
k1k2

:

∑

k

(
Ȧk + iωkAk +

1

2

∑

k1,k2

Zk
k1k2

δ(k1 + k2 − k)Ak1Ak2

)
ei(k1+k2−k)·x = 0

This gives us the ODE for the evolution of each Fourier coefficient Ak :

Ȧk + i ωkAk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

Zk
k1k2

Ak1 Ak2 δ(k1 + k2 − k)

where ωk are the linear frequencies and Zk
k1k2

are the interaction coefficients

ωk =
−βkx
|k|2 + F

, Zk
k1k2

= (k1xk2y − k1yk2x)
|k1|2 − |k2|2
|k|2 + F

The final step is to introduce the complex amplitude representation Bk = Ake
iωkt.

Substituting this into the ODE system above give us the expression for the evolution

of the complex valued functions Bk:

Ḃk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

δkk1k2
Zk

k1k2
Bk1 Bk2e

i(ωk1
+ωk2

−ωk)t

Ḃk =
1

2

∑

k1,k2∈Z2

δkk1k2
Zk

k1k2
Bk1 Bk2e

iωk
k1k2

t

Where the shorthand δkk1k2
= δ(k1 + k2 − k) is the Kronecker delta function and ωk

k1k2
=

ωk1 + ωk2 − ωk the triad detuning frequency.
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Details of NNTTk
k1k2

Terms in ϕ̇k
k1k2

DOF Expression

For a triad k1 + k2 = k the explicit formula [86] for the nearest-neighbouring-triad

terms (NNTTk
k1k2

) is given by:

NNTTk
k1k2

=
∑

k4,k5∈Triads(k,k1,k2)

(nk4nk5)
1
2

[
Zk1

k4k5
δk1−k4−k5

sinϕk1
k4k5

(nk1)
1
2

+ Zk2
k4k5

δk2−k4−k5

sinϕk2
k4k5

(nk2)
1
2

− Zk
k4k5

δk−k4−k5

sinϕk
k4k5

(nk)
1
2

]

Where Triads(k,k1,k2) is the set of all triads that are directly connected to the triad

k1 + k2 = k.

Conservation of Energy and Enstrophy in CHM Equation

The equations for the Energy E and Enstrophy Ω in Fourier k-space are:

E =
1

2

∑

k∈Z2

(
|k|2 + F

)
|Bk|2

Ω =
1

2

∑

k∈Z2

|k|2
(
|k|2 + F

)
|Bk|2

We use the (|k|2 + F ) and |k|2 (|k|2 + F ) terms from each sum as the unknown variables

φk in the following condition for the conservation of a quadratic quantity.

İ =
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(
φkZ

k
k1k2
− φk1Z

k1
k2k
− φk2Z

k2
kk1

)
Bk1Bk2B

?
k δ

k
k1k2

eiω
k
k1k2

t = 0

Where

Zk
k1k2

= (k1xk2y − k1yk2x)
|k1|2 − |k2|2
|k|2 + F
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Evaluating İ in the case of the Energy E we get:

İ =
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(
(|k|2 + F )Zk

k1k2
− (|k1|2 + F )Zk1

k2k
− (|k2|2 + F )Zk2

kk1

)

=
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(k1xk2y − k1yk2x)
(
|k2|2 − |k1|2 + |k|2 − |k2|2 − |k|2 + |k1|2

)

=
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(k1xk2y − k1yk2x) (0) = 0

Evaluating İ in the case of the Enstrophy Ω we get:

İ =
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(
|k|2(|k|2 + F )Zk

k1k2
− |k1|2(|k1|2 + F )Zk1

k2k
− |k2|2(|k2|2 + F )Zk2

kk1

)

=
∑

k1,k2∈Z2

(k1xk2y − k1yk2x) (0) = 0

Thus both the energy and enstrophy are quadratic invariants of the system, for any

cluster of triads.
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Teaching

Over the course of my PhD to date I have had the pleasure of teaching tutorials,

correcting assignments and exams for the following Applied and Computational Modules

in UCD:

2013/2014

� ACM30010 - Analytical Mechanics

� ACM10060 - Introduction to Applied and Computational Mathematics

2014/2015

� ACM30010 - Analytical Mechanics

� ACM40290 - Numerical Algorithms

� ACM10060 - Introduction to Applied and Computational Mathematics

2015/2016

� ACM30030 - Multi-variable Calculus for Engineers II

� ACM40290 - Numerical Algorithms

� ACM10060 - Introduction to Applied and Computational Mathematics

187
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2016/2017

� MATH10230 - Maths for Agriculture I

� ACM10060 - Introduction to Applied and Computational Mathematics

I have also worked in the Maths Support Centre which offers one-on-one mathematics

to undergraduate students.
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